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INTRODUCTION. 

In the fatroduction to my monograph on the fauna of the permian Productus 
shales of Johar and Painkhanda it was proposed to devote a proper part of this 
volume to the description of the fossil contents of tbe Kuling shales of Spiti and of 
the Zewan or Barus beds of Kashmir, which have been considered to be of carbonifer· 
ous age by previous authors. 

Even then it seemed to me highly probable that representatives of botli the 
carboniferous and permian systems were mixed together among the fossils con
tained in the Geological Survey's Himalayan collections from the upper palreozoic 
rocks of Kashmir and Spiti. This probability has been greatly strengthened by a. 
closer examination of the fossil material entrusted to me for description. In 
my opinion the Kuling shales of Spiti, or' more exactly, their lower portion 
underlying the triassic Otoce1·as stage, correspond stratigraphically to the Productus 
shales of Johar and Painkbanda, as has already been suggested by Griesbacll, and 
must consequently be correlated with the permian system. In Kashmir this system 
seems to be likewise represented by black micaceous shales, observed by Lydekker 
on a ridge N .E. of Prongam Tral, whereas the large bulk of fossils from the Zewan 
or Barus beds are of upper carboniferous age, occupying, as it seems, the very 
highest stratigraphical position within the carboniferous system. 

In spite of this it is impossible to fix the exact stratigraphical zone of 
every fossil in the Geological Survey's collections from the upper palreozoic rocks 
of Kashmir and Spiti. Notwithstanding the rather limited number of species, 
regarding which their geological age cannot be settled definitively at present, I 
deemed it preferable to let this uncertainty find an expression in the title of the pre
sent monograph. I have used the term ".Anthracolithia '' under which I understancl 
both the carboniferous and permian fossils. This term, which I find very convenient, 
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2 HIMALAYAN FOSSILS. 

considering the intimate stratigraphical and faunistic connection of the carboniferous, 
and permian systems of the Himalayas, was originally introduced by Waagen in 
the "Geological Results" of his Salt Range Fossils (Vol. IV, 1891, p. 241). I 
am glad to avail myself of it as one of the best denominations in our stratigraphical 
nomenclature, and I sincerely wish that it may be used more generally m 
geological literature than has been done hitherto. 

Before entering into a detailed description of the anthracolithic fossils of 
Kashmir and Spiti, a few notes on the previous geological literature on the subject 
may be found useful. 

The first reference to the existence of carboniferous rocks in the Himalayas was 
made by Dr. Hugh Falconer in 1838, who proved the carboniferous age of a lime
stone in the Kashmir Valley .1 

In 18/'iO W. King 2 described the first anthracolithic fossil from the North
W estern Himalaya, Strophalosia Gerardi, which had been collected by Dr. Gerard 
on the crest of a pass, leading from Ladakh into Bisahir, at a height of 17,000 
feet. 

Among the fossils, picked up by Dr. Gerard in Spiti and entrusted by him to 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal in Calcutta, a large number was subsequently proved 
to be of anthracolithic age. One of the most common shells in his collection has 
been described as Spirifera Rajah by J. W. Salter3 in 1865. 

Although he never lost sight of its being a true carboniferous form, 
closely allied to Spi'rifer Keilhavii, von Buch, he erroneously inferred that it had 
been derived from the triassic beds of the Spiti-Pass. In an appendix: to the same 
work, however, Mr. H.F. Blanford4 correctly observed that Spirifer Rajah did 
not occur in the same bed with triassic ammonites described by himself in 1863 ,5 
but decidedly below them-" in beds, which other evidence combines to show, must 
be referred to the same general relative age, as the carboniferous of Europe.'' 

Blanford's view regarding the stratigraphical position of the beds with Spirifer 
Bajuh was fully confirmed by Dr. Ferdinand Stoliczka, who in 1864 had examined 
a number of geological sections in Spiti and Rupshu. Among the palreozoic rocks 
of Spiti three different series, the Babeh series, Muth series and Kuling series were 
distinguished by that learned author. The Babeh and Muth series he correlated to 
the silurian, the Kuling series to the carboniferous system of Europe. The prevalent 
rocks of the latter series he foun:l:to consist of "a dark brown crumbling shale 
and a light coloured, mostly whitish quartzite, generally speaking very difficult 
to distinguish from the top beds of the Muth series." The total thickness of these 
beds, coc.sidered by him to be carboniferous, he estimated to be from 100 to 400 

1 Palreonlological Memoirs of Hugh Falconer, in "Official Report of Expedition to Kashmir and Little Tibet 
in 1837-38." Vol. I, p. 567. 

2 W. King, "A monograph of the permian fossils of England," London, 1850, p. 96, Pl. XIX, figs. 6, 7. 
1 J. W. &.lter and H.F. Blanford, "Palreontology of Niti in the Northern Himalayas," Caloutta, 1865, p. 59. 
' H.F. Blanford, ibidem, p. 111. 
i H.F. Blanford, "On Dr. Gerard's collection of fossils from the Spiti valley in the Asiatic Society's Museum, 

Journal Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, 1863, No. 2, pp. 121-138. 
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feet. He reoords the following list of fossils, collected by himself and Dr. 
Gerard1 

:-

Spirifer Mooaa!eheylenaia, Davids. 
,, K eilhavii, v. Buch (=Sp. Raj ah, Salt.) 

,, tiheticu1, Stoliczka. 

,, altivagus, Stol. 

Productua Purdoni, Davids. 

" 
aemireticulatua, Mart. 

,, longispinus, Sow . 

.A.vicula, ep. 
Cardiomorplia, sp. 
A.viculopecten, sp. 
Ortlioceras,? sp. 

Among the species of Lamellibranchiaft:t not a single one permits of a specific 
determination. A !!-ingle indistinct cast bas been identified as Productus Ptn•do,.i 
but it does not warrant a decided determination. The species mistaken for P. 
semireticulatus and for P. longispinus belongs to the subgenus Margimifera, Waagen, 
and is one of the leading fossils of the Kuling shales of Spiti and of the 
corresponding beds in Kashmir. 

Whether Spirifer tibeticus and Sp. alticagus are really of anthracolithic age 
is very doubtful. The original geological position of the specimens collected by 
Dr. Gerard is not known. Stoliczka him.self found only one loose specimen of 
Spiri.fer tibetic1.1s near Kibber. On the other hand, Spirifer tibeticus is so closely 
allied to Sp. Griesbachi, Bittner, 2 of upper triassic age, that a distinction between 
them is very difficult. This question will be more fully discussed by Dr. Bittner 
in bis memoir on the triassic Brachiopoda and Lamellibrancbiata of the Himalayas 
{Palreontologia Indica, ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2). 

Stoliczka's notes on the stratigraphical sequence in Spiti have been partly 
corrected by R. D. Oldham and C. L. Griesbach. Oldham 3 in bis interpretation of 
the Spiti sections inferred that Stoliczka's "Muth-qqartzite '' should be rather 
correlated with the carboniferous quartzite of Kashmir, than with the silurian 
system. Griesbach~ confirmed this view and distinguished the following sequence of 
beds in the anthra.colithic series of Spiti. 

The dark unfossiliferous limestones, which rest on the flesh coloured quartzite 
series of upper silurian age and which probably correspond to the devonian 
system, are conformably overlaid by earthy, grey, crinoid0 limestonesfrom 600 to 800 
feet in thickness. The red crinoid-limestone is overlaid by a fine-grained, whit.e 

1 F. Stolic11ka, "Geological sootions across the Himalayan Mountains from Wangtu bridge on the River Sutlej 
to Sungdo on the Indus, eto.," Memoirs Geo!. Surv. of India, Vot V, Pt. I, pp. 25-29. 

2 C. Diener, "Ergebnisse einer Geologisohen Expedition in den Central.Him.Caya, etc.," Denkschr, Kais. Akad. 
d. Wiss. Wien, math. nat. Cl., 1895, Bd. LXII, p. 558. 

3 R. D. Oldltam, "Some notes on the geology of the N.W. HimlOa.yas," Records, Geol Surv. of India, VoL XXI, 

1888,pp. 151-153. 
4 C. L. Griesbaclt, Records of the Geol. Surv. of India. U189, Vol. XXII, pp. 158-167, and "Geology of the 

·Central Him'1ayae," Mem. Geol. Surv. of India, Vol. XXIII, 1891, pp. 212-223. 
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quartzite of about 500 feet in thickness, which Stoliczka originally included in his 
Muth series. This sequence of beds is exactly the same as in the Central Hima· 
layas of Kumaon and Gurhwal. As in the eastern sections, the entire series is 
characterised by the scarcity of organic remains. In the Geological Survey's 
Himalayan collections this series is not represented by a single fossil which 
would permit of a specific determination. This remark, unfortunately, likewise 
applies to the next rock-group, a grey limestone which, Griesbach states, overlies 
the white quartzite confo1·mably. It is a" hard, splintery, grey limestone, in flaggy 
beds of a total thickness of about 70 feet, which has yielded numerous fossils, 
though few in species. Amongst them are several Producti, Athyris Royssii and 
Corals. Its evident connection with the white quartzite and the character of the 
foi;;sils define its upper carboniferous age." 

It is very much to be regretted that Griesbach's collection does not contain 
fossils from this grey limestone exposed in the Pin river section near Muth, more 
especially so because this horizon seems to be absent in the Central Himalayas of 
Kumaon ·and Gurhwal and might perhaps be a representative of the Zewan or 
Barus beds of Kashmir. 

The grey limestone near Muth is overlaid by Stoliczka's Kuling series. In 
this !mries two groups of a geologically different age have been included by that 
author. The upper portion has yielded the characteristic fossils of the OtoceratJ 
stage and consequently belongs to the scythian1 series of the triassic system. The 
lower portion, consisting of dark, crumbling, often micaceous shales, alternating 
irregularly with sandstone-partings, Griesbach considers to be equivalent of the 
permian Productus shales of Johar and Painkhanda. 

I am of opinion that the local denomination of '' Kuling shales," given by 
Stoliczka, might advantageously be retained for these beds, owing to the claim of 
priority, although beds of lower triassic age had been originally included in Stoliczka's 
"Kuling series. " But a restriction of the original name to the well defined horizon, 
included between the grey limestone of Muth and the Otoceras beds, is not contrary 
to the laws of stratigraphical nomenclature. Among more recent instances I only 
need mention the interpretation of the term "Partnach Schichten" by Skuphos, 
who restricts this name to the lower portion of Giimbel's Partnach beds and 
which has met with the unanimous approval of all Alpine geologists. 

The existence of true anthracolithic rocks in the Kashmir Valley, which had 
been first supposed by Dr. Hugh Falconer in 1838, was definitely proved in a most 
important paper by Captain Godwin-Austen and Th. Davidson, an abstract of which 
appeared in 1864 in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London.1 

'l'he original paper was, however, only published in 1866.3 The sections of the 
fossiliferous rocks near W asterwan, Barus, Loodoo and Khoonmoo, on the eastern 

1 E. v. Mojsisovics, W. 1"aagen., and 0. Diener. "Entwurf einer Gliederung der pelagischen Sedimente des 
Trias-Systems," Sitzuugsber. kais. Akad d. Wfasensch. Wien. ma.th. nat. Cl. Bd. CJV., 1895, p. 1278. 

1 Godwin-.tl.usten, "Geological notes on part of the N.•W. Himalayas," Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. Vol. XX, 
1864, pp. 383-387 

3 On the carboniferous rooks of the valley of Kashmir, with notes on the brachiopoda, colleoted by Captain 
Godwin-Austen in Tibet and Kashmir, by Tli. Davidson, ibidem, Vol. XXII, 1866, pp. 29-45. 
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side of the Kashmir Valley, S. of Srinagar, were described in detail by Captain 
Godwin-Austen. The brachiopoda which were all obtained from the Kashmir 
Valley, and not partly from Little Tibet, as stated erroneously in his memoir, have 
been examined by Professor Davidson. The fauna described by this eminent 
author and considered as carboniferous, consists of the following forms, excluding 
those which were too badly preserved to permit of a specific determination :-

Terebratula ( = JJielaama ?) Austeniana, Dav. 
,, ( Dielasma) sacculus ?, Mart. 

At!tyris snbtilita, Hall. 
Spirifer Rajah, Salter. 

,, "Fihianus, Davids. 
,, Kashmeriensia, Davids. 
,, Moosalcheylen1is, Davids. 

,, sp. ind. ( =Lydelclceri, Diener). 

Rhynchonella 11le1trodon var. IJavreuxiana, de Kon. 

" Kashmeriensis, Davids. 
,, Barusiensis (misnamed: Barumensis), Davids. 

Streptorhynchua crenistria, Phill. ( = ])erbya cf. senilis, Phill.) 

Productus semireticulatus, Mart. 
,, Cora, d'Orb. 

" 
scabriculus, Mart. 

" 
Hitmboldti, d'Orb. (?). 

" 
longispinus, Sow. (?). 

" 
striatus, Fischer, ( ?) • 

" 
spinulosus, Sow. 

" 
(?) laei:is, Davids. 

JJiscina Kashmeriensis, Davids. 

Chonetes Hardrensis var. Tibetensia, Davids. (recte Kashmeriensi~, 
Lydekker). 

C!tonetea laevia, Davids. 
,, .A..usteniana, Davids. 

,, (Spfrifer, Davids.) Barusiensis, Dav. 

Altogether 25 species, of which 13 only, or about one half of this number, are 
also contained in the Geological Survey's Himalayan collections from Kashmir. 

Professor Davidson sums up his views regarding the geological age of the beds 
from which these fossils were obtained, in the following remarks, (I. c. p. 40) :-

" Here again we find many of our common and widely spread European and 
American species, along with a few, that had not yet been noticed from other parts 
of the world, and which indicate that the carboniferous rocks of Tibet, Kashmir 
and the Punjab belong to one great formation." 

Another very important paper on the geology of the anthracolithic region to 
the East of the Kashmir Valley was published by Dr. A. Verchere in 1866 and 
1867.1 He stated that the fossiliferous series is underlaid by i::lates, in which there 

1 A. Verckere, "Kashmir, the Western Himalaya and the" Afghan Mountains," Jonrnal Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, 
Calcutta, 1866, Vol. XXXV, pt. 2, pp. 89·134, 159·203, 1867, Vol. XXXVI, pt. 2, pp. 201·229. 
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is an abundance of contemporaneous volcanic rock. The limestones and shales 
which rest on these volcanic rocks have been divided by Verchere into three divisions, 
called by him (in ascending order) Zeeawan beds, Weean beds and Kotha.ir beds. 
The term '' Zeeawan beds" is, however, taken in a wider sense than in Godwin· 
Austen's memoir, the Zewan beds having been restricted by the latter author to 
a distinct horizon of the anthracolithic series only, characterised by its abundance 
of Fenestellce. Both the Zeeawan beds and Weean beds are considered to be carboni
ferous by V erchere, whereas the Kothair beds were placed by him in the triassic 
system. 

The numerous fossils collected by Dr. Verchere in the anthracolithic series of 
Kashmir Valley have been studied partly by himself and rartly by E. de Verneuil, 
but the results of these studies have, unfortunately, been published in a form which 
renders them almost useless. 

The following species are quoted by Verchere from the Zewan beds:-

Nautilus Plemingianua, de Kon. 
TerebratuZa (.Dielaama} sacculu1, Mart. 
Spirif er r erclterei, de Verneuil. 

11 &triatua, Mart. 
,, Moosaklteylen1i11 Davids. 
,, Rafalt1 Salter. 

Spiriferina octoplicata var. tra?tsveraa, Verch, 
.Athyris sUbtilita, Hall. 

,, Buddliista, Verch. 
cf. RoyBB;i, Lev, 

Rr:tzia (Eumetria} grandicoita, Davids. 
Orthia resupinata, Mart. 

,, ap. iniJ. 
Stropliomena analoga, Phill, 
Froductus coatatua, Sowerby. 

,, 1emfreticulatus, Mart. 

11 Cora, d' Orb. 
,, Ht11R.boliJti, d' Orb. 

" 
PuriJoni, Davids. 

,, longi1pinr111 Sow. 

11 Bolivienai11 d' Orb. 

1, aculeatu11, Mart, 
Stroplialoaia (?) arachnoidea, Verch. 
Feneatella Sykeaii, de Kon. 

,, 1p. ind. 
,, megaatoma, de Kon. 

1' incularia multangutaris, ? Portl~ 
JJisteichia ? ap. ind • 
.J.cantAoclatlia 1p. i•rl. 
Retepora lepida, de Kon. 
Alveolit~I 1epto1a1 ? Flem.·· 

Both the descriptions and figures (Pl. I. to X. Journ. Asiat. Soc. of :Bengal, Vol 
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XXXVI, Pt. 2) are so unsatisfactory that I have only been able to identify such 
forms as are represented in Verchere's collection entrusted to me for examination 
by the Director of the Geological Survey of India. For the following species the 
identification seems to be pretty certain :-

Bpirif erina cf. Kentucken8i8, Shum. 
Spirifer Moosaklieylensis, Dav. 

11 Raja!i, Salter. 
Atkyris subtilita, Hall. 
Retzia (Eumetria) cf. gra·naicosta, Dav. 
Productus semireticulatus, Mart. 

,, Cora, d' Orb. 
,, aculeatus, Mart. 

Orthis resupinata, Verch., is probably identical with 0. indica, Waagen. 
Athyris Buddhista seems to be really a new species. Spirifer Vercherei, on the 
contrary, must be removed from the list of independent species, having been founded 
on strongly weathered waterworn specimens of Sp. Rajah only, which have lost the 
original details of their ornamentation. 

There can be no doubt about the identity of Verchere's Zewan beds-I prefer 
to adopt the spelling of this name as given by Captain Godwin-Austen-with 
the anthracolithic rock-group, from which the brachiopoda, collected by Godwin
Austen and studied by Davidson, were obtained. The case is different with the 
Weean beds of Verchllre. Neither from Verchere's description of the Kashmir sec
tions, nor from his list of the fossil contents of this rock-group is it possible to make 
out whether they actually belong to the anthracolithic system or to one of the younger 
horizons in the stratigraphical sequence (Lydekker's '' Supra-Kuling series"). 

The following species are quoted by Verchere from the Weean beds of Kash
mir:-

Goniatites gangeticus, L. de Kon. 
Nautilus cliteUarius, ? Sow, 

Solenopsis imbricata, de Kon. 
,, nov. sp. 

Oardinia Himalayana, VeI"ch. 
,, ovalis, ? Mart. 

CucuUaea, sp. 
Pecten, sp . 
.Aviculopecten disaimilis, Flem. 

,, ovatu:, Verch. 

" 
ranies, Verch. 

" 
circularis, Verch. 

" 
sp. ind. 

" 
testudo, Verch. 

" 
gibbosus, Vereb. 

.Arinus, nov. sp. 
8piriferina Strac!ieyi, Salt. 
Productua laevis, Davids, 
Chonetes Barusiensis, David11. 
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With the exception of the brachiopoda, all the type specimens quoted in the 
preceding list are contained in the Geological Survey's collection. Among them a 
single one only, Goniatites gangetious from Banda, can be safely identified. It is 
identical with Danubites nivalis, Dien., one of the leading fossils of the Himalayan 
Subrobustus beds of lower triassic age. Attention has been drawn to this interesting 
fact in my memoir on the Cephalopoda of the lower trias (Vol. II, pt. I, of 
the present series). The rest of specimens are all undete1·minable fragments, quite 
unfit for a specific determination. 'fhe Lamellibranchiata especially are so 
poorly preserved casts that it would be perfectly useless to have them figured. I 
can only say that it is absolutely impossible to derive from them any satisfactory 
conclusion as to the geological age of the strata in which they occur. Among 
the brachiopoda, Spiriferina Stracheyi points to a triassic age, this sp8cies 
having been found in the Lilang sries of Spiti by Stoliczka. Thus beds of 
triassic age have undoubtedly been included in the Weean group by Dr. Verchere, 
but it is impossbile to decide whether this group represents the lower trias only or 
may also include the topmost portion of tlte anthracolithic system, as was found to 
be the case with Stoliczka's Kuling series in Spiti. 

Both Godwin-Austen's and Verchere's views of the stratigraphical sequence in 
the Kashmir sections were partly modified by J.Jydekker1 from whose reports on the 
geological survey of the Kashmir, Ladakh and Chamba territories much valuable 
information may be obtained, although he was not able to establish a safe classi
fication of the upper palreozoic and mesozoic rocks (his '' Zanskar system "), based 
on palreontological evidence. Neither did he succeed in separating the triassic 
and anthracolithic systems, nor did he recognise the lower trias and the typical 
Kuling shales, although both of these horizons are certainly present in Kashmir, 
as was clearly proved by an examination of the fossils in the Geological Survey's 
Himalayan collection. 

The most important additions to our knowledge of the anthracolithic system in 
Kashmir, for which we are indebted to :Mr. Lydekker, are the following:-

The fossiliferous Zewan or Barus beds, the total thickness of which varies from 
30 to 280 feet, rest conformably on a compact white quartzite, which is considered to 
be the equivalent of the carboniferous white quartzite of the Central Himalayas of 
Oldham and Griesbach. This quartzite is generally underlaid by massive amygdal
oidal and other traps, which frequently, when the bottom quartzitic bed is less 
strongly developed, pass insensibly upwards into the fossiliferous strata. Although 
Lydekker hints at the possibility of these traps with their associated slates being at 
least partly of carboniferous age, he preferred to class them with his Panjal system, 
which corresponds to the older palreozoic rocks in other parts of the world. '11hese 
slates, characterised by the abundance of contemporaneous volcanic rock, were 
found to be underlaid by conglomeratic slate, very similar to the BJaini conglomerate 
of "the Simla sections, composed of subangular fragments and rounded pebbles of 
slates and quartzites imbedded in a matrix of fine-grained slate. 

1 R. Lydekker, " The geology of the Kashmir and Chamba territories and the British district of KMg&n, '' 
Memoirs Geol. 8urv. of India, Vol. XXII, 1883, Chapters VI, VII. I have not cited the prev-iouR papers of this 
author published in the Records of the Geol. Surv. of India, as their contents are embodied in the memoir quoted. 
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Whereas Lydekker considered this conglomerate, the glacial origin of which 
he advocated, to be of older palreozoic age, R. D. Oldham1 compares the Kashmir 
conglomerate to the boulder bed of the Salt-Range and consequently refers it to 
the carboniferous system. 

The following fossils from the anthracolithic rocks of Kashmir have been 
figured by Lydekker, but were not described in detail :-

Protoretepora ampla, Lonsdale. 
Prod•tctua aemireticulatus, Mart. 

,, Bumboldti, d'Orb. 
Spirifer striafoa, Mart. 
Phillipsia cf. aeminijera, Phill. 

These determinations, which seem to have been chiefly quoted on the authority 
of Dr. Feistmantel, have been considerably modified by my revision of Lydekker's 
fossils. For the following three forms an identification can be established with 
certainty :-

Productua semireticulatus = Marginifera liimalayenaia, Diener. 
,, Humboldti = P. Abic!ti, Waagen. 

Spi1·ifer atriatus = Sp. Lgrleklceri, Diener. 

Mr. Lydekker was also the first to draw attention to the occurrence of the 
genus Lyttonia in the antbracolithic rocks of the Kashmir Valley.2 

In 1891 Professor W. Waagen published the geological results of bis examina
tion of the Froductus limestone fossils of the Salt-Range. In this memoir3 he 
briefly discusses the brachiopoda of the Zewan or Barus beds of Kashmir described 
by Davidson. He remarks that the percentage of truly carboniferous forms, 
that is to say, of mountain limestone forms, is far largeramong them than in the 
fauna of the Amb beds (lower Productus limestone) of the Salt-Range, and that in 
the meantime slight affinities to Australian forms were indicated by the presence 
of Spirifer Vihianus, Dav., and Sp. Kashmeriensis, Davids. 

Among the species quoted by Davidson, Waagen found only two identical 
with Salt-Range forms : Athyris suhtilita= Spirigeretla Derbyi, Waagen, and Spiri
fer Musakheylensis, Dav. To tnese specieE: a third one, Discinisca Kaohme1·iensis, 
might perhaps be added, as its affinity to JJ. Warthi, Waag., amounts almost to 
identity. On the strength of this evidence Waagen came to the conclusion that 
"the Kashmir carboniferous strata shou1d either be placed on a level with the 
lower speckled sandstone of the Salt-Range, or else they should be considered as 
intermediate in age between the latter and the lower Productus limestone or 
upper speckled sandstone." 

There are several points on which I differ from the views of that learned 
author ; these differences will be noticed in the descriptions of the Kashmir fossils in 
their proper places. 

1 A Manual of the Geology of India, 2nd Edition, by R. D. Oldham, Calcutta, 1893, p. 134. 
2 Reoords Geo!. Surv. of India, Vol. XVII, 1889, p. 37. 
5 W. Waagen, Salt·Range fossils, Palreont. lndica, ser. XIII, Vol. IV, GeologioaJ Resnlts, pp. 165, 166. 

,, 
v 
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The material for the present memoir consists of the fossils collected in the 
Kuling shales of Spiti by Dr. Gerard, Stoliczka and C. L. Griesbach, of parts of the 
collections made by Captain Godwin-Austen, Dr. Verchere and Major Collet in 
Kashmir, and, last but not least, in the rich collections, brought together from the 
anthracolithic rocks of Lada~h and Kashmir by R. Lydekker, with the type speci· 
mens, figured in Vol. XXII, of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. 

The palreontological literature, which I chiefl.y consulted, when working out 
farts II, ~II, aIJ.d IV of this volutIJ.e, is given iIJ. the following list. 

PAL2EONTOLOGICAL LITERATURE. 

1809. Martin, •• i'etrificata Derbyensia, or figures and descriptions of petrijicationa, collected in Derby8hirl!," 
Wigan. 

1814. Sowerby, ":Mineral Conchology of Great Britain," VQI. I, London. 
1817. Sr:klotkeim "Beitrii.ge zur1 Versteinerungsknnde," Denksphriften der Kgl. A.kademie d. Wissensch 

Miinchen, Bd. VI. 
1820. Parlci~on, "Organic remains of a former world,'' Vol. I, :j:Jondon. 
1826.44. Goldfuss, Petrefa.ota Germanire, Abbildungen und Beschreibungen der Petrefactjln Dentsphland• 

und der angrenzenden 1aender. 
1835. Phillips, Illustrations of the Geology of Yorkshire, 2nd edition. 
1837. Fischer von Waldheim, Oryctographie dn Gouvernement ~ Moscou. 
1839-42. ..d. d'Orbigny, Voyage dans J'Amerique Meridione.le, Paleontologie, T. III. 
1840. L. 'Q. Buck, Essai d'une cle.ssillcation des Delthyris, Mem. Soc. Geo!. de Franoe, Vol. IV. 
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DESCRIPTION OF' FOSSILS~ 

Class: CRUST.ACEA. 

Order:.. TRILOBIT1E. 

Family: P JWETIJJ.IE, Phillips. 

Genus: PRILLIPSIA, Portlock. 

1. PHILLIPSIA SP. IND. AFF. SEMINIFERA, Phillips. PJ. I, figs. 1, 2'. 

1883. Pkillipsia cf. seminifera, Lydekker, Geology of the Kashmir aad Chamba te1Tilories, etc. Mein.· 
Geol. Surv. of India, Vol. XXII. Pl. II, figs. 5, 5a. 

This species is represented 'in the Himalayan collection by two pygidia only, 
which are too fragmentary and too badly preserved to permit an exact determina• 
tion. One of them (fig. I) has been discovered and was compared with Pkillipsia 
semin~fera, Phill., by Lydekker; the· other was not discovered, until the whole 
collection bad been looked over several times, owing to the fact that it was, 
crushed and partly covered by fragments of a Spirifer. After carefully cleaning 
it, however, it was found to be a Phillipsia, which I think may be safely referred 
to the same species as Lydekker's type specimen. 

The pygidium figured by Lydekker, which is the better preserved of the two· 
specimens available for description1 is of a semi-elliptical shape, rather strongly 
convex and a little wider than long. The axis is considerably elevated above the 
lateral lobes. It is about one-third of the breadth of the entire tail-shield at its 
anterior border. Its posterior portion has been broken off, but from its preserved 
outlines we may judge that its extremity was rather prominent and distinctlf 
obtuse. 

In my second specimen (fig. 2) this character of the central axis may likewise
be noticed. In the preserved portion of the axis five coalesced somites are shown. 
The lateral lobes consist of eight pleurre, terminating within ihe narrow marginal 
space. Traces of tubercles may be seen both on the surface of the pleurre and of 
the axial rings. 

The measurements of this pygidium can only be given approximately, owmg 
to its fragmentary and partly deformed condition. They are as follow:;._ 

Length of the entire pygidium • , lOmm. 

Breadth ,. ,. ,, • cca. 12 ,, 
Length of the axial lobe • • 8·5 ,,. 
Breadth ,. ,, ,, at its anterior margin , • • 4 ... 

Breadth of the smooth marginal spaee , • 1·5,.. 
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The fragment of the second pygidium (fig. 2) shows eight somites in the axial, 
and six pleurre in each of the corresponding lateral lobes. Traces of an indistinct 
granulation may likewise be noticed, both on the surface of the strongly marked 
lateral pleurre and of the axial segments. 

No measurements of this py~idium can be given on account of its imperfect 
state of preservation. The dimensions may be gathered in a general way from the 
figure. Its original outlines seem to have been altered considerably by crushing, 
especially so in a transverse direction. 

· Locality and geological position ; number of specimens examined.-N. of 
Eishmakam, Lidar Valley, Kashmir, in a dark-blue limestone with numerous 
Fenestellae; Coll. Lydekker; 2, 

Remarks.-Among the congeneric species from carboniferous ro"ks of European 
.districts, Phillipsia seminifera, Phillips, has been correctly compared with the 
present form by Lydekker. The two species are certainly closely allied, though 
probably not identical. It is especially the figure of Pk. seminifera given by 
Woodward on Pl. V, fig. 5, of his monograph of the British carboniferous TrilobiteM 
(Palreontographical Society, London, 1883, Part I) which strongly resembles 
Lydekker's specimen. It is, however, not possible to fix the affinities between 
the European species and our Himalayan trilobite in a more positive way, as the 
state of preservation of the latter is too indifferent to warrant an exact determina· 
tion. 

Phillipsia seminifera has been mentioned by L. de Koninok (Recherches sur 
Ies fossiles paleozoiques de la Nouvelle Galles du Sud, 1876, p. 348) among the 
carboniferous fossils of Colocolo in New-South-Wales, but I am far from con• 
vinced of the correctness of this identification, especially regarding the pygidium 
figured by this author on Pl. XXIV, fig. 9a of his memoir. 

An Australian species, which is probably closely allied to the present one, is 
Griffe,thides dubius, Etheridge (Qu~rt. Journ.1872, Vol. XX"V III, p. 338, Pl. XVIII, 
ti.g. 7) from the carbonifeNUS roc~s of the Do:r;i. River in Queensland. 

MOLLUSCA.. 

Class: LAMELLIBRANCHIATA. 

There is no more difficult group among the anthraco Jithic fossils of Kashmir 
and Spiti than the Lamellibranchiata. Although this class is well represented, I 
ha:ve not met with one single complete specimen. Thus even the few identifications 
must necessarily remain uncertain. This will, J hope, explain why I deemed it 
preferable to indicate the described epecies which are probably new, as sp. ind . 
. only, without adding a particular denomination. All the numerous specimens 
collected by Dr. Verchere have been purposely ex.eluded from a special description, 
their fragmentary state of vreservation rendering them absoh1tely unfit for deter -
minatio]1.~ 
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I need hardly say that with such materials no idea of the real character of 
the fauna can be formed. No doubt, systematic researches at the proper localities 
will greatly add to our knowledge. 

Order: AN I SO MY ARIA, N eumayr. 

Family: MY11LID./E, Lam. 

Genus: MOD IOLA, Lamarck. 

MODIOLA? SP. IND. Pl. I. fig. 5. 

The umbonal region having been broken off entirely, the fragment of a right 
valve is provisionally and with much hesitation referred to the genus Modiola on 
account of its external similarity with some types, figured by L. de Koninck on 
Pl. 28 of his "Faune du Oalcaire Carbonifere de Belgique" {Annales du Musee 
Roy. d' hist. nat. T. XI. 5 eme ptie.). It especially reminds of M. princeps or 
of 111. fusiformis by its obliquely elongated, slightly inflated shape, and by its 
numerous concentric strire of growth, which are of somewhat irregular strength 
as in M. Oo1·doliana. 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark-blue 
micaceous shales with numerous Fenestellce, near Eishmakam, Kashmir Valley; 
Coll. Lydekkel'.; 1. 

Family: P ECTINID.IE, Lamarck. 

Genus: A VICULOPEOTEN, M'Coy. 

AvrcuLOPEC'l'EN SP. IND. Pl. I. fig. 3. 

The only known specimen of this species is a right valve with a nearly circular 
outline and a very indifferent sculpture. The valve is strongly inequilateral, flat 

' and about as long as high. The apex is anterior in its position, slightly prominent, 
limited on both sides by wings of unequal size, the posterior ear being considerably 
larger than the anterior one. It is on the strength of this character that I have 
considered this species as belonging to the genus Aviculopecten. 

Both wings are marked off distinctly from the remainder of the shell. The mar
ginal edges, which separate the apical region of the valve from the wings, slope very 
is~ep1y towards the surface of the latter, although their general elevation above 
them is not considerable. The anterior margin projects fa.r in front of the anterior 
wing and passes gradually into the ventral margin. 'J.1he posterior margin is conti
nuous, not sinuated at the commencement of the posterior wing. The hinge-line 
is only ont:J-half the length of the antero-posterior diameter of the shell. 
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The whole valve is very flatly arched, its greatest thickness being situated 

about the middle of its height. 
The surface is smooth with the exception of numerous and delicate concentrio 

lines of growth. Traces of a few radiating costre may be seen on the surface of the 
posterior wing. 

The measurements are as follow:-
Entire length of the shell 

,, height ,, ,, ,, 
Length of the binge-line 
Thickness of the right valve • 
Apica.I angle without the wings 

21 mm. 

21 .. 
9 ,, 

1'5 " 
cca. 90° 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark-blue 
shales and limestone partings with Fenestellce, nea.r Eishmakam; Coll. Lydekker; 1. 

Remarks.-A specific determination is impossible. In ornamentation it re
sembles A. squamula, Waagen (Salt Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., ser. XIII, Vol. I, 
Prod. Limest. Foss., p. 315, Pl. XXIV, fig. 5), but it differs from it radically owing to 
its strongly inequilateral outline. From .A. sibiricus, Verneuil (Geologie de la Russia 
d' Europe, Vol. IL Paleontologie, p. 329, Pl. XXI, fig. 7) and .A. ellipticus, Phill., 
it is also readily distinguished by this latter conspicuous character. There is also 
a distant similarity between it and .A~icula circularis, Hall (Palreontology of Iowa, 
p. 522, Pl. VII, fig. 9) or Streblopteria cellensis, L. de Koninck (:Faune du calcaire 
carb. de Belgique, p. 209, Pl. 39, fig. 14), although the Kashmir shell is certainly 
not a Streblopteria. 

Genus : PECTEN, Klein. 

PECTEN SI'. IND. Pl. I. fig. 4. 

This species is represented by a single left valve only. 
Outline transversely oval and very inequilateral. Apex anterior not very 

prominent, pointed. Two wings, of which the anterior is by far the larger. I 
based the determination as Pecten on this character, no other generic features being 
seen. Anterior wing flat, almost rectangular, separated from the anterior marginal 
edge of the valve by a furrow, bounded by a comparatively high perpendicular 
wall. Towards the posterior wing the shell is less steeply inclined, but the edge 
separating them is also distinctly defined, This wing is rather small and cut off 
o'IJliquely, its posterior margin meeting the hinge·line at an obtuse angle. Hinge• 
line rather short, barely one-half the entire length of the shell. 

The anterior margin forms a broad curve and projects only slightly in front 
of the anterior wing. It is continuous with the broadly ar1Jhed ventral margin. 
The posterior margin passes into the ventral one in a kind of an obtusely rounded
off angle, from where it ascends in a nearly straight, oblique line, passing into the 
furrow which separates the posterior wing from the remainder of the shell. 

The valve is moderately inflated, its greatest thickness being situated about 
the middle of its height. 

D 
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The ornamentation consists of numerous extre:µiely thin concentric strire of 
growth, which are crossed by a system of radiating costm. The latter are aug
mented in number towards the margins by intercalati()n. They are unequal, 
in strength, roof-shaped and separated by valleys of unequal width~ but stronger 
and thinner costre do not alternate regularly. On the anterior wing a delicate 
radiating sculpture is likewise noticed. 'fhe posteriqr wi:pg is entirely smpoth~ 

The measurements are as follow :-
Entire length of the shell • 

~· height ,, ,, ,, 
Length of the hinge·lille 
Thickness of the left valve 
Apical angle without the wings 

15·5 '.!JllII· 
19 " 
7 .. 

4 ~· 
g90 

Locality and geological poB'ition; num~er of specimen~ examined.-Dark-blua 
micaceous shales, associated with $perifer Lydekkeri ~nd FenestellrB, Eishmakam, 
~ashmir Valley ; Coll. Lydekker ; 1. 

Remark~.-The spi:icimen is too fragment~ry to determine its relationship to 
other congeneric forms. In the character of ornamentation it is npt unlike Pecten 
prcecox, Waagen (Salt R~nge FQssils, 1. c:, p. ~18, Pl. XXIII, fig. 3), from the top 
beds of the upper Productus limestone, or some of the Pectines from the 
Eellerophon-limestone of the Comelico district describ~4 qy Stache_, b~t it ~aqically 
piffers from them by its strongly ~ne~uilat~ral sha:pe. · -

Class: PTEROPODA~ 

Order: CONULARI:OA~ Waage:µ~ 

J.family: OONULARFDAiJ, Walcott'. 

(}~nus: CONULARIA, Miller. 

CONULARIA TENUISTR~ATA, M'Coy. Pl. VII, fig. 6. 

l847. Oonularia tenuist1"-iata, M'Coy, On the fossil botany and zoology of the rocks e.s110<:iated with tb11 
. , coal of Au~tralia, Annals and Mag. of Nat. History, Vol. XX, l'· 307, Pl. XVII, figs. 7~ 8. 

1877. O. tenuistriata, L. de Koninck, Recherches sur !es foss. pa!eozoiques de la Nouvelle Galles du Sud., 
p. 310, Pl. XXIII, fig. 2. 

1886. 0. tenuistriata, Waagen, Records Geol. Surv. of Ip.die., Vol. XIX, Pt. I., p. 26; Pl. I, fig. 3. 
1891. 0. ten1tistriata, We.agen, Salt Range Fossils, Pal. ind., ser. XIIi, Vol. IV, Geological Results, p. 125" 

Pl. V, figs. 2, 3. 

A single fragment of this species was quite accidentally discovered when 
~hiselling out a specimen of Spirife~· Lydekkeri from a block of quartz-sandstone'. 
l only succeeded in clearing two of the perfectly well preserved faces from the 
tough matrix and in developing the transverse section. Although incomplete, 
t~e specimen is, I think, sufficiently well preserved to permit ~f identification'. 
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The fragment belongs to a young individual of a total length of about 
60 mm., of which 29 mm. is preserved, whilst the apical portion was broken off. 
Apical angle very small, a little less than ten degrees, imparting to the shell a 
strongly elongated shape. Outline of the transverse section somewhat rhomboidal 
and inequilateral. The narrower side is nearly two-thirds the breadth of the broader 
one. Both the longer antl narrower faces are distinctly impressed, in the middle. 
The four corners of the pyramid are marked by narrow furrows, in which the ribs 
from both sides meet, being slightly bent backwards and alternating with each other. 
These transverse ribs, which ornament the four faces, meet in the middle of the latter 
under an obtuse angle and there mostly alternate. Very few only unite directly 
with each other and then form simply broken, upward curved lines. The ribs are 
very thin, smooth on their crests, and rather regularly distributed. From seven
teen to twenty ribs are counted within a space of ten millimetres. 

I have not observed any striation on the surface between the ribs. 
I do not think that there can be any doubt about the identity of this fragment 

with the specimens from the Conularia-nodules of the Salt Range boulder-group, 
which have been described as C. tenuistriata by Waagan. Whether the specimens 
from the Salt Range ought to be identified with M'Coy' s Australian species appears 
to me less certain. The latter seems to be distinguished by its strongly inequilateral 
transverse section, the narrow sides of which attain scarcely one half the length of 
the broader ones. The difference in the number of ribs in the Indian and Austra
lian types has been satisfactorily explained by Waagen. In the small fragment 
figured l;>y L. de Koninck (1. c. Pl. XXIII, fig. 2a) exactly the same number of 
ribs is counted within a space of 10 mm. as in the present specimen. If the 
difference in the shape of the transverse section should be thought a sufficient reason 
for distinguishing the Salt Range and Kashmir types from the Australian ones ·by 
a varietal denomination, the name Conularia tenuistriata var. Indica might be 
applied to them. 

It cannot be identified with O. ltJevigata, Morris (in Strzelecki's Physical 
description of New South Wales, etc., p. 290, l'l. XVIII, fig. 9), on account 
of its considerably smaller apical angle, its rhomboidal, not rectangular, laterally 
impressed transverse section, and its more numerous ribs. From C. Warthi, 
Waagen, and its allies it is at once distinguished by its different sculpture. 

Locality and geological position; number of speoimens examined.-Quartz 
sandstone with Spirifer Lydekkeri, Ladakh Valley, Kashmir; Coll. Lydekker; 1. 

Remarks.-Th.e occurrence of this species in the quartzitic sandstones of the 
Ladakh Valley is of no small interest. Its importance is, how,~ver, diminished by 
the fact that the exact stratigraphical position of these sandstones in the anthra
colithic system of the Himalayas is as little known as that of the Oonularia
nodules in the Salt Range boulder bed, discovered by Dr. Warth in 1865. 

Conulari"' tenuist?·iata has been quoted from the carboniferous sandstone of 
Murree by L. de Koninck, from the boulder bed of the Eastern Salt Range by 
Waagen and from the Gympie beds of Queensland with some hesitation by 

Etheridge, jun. 
n2 
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MOLL USCOIDEA. 

Class: BRACHIOPODA. 

Order: TESTICARDINES, Bronn. 
' I ' ~ ' 

Suborder: APHANEROPEGMATA, Waagen. • ! 

. ~'. 

Family: PROJ)UCTJJ).IE, Grey. 

Subfamily: PRODUCTIN.iE, Waagen. 

Genus: PRODUCTUS, Sowerby. 

The Productidce are the most numerous fossils from the anthracolithic rocks of 
Kashmir and Spiti. Four genera (viz. subgenera) of this family are represented 
among them. They are: Productus, Ma1·gitdfera, Strophalosia, Ohonetes. Among 
them the genus Productus takes the most important part, at least regarding the 
number of species, of which I count not less than el€ven altogether. Three of them 
are to be attributed to the section of Fimbriati, two to the Semireticulati and 
Spinosi, one to the Lineati, Undati, Oaperati, and lrreguZares. 

A classified list of the Producti, from Kashmir and Spiti, which I have been 
able to determine specifically, is drawn up in the following scheme:-

I. SECTION, LINEATI. 

1. Productua Cora, d'Orbigny. 

II. SECTION, UNDATI. 
2. Productua undatua, Defrance. 

III. SECTION, SEMIRETICULATI. 
3. Productua aemireticulatua, Martin. 
4. P. cf. longiapinua, Sowerby. 

IV. SECTION, SPINOSI. 
5. Productua cf. acabriculua, Martin. 
6. P. cf. apinulosua, Sowerby. 

v. SECTION, FIMBRIATI. 
7. Productus Abiclii, Waagen. 
8. P. pustuloaua, Phillips. 
9. P. punctatua, Martin, 

VI. SECTION, CAPERATI. 
10, Productus aculeatus, Martin. 

VII. SECTION, IRREGULARES, 
11. Productua mongolicus, Diener. 
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In addition to these species a very remarkable one may be mentioned, which has 
been described and figured by Professor Davidson (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, 
Vol, XXII, 1866, p. 44, Pl. II, fig. 16) as Pruductus laevis, nov. sp. It was 
founded on a single ventral valve, "occurring in a coarse limestone in the Zewan 
beds, valley of Kashmir, but less compact and of a lighter grey, tban the bed, 
from which most of the species, found at Khoonmoo, were obtained." 

Davidson's description of this species ii; as follows :-'' Shell small, nearly 
circular; hinge-line slightly shorter than the greatest width of the shell; ventral 
valve evenly convex; ears small, surface smooth (?) ; length 3 lines, the width 
slightly exceeding the length." 

This species is not reprnsented in our collection. Without venturing a decided 
opinion on this subject, I do not think it superfluous to draw attention to the striking 
resemblance of Productus laevis to the triassic Koninckina Leonhardi, Wissm., 1 

from St. Cassian. As Professor Davidson himself asserts his specimen to have been 
found in a rock lithologically different from the limestone, from which the majority 
of bracbiopoda collected by Captain Godwin-Austen had been obtained, the identity 
of P. laevis with a species of Konirwkina is not impossible. In the upper triassic 
beds of the :Bambanag Range (Kumaon) the presence of .Amphiclina, a typical 
representative of the Koninckinid(IJ, has been proved by Dr. :Bittner. 2 

On the other hand an identity of Prod, laevis with Leptaena indica, W aagen 
(Salt Range Fossils, Pal. Ind. ser. XIII, Vol. I, Prod. Limest. Foss., p. 609, 
rl. LVIII, figs. 7-9) from the Katta beds of the middle Productus limestone is 
likewise possible as has been suggested by Waagen himself, although to me this 
solution of the question does not seem very probable. For Mr. Davidson should 
scarcely have placed, I think, his Kashmir species in the genus Productua had 
he been able to demonstrate the presence of an area in his specimen of a similar 
kind, as it is developed in Leptaena indica. 

Besides these species Productus Humboldti, d'Orb., P. Boliviensis, d'Orb., P. 
costatus, Sow., P. Purdoni, Dav., have been quoted from the carboniferous rocks 
of Kashmir by Dr. Verchere. The last mentioned species has also been described 
from the Kuling shales of Spiti by Stoliczka, but it is absolutely impossible to 
venture on an identification of these forms, as the interpretation of species, as 
applied by Verchere, widely differs from that adopted in the present memoir. 

1 .A.. Bittner, Brachiopoden der Alpinen Trias, Abhandlgn. K. K. Geol. Reichs·Anst. Wien, Bd. XIV, 
PI. XXX, figs. 46·50. 

2 C. IJiener, Ergebnisse einer Geologisohen Expedition in den Central Himalay•, Denkschr, Kais. Akad. d. 
wissenschaften, Wien. math. nat, Cluse, Bd., LXII, 189&, p. 558. 
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I. Section: LINEATI. 

1. PRODUCTUS CORA, d'Orbigny, Pl. I, fig. 12. 

1872. Productus Cora, d'Orhigny, Voyage dans l1Ameriqne Meridionale, T. III., 4 eme ptie., Paleonto·· 
logie, p. 55, Pl. V, figs. 8, 9. 

1866. P. Cora, Davidson, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soo., Vol. XXII, p. 73. 

1867. P. Cora, Verchere, Kashmir, the Western Himalaya and the Afghau Monnt.ai11s, Journ. Asiat. Soc. of 
Heng-al, Vol. XXXV, Pt. II, pp. 202, 212. 

For further synonyms my memoir on the Chitichun·fossils (Pt. III of the present volume) ought to be consulted. 

Two ventral valves referable to this well-known species have been obtained by 
Lydekker from the carboniferous limestone of Barus in Kashmir. One of them 
is fairly complete and agrees very well with the figures and description of P. Cora 
given by Waagen in his monograph of the Salt Range .Fossils (Pal. Ind., ser. XIII, 
Vol. I, Produt;tus Limestone Fossils, p. 677, Pl. LXV, fig. 3; Pl. LXVII, figs. 1, 2), 
It is larger than any specimens from the permo-carboniferous limestone of 
Chitichun, No. I, and nearly equals in size the example figured by Waagen on 
Pl. LXVII, fig. 2. 

It is considerably broader than long and provided with tolerably large 
asymmetrical wings. The curve of the valve is rather irregular, being somewhat 
flattened in the apical region. The apex is strongly curled inwards. The hinge. 
line corresponds to the greatest breadth of the shell. The trail is not preserved. 

Not the slightest trace of a sinus is exhibited in the specimens, which conse-· 
quently must be separated from the group of Productus Nejfedievi and placed in 
the group of P. corrugatus. M'Coy. The latter species and P. Cora are very 
closely related to each other. According to Waagen their only difference consists 
in the general absence of spines on the surface of P. corrugalus. As a few 
irregularly scattered spines are exhibited on the surface of. my type specimen, I 
deemed it preferable to identify it with d'Orbigny's s-pecies. 

Apart from these few, irregularly scattered spines,. the ornamentation 
consists of numerous, delicate, radiating striae, which are descending 
straight. across the frontal region of the valve. A few indistinct concentric foldg; 
or wrinkles are developed on the wings. 

Neither the dorsal valve, nor the internal characters are preserved. 
The approximate measurements are as_ follow:-

Length of the shell in a straight line , 16·5 mm. 
,, ,, ,, ,, along the curve • 28 

" Breadth of the shell • 23 
" 'l'hick.ness of the ventral valve • 12 
" 

Locality and geological position; number of specimnzs examined.-Barus~

Kasbmir Valley, in a dark blue limestone; Coll. Lydekker; 2. :From the same
locality three or four specimens were obtained by Capt. Godwin-Austen, which. 
have been referred to this species by Professor Davidson (vide antea). 
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Remarks.-ln identifying these specimens with Productus Cora I am 
taking this species in the circumscription attributed to it chiefly by Russian 
geologists. Further remarks on this subject alil well as on the geological range of 
J.'. Co1·a wiU )le fo-q.nd in the third part of this volume (pp. 16 and 17). 

II. Section: .UNDATL 

2. PRODUCTUS UNDATUS, Defrance: Pl. I, figs. 9, 10. 

lS26. Productus undatu11, Defrance, Dictionnaire d.es sciences ne.tur, Vol. XLlll, p. 354. 
:I.842. P. undatus, L. de Koninck, Description des animaux foss. du terrain carbonif. de Beli!ique, p. 156, 

Pl. 12, fig. 2. 
l844. P. tortilis, ;M'Coy, Synopsis of the characters of the ce.rbon. fos~ils of Ireland, p. 116, Pl. XX, 

fig. 14. 
i845. P. undatus, E. de Verp.euil, Geologie de le. Ruseie d'Europe, Vol. II., Paleontologie, p. 261, PI. XV, 

fig. 15. 
1847. P. undatus, L. de Koninck, Monographie des genreR Productus et ChoneteB, p. 59, Pl. V, fig. 3. 
1860. P. undatus, D:nidson, Monogr. of the Scottish Co.rb• Brachiopoda, p. 41, Pl. IV, figs. 15-17. 
1861. P. undatus, Davidson, Monogr. British Co.rbonif. Brachiopoda, p. 161, Pl. XXXIV, figN, 7-13. 
1874. P. undatus (P) Tonia, Kohlenkalk-nnd Zeohstein-Fossilien ans dem Hornsund an der Siidwestkiiste 

von Spitzbergen, Sitzgsber. Kais. Akad. d. Wis~enscb, Wien mo.th. nat. Cl. Ed., LXX, p. 9. 

1876. P. undatua, Trautsehold, Die Kalkbriiche von Miat•chkowa, p. 55, Pl. V, fiir. 2. 
~876. P. 1md.atus, L. de Koniuck, R_echerohes sur Jes fossiles Paleozoiques de la Nouvelle Galles du Sud, 

p. 190, Pl. IX, fig. 4. 
~883. P. cf. undatus, Stacbe, Fragmente einPr efriko.nisohen Kohlenkalkfauna ans dem Gebiete der West

Sahara, Denkschr. Kais Akad. d. Wi~s~usch, Wien. math. nat. CI. Bd. 46, p. 404, Taf. VII, 21. 
1883. P. u1Jdatus, Kayser, Obercarbonisohe Fauna von Loping, Richthofen's China, Bd., IV, p. 188, 

Taf. XXVI, figs. 12, 13. 

1890. P. undatus, Foord, Notes on the Pal:eontology cf Western Australia, Geological Magazine, London, 
new. ser., Decade. Ill, Vol. VII, p. 152, Pl. VII, fig. 6. 

1892. P. undatut, Etheridge jun. in Jack and Etheridge, Geology and Pe.I:eontology of Queensland and 
New-Guinea., p. 264, Pl. 12, fig. 16. 

1895. P. u'!"datu.~, Tornquist, Das fossilftihrende Unterco.rbon a.~ oestlichen Rossbergmassiv in den Stid
Vogesen, Th., I. Abhandlungen zu1· Geologischen Special-Karte von Elsass-Lothringen, Bd. V, 
;mt. 4., p. 70, Taf. XIV, figs. 9, 11. 

Two casts of dorsal valves which have been collected by Lydekker in the 
~arboniferous rocks near Eishmakam are refera.ble to this characteristic and easily 
recognised species. 

One of them is of an unusually large size, larger even than Kayser's type
specimens from Loping, whereas the second is an a;erage·sized example, of 
µ.early the same dimensions as L. de Koninck 's type specimen from the Beli;ian 
Calcaire de Vise. Both of them are broader than long, making however excep
tion of the trail, wb~ch is very well developed in the larger specimen (fig. 9). 

V1;1.lve slightly concave, with a regularly excavated apex and with indistinctly 
defined auriculate expansions. No trace of a median fold is developed. 'l'lie 
hinge-line is shorter than the greatest width of the shell. 

The ornamentation is very characteristic and agrees in every respect with the 
figures a,nd descriptions given by L. de Koninck and Davidson of the sculpture in 
their Eµropean type-specimens. l1he surf~ce is covered hy very ~u·nerous and 
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delicate radiating strire, which are not continuous but interrupted by an equally 
delicate, concentric s~ulpture. The number of these radiating thread-like strire is 
augmented by intercalation. 'l'he most prominent feature in the ornamentation of 
the shell is, however, the numerous concentric lamellre or wrinkles of growth, which 
sharply imbricate and occur at irregular distances, but all over the surface 
of the Yalve, imparting to the latter a terrace-shaped appearance. The 
steeper, occasionally perpendicular slope of these undulating lamellre is directed 
towards the apex. Only very few lamellre can be traced across the entire valve. 
As a rule, either two separate wrinkles unite during their passage or are absorbed, 
whilst a new one is rising at some distance. In the trail this concentric, crumpled
like sculpture is but very indi!'tinctly developed. In my two specimens it is alto
gether less strongly marked than in the Chinese specimens from Loping described 
by Professor Kayser. 

No traces of spines or tubercles have been discovered, 
On account of the variability of the outline of niy larger type-specimen with 

its partially preserved trail, it appears barely practicable to give exact measure· 
ments. The drawing (fig. 9) will however give a sufficiently clear idea of its 
dimensions nnd features. The second specimen is not complete. Nevertheless the 
indication of its length, breadth and thickness may perhaps be of interest. 

The measurements are as follow :-

Length of the dorsal ¥alve 
.Breadth ,, ,, ,, ,, 
Depth ,. ,, ,. ,, 
Length of the l1inge-line 

• CCB. 25 mm • 

32 " 

2 " 
cca. 28 ,, 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark blue 
limestone with Fenestell11, North of Eishmakam, Kashmir Valley; Coll. Lydekker; 2. 

Jl,emarlcs.-Productus undatus is a comparatively rirff but wide ·spread species, 
both in lower and upper carboniferous rocks of the Eastern hemisphere. In 
Europe it is known from Belgium, where it occurs chiefly in the Calcaire 
de Vise, from Great Britain, from Central France, from Alsatia and from Russia, 
where it occurs in the Moscovian stage of :Miatchkowa. It has been described by 
Stache from the lower carboniferous beds of the Western Sahara, by Kayser from 
the upper carboniferous deposits of Loping in China, by L. de Koninck from a 
carboniferous sandstone near the Paterson River in New South Wales, by Etheridge 
jun. from the Gym pie beds of Queensland. Toula quotes the species as doubtful 
from the permo-carboniferous rocks of tbe Hornsund in Spitzbergen. 

A. H. Foard figures a Produotus from the carboniferous rocks of the Irwin 
river (Victoria district of Western Australia) which he considers to be identical 
with P. undatus. I am however not convinced of the absolute identity of the two 
forms. The Australian specimen differs from the typical shape of P. undatus, as it 
is described by L. de Koninck, by the larger number of its spines and reminds very 
strongly of P, oanoriniformis, Tschernyschew (Mem. du Comite Geo!, de la Russie, 
Vol. III, No. 4, St. Petersbourg, 1889, p. 3i3, Pl. VII, figs. 32, 33). This spinose 
variety of P. undatus can barely be distinguished from P. canoriniformis, if one 
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has to deal with ventral valves only, the chief difference consisting in the shape 
of the dorsal valve, which is regularly concave in P. undatus, but distinctly 
geniculate in Tschernyschew's species. 

The fragment from Djulfa in Armenia, considered first as identical with 
P. undatus by Abich (Geologiache Forschungen in den Kaukasischen Lrendern 
I. Theil, Eine Bergkalk-Fauna aus der Araxes-Enge bei Djoulfa, p. 31, Taf. V, 
fig. 10), but referred later to the permian ProductuR hemisphcerium, Kutorga, both 
by Abich himself and by Val. von Moeller, has certainly nothing to do with the 
carboniferous species. 

III. SECTION: SEMIRETIOULA'l'I. 

3. PRoDUCTUS SEMIRE'lICULATus, Martin. Pl. I, fig. 14; Pl. II, fig. 10. 

1809 . .A.nomitea aemireticulatus, Martin, Petrificata Derbiensia, Pl. XXX:[[, figs. l, 2; Pl. XXXIII, fig. 4. 
1866. Productus aemireticulatus, Davidson, Quart. Journ. Geo). Soc., London, Vol. XXII, p. 36, Pl. I, 

fill'. 6, p. 43, Pl. II, fig. 12. 
· 1867. Prod. aemireticulatus, Verchere, Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, Vol. XXXV, Pt. 2, pp. 201, 212. 

For a more complete list of synonyms vide my monograph on the permo-car· 
boniferous fauna of Chitichun No. I (Pt. 3 of this volume). 'ro these synonyms 
the following ought to be added :-

1863. P. semireticulatus, Davidson, On the lower carboniferous brachiopoda of Nova. So:>tia, Quart. Journ. 
Geo!. Soo., Vol. XIX, p. 174, Pl. IX, figs. 20, 21. 

1896. P. aemi"reticulatus, Julien, Le terrain carbonifere marin de la France Ce:itrale, p. 65, Pl. I, figs. 1·4, 13, 
Pl, VII, figs. 4-6, Pl. XI, fig. 6, PI. XII, fig. 8. 

Nee P. semireticulatus, Stoliczka, :Mem. Geel. Surv. of India, Vol. V, Pt. I, (1865) p. 29, nee Lydekker, 

ibid, Vol. XXII, Pl. II, fig. 1. 

This well-known and far-spread species is not at all rare in the carboniferous 
rocks of Kashmir, but most of the specimens are in a rather inferior state of pre· 
servation. A small number of specimens is however sufficiently complete for 
identification. 

Most of the specimens are of considerable size, some of them reaching 
90 mm. in width. The ventral valves, which as a rule are entirely crushed 
or show no shelly substance, are provided with a distinctly developed sinus, 
which in some specimens is quite as deeply indented as in the Carinthian 
variety, described as P. semireticulatus var. bathykolpos by Sohellwien (Palreonto
graphica, Bd. 39, 1892, p. 22). Curiously enough, dorsal valves of this species are 
generally mu.;h better preserved than the ventral ones. A tolerably complete 
specimen of a dorsal valve of P. semiretioulatus from Barus is represP.nted on Pl. I, 
fig. 14. This specimen is provided with a. long hinge·line, distinctly developed 
wings, and with a shallow median fold, becoming more prominent in the vicinity 
of the front only. The flat proximal pgrtion, which is covered by the characteristic 
reticulate sculpture, meets the frontal portion at a right angle. 

In one of the specimens (Pl. II, fig. 10) the internal structure of the ventral 
valve is clearly exhibited. In the deep valley between the coarsely striated 

E 
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divaricator muscular scars the pbylloid petal-shaped adductor, or occlusor impres. 

8ions are situated. 'l'he proximal portion of the cast is separated from the hinge 
margin by deep furrows. The apex is smooth, cros!!led only by a low, distinct.ly pro
duced ridge. The internal surface of the shell is covered by numerous coarse granu· 
lations. 

The measurements of this cast are as follow:-
Length of the shell in a straight line 50 mm. 

,. , , ,, ,, along the curve 82 " Breadth of the shell • cca. 60 ,, 
Thickness of the ventral valve 30 ,, 

Locality and geological position ; number of specimens examined.-Shaiy lime
stone with Fenestellte, Barus, Kashmir Valley; Coll. Godwin-Austen; 6; dark blue 
limestone with Fenestell<B, N. of Khummu, near Pampur; Coll. Lydekker; 5 (includ
ing the two figured type-specimens) ; Tangar, N. W. of Avantipur; Coll. Lydekker; 1. 

The specimens described by Davidson were obtained from Barus and from 
Loodoo, W. of Wasterwan. 

Remarks.-The fossils from Kashmir and Spiti which have been quoted as 
Productus semireticulatus by Stoliczka and Lydekker are different from. Martin's 
species and must be classed among the subgenus Marginifera. They will be de· 
scribed hereafter as Marg. himalayensis. 

4. PRODUOTUB CF. LONGISPINUS, Sowerby. PI. I, .fig. 11. 

1814. Productus longispi•us, Sowerby, Mineral Conchol., Vol. 11 p. 154, Pl. LXVIII, fig. 1. 
1814. P. Flemingi, Sowerby, ibidem, fig. 2. 
1814. P. spinosus, Sowerby, ibid. Pl. LXIX, fig. 2. 
1823. P. lobatus, Sowerby, ibid. Vol. IV. p. 16, Pl. 818, figs. 2-6. 
1836. P. setosa, Phillipe, Geology of Yorkshire, Vol. II, Pl. VIII, figs. 9, 17. 
1841. p, lobatus, L. von Buoh, Abhandlgn. Konig!. Aka.d. d. Wiseensch. Berlin, I. Th. p. 32, Pl. 11, fig. 17. 
184:1. P. longispinus, L. de Koninok, Descr. des animaux fos.qiles du Terra.in carbon. de Belgique, p. 1R7, 

Pl. XII, fig. 11, Pl. XII, bis, fig. 2. 
1845. P. lobatus, E. de Vemeuil, Gl!ologie de la Russie d'Europe, Vol. II, Paleontologie, p. 266, Pl. XVI, 

fig. 3, Pl. XVIII, fig. 8. 
1846. p, tubarius (P) Graf Keyeerling, Reise in das Petschoraland, p. 208, Pl. IV, fig. 6. 
1847, p, Flemingii, L. de Koninck, Monographie des genres Productus et Olionete1, p. 95, Pl. X, figs. 

2, 3. 
1860. p, Flemingii, Gruenewaldt, Beitriige zur Kenntniss der sedimentiiren Gebirgsformationen et.c., 

Mem. de l'aoad. imper. des sciences de SL. Peterebourg ser. VII, T. II, p. 123, Taf. III, 

fig. 4. 
1861. P. longispinus, Davidson, Monograph British Carbon. Brachiopoda, p. 154, Pl. XXV, figs. 5-17. 
1866. P. Orbignyanus, Geinitz, Carbonformation und D:vas in NebraAka. p. 56, Taf. IV, figs. 8-11. 
1867. P. lobatua var. paucicostatua1 Trautschold, Bull. soc. imper. des natnr. de Moscou, T. XI. p. 37, Taf. 

v, fig. 2. 
1870. P. longispinua, Rremer, Geologie von Oberscblesien, p. 89, Taf. VIII, fig. 2. 
1872. P. longispinus? Meek, in Meek and Hayden, Final Report of the U.S. Geological Survey of Nebra• 

ska., p. 161, Pl. VIII fig. 6 (non Pl. VI, fig. 7). 
1873. P. Flemingii, L. de Koninck, Monographie des fossiles oarbonifllres de Bleiberg, P• 24, Pl. I, 

fig.14. 
1874.. P. longispinus (?)Tonia, Kohlenkalk und Zeohstein Fossilien aus dem Hornsnnd an der Siidwest 

Kiiste von Spitzbergen, Sitzgsber. Kais. Akad. d. Wise. Wien, LXX, Bd. me.th. nat. Cl. I. Abtb. P· 
10, fig. 7, 
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18'76. P. longi.~pinus, Trautsohold, Die Kalkbriiche von Miatscbkowa, p. 57, Taf. I, fig. 4. 
1876. P. ainuatus, Trautsebold, ibid. p. 61, Taf V, fig. 5. 
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1880. (P) P. longispinus, Roemer, Uber eine Koblenkalk Fauna der Weskiiste von Sumatra, PallllOntogra. 
pbica, XXVII. Bd. p. 5. 

1883. P. longispiniu;, Kayser, Obercarbonische Fauna von Loping, Richthofen's China, Bd. IV, p. 188, Taf, 
XX VII, fig. I, non 2-4. 

1890. P. longispinua, Nikitin, Mern. Com. Gaol de la Russie, Vol. V, No. 5, p. 159, Pl. 1, figs. 7-12. 
1892. P. longispanus, Scbellwien, Die Fauna des Karnisohen Fusulinenkalks, Palreontographica, Bd. 39, 

p. 25, Ta£. III, fig. 4-5, Ta£. VIII, fig. 26. 

The only specimen referable to this species consists of an incomplete ventral 
valve, which, however, agrees in every respect so perfectly with some British 
specimens from Yorkshire that I do not hesitate to identify it with the latter. 

In my specimen the apical region is partly broken, but the rest corresponds 
exactly with Davidson's type-specimen from Yorkshire, :figured on Pl. XXXV, :fig. 
7, of his monograph. The shell is slightly transverse, a little ~ider than long, 
evenly convex in a longitudinal direction, but in the transverse direction divided 
by a broad sinus, which flattens gradually towards the front. The lateral parts 
appear strongly depressed and descend in a very steep curve to the margin. The 
small auricular expansions are slightly curled. 

There is not the least trace of any marginal ridge, which forms the distinguish
ing character of Waagen's subgenus JJ1.arginifera. This specimen ceriainly cannot 
therefore belong to the latter, the shell margin having been broken off in such a 
manner that the absence of a prominent shelly ridge within the ·wings warrants its 
separation from Marginifera. Having a large number of true Ma1'giniferce from 
.Chitichun No. I and from Kashmir at hand for comparison, I am fully convinced 
that this specimen belongs to the genus Productus, a. s. 

The surface of the ventral valve is covered by numerous rounded longitudinal 
ribs which are of about equal width for their entire length and slightly con
verge towards the mesial sinus. This radiating sculpture is crossed by delicate 
concentric ribs in the visceral and apical portions. Some of the longitudinal ribs 
are dichotomous. 'l'wo points of attachment of broken-off spines may be observed 
in the vicinity of the mesial sinus. 

Exact measurements of this specimen can barely be given on account of its 
incomplete state of preservation. 

Locality and geological position ; number of specimens examined.-Dark blue 
limestone with Penestella, Barus, Kashmir; Coll. Lydekker; 1. 

.Remarks.-It strongly resembles the delicately ribbed variety of Productus 
graliosus, Waagen. 'f llis is also the case with the Yorkshire specimens of P. 
longispinl;f;S, as has already been remarked by Rothpletz (Palaentograpbica, Bd. 39, 
18!:12, p. 76). This strong resemblance even induced L. de Koninck (Monogr. 
des foss. carb. de Bleiberg, p. 25) to class a typical representative of P. gratiosus, 
P. semiretioulatus, Beyrich, from Timor (Abhandl. Koenig!. Akad. d. Wiss, Berlin, 
1865, Taf. II, fig. 2) among the synonyms of P. longispinu,s. 'fhe differences, 
enumerated by Rotlipletz, especially the more delicate ornamentation in the apical 
region and the less strongly developed wing in Sowerby's species appear however 
sufficient for a distinction of the two forms. 

E 2 
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Davidson (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., Vol. XXII, p. 43) quotes ProduetUJJ longi· 
spinus (?) from the grey limestone of Khoonmoo. It is however impossible to say 
whether he really had a true P. longispinus at hand, or rather a species of the 
subgenus Marginifera. He asserts that his specimen from Kashmir is iden
tical with some specimens found in the Punjab. But the majority of the Punjab 
specimens considered as identical with Sowerby's species have been proved by 
··"raagen to belong to Ma1rginifera (especially to M. typiea), although the true 
P. longispinus is certainly not altogether absent in the Salt Range. 

Produetus longispinus is a wide-spread species of a r.onsiderable horizontal and 
vertical range. It occurs in strata of lower and upper carboniferous age in 
-n· estern Europe, in the Moscovian and Gshelian stage of Russia, in the upper car· 
boniferous rocks of Loping and Sumatra (?) and in the Productus limestone of 
the Salt Range,. Its occurrence in the coal-measures of North America is not yet 
beyond every doubt. The specimen considered as identical with P. longispinus 
by Meek and with P. Orbignyanus by Geinitz, is the only one which resembles 
~ome of Sowerby's types so very closely that their identity is probable. The case 
is different with the specimen figured by Meek on Pl. VI, fig. 7, of the final 
l'eport on the . Palreontology of Nebraska, which differs from P. longispinus by 
having an almost smooth shell. P, lonqispinus, Meek (Report of the geological ex
ploration of the 40th parallel, Vol. IV, Palreont., p. 78, Pl. VIII, tig. 4) from 
Nevada is more gibbous and provided with larger costre than the true P. longispinus 
from the British and Belgian mountain-limestone. P. splendens, Norwood and 
Pratten (Journ. Acad. of nat. sciences of Philadelphia, 2nd ser., Vol. III, p. 11, 
Pl. I, fig. 5), and P. Wabashensis, ~orw. and Pratt. (ibid. p. 18, Pl. I, fig. 6) 
must according to Waagen be classed among the subgenus Marginifera althou~h 
the latter species is considered to be directly identical with P. lungispinus by Meek, 
who insists that the figures given by the two above-mentioned authors are quite 
defective and misleading. Produetus seitulus, Meek and ·worthen (Geological 
Survey of Illinois, 1866, Vol. II, Palreont., p. !2.80, Pl. XX, fig. 5) and P. parvus, 
Meek and Worthen (ibidem, p. 297, Pl. XXIII, fig. 4), which have been placed 
among the synonyms of P. longispinus by L. de Koninck (Fossiles carboniferes 
de Bleiberg, p. 25), ought to be maintained as proper species, especially P. 
scitulus, wllich is distinguished by its very delicate ornamentation. A similar 
remark applies to P. eapaeii, d'Orbigny (Voyage dans l' Amerique Meridionale, 
T. III, 4 eme ptie., Paleontologie, Pl. III, figs. 24-26) from Yarbichambi in 
South America. P. longispinus, White (Report upon the U. S. geograph. surv., · 
West of the lOOth Meridian, Vol. IV, Paleontology, 1877, Pt. II, p. 118, Pl. VIII, 
fig. 5) from Santa Fe (New Mexico) is probably a representative of Waagen's sub
genus Marginifera, judging at least from the figure given by Prof. White. 

Nor am I convinced of the identity of P. longispinus with the species described 
by Toula from the Hornsund in Spitzl1ergen; Toula's description, it is true, agrees 
very well with his identification of the two forms, but the figure does not 
strengthen this view. In this figure the concentric ornamentation is represented 

38 quite indistinct in the apical portion of the ventral valve, whereas it continues 
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all over its visceral part in the shape of broad stripes, thus differing comdderably 
from the delicate reticulation which is so conspicuous in Davidson's type specimens. 

The specimen from the N ordfjord of Spitz bergen described as P. longispinus 
var. setosa by Toula (Permocarbon Fossilien von der Westkueste von Spitzbergen, 
N eues Jahrb. f. Mineral 1875, p. 26.2, 'l'af. VIII, fig. 4) must, according to my 
humble opinion, be kept separate from the .British species on account of its consi
derably less numerous and coarse ribs. 'Ihus the presence of P. longispinus in 
the permo-carboniferous deposits of Spitzbergen has not yet been established with 
certainty. 

Both L. de Koninck (Recherches sur les fossiles paleozoiques de la Nouvelle 
Galles du Sud, p. H:ll, Pl. XI, fig. 3) and R. Etheridge (Quart. Joum. Gaol. Soc., 
lo72, Vol. XXVIII, p. 33a, Pl. 18, fig, 9) mention the occurrence of P. longispinua 
m carboniferous beds of Australia. I think however that L. de Koninck's 
specimen from New South Waies can only be identified with Sowerby's species, if 
such wide interpretation of the latter is permitted. The specimen from the Don 
River in Queensland is a rather indifferently preserved cast of a dorsal valve. Its 
identification with P. longispinus has been questioned by Etheridge, JUn, 
(Geology and Palreontology of Queensland and New Guinea, p. 255). 

IV. SECTION: SPIN OSI. 

5. PRODUCTUS CF. SCABRICULUS, Martin. Pl. II, figs. 8, 9. 

1~09 • .Anomites scabriculus, Martin, Petrificata Derbieneie, p. 8, Pl. XXXVI, fig. 5. 
1!:136. Productus acabricula, Phillip~, Geology of Yorkshire, Vol. II, PL VIII, fig. 2. 
1836. P. quincuncialis, Phillips, ibidem, Pl. VIII, fig. 8. 
1843. P. scabriculus, L. ae Koninck, Description des animaux fossiles du terrain carbon. de Belgique, p. 190, 

Pl. XI, fig. 3. 
1845. P. scabri~ulua, E. de Verneuil, Geologie de le Russie d'Europe, Vol. II, Paleontologie, p. 271, 

Pl. XVI, fig. 5, Pl. XVIII, fig. 5. 
1847. P. scabriculua, Le de Koniuck, Monographie des genres Productus et Chonetea, p. 111, Pl. XI, 

fig. 6. 

1862. P. scabriculus, Davidson, l\fonogr. British Carb. Brachiopoda, p. 169, Pl. XLII, figs. 5-8. 
1866. P. sc.zbriculus, Davidson, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XXII, p. 43, Pl. II, fig. 13. 
1873. P. scabriculus, L. de Koniuck, Monographie des fossiles carboniferes de Bleiberg, p. 27, Taf. I,, 

fig. 16. 
1876. P. scabriculus, Trautschold, Die Kalkbrueche von Miatsohkowa, p. 59, Taf. VI, fig. 1. 
1876. P. ~cabriculas (?), L. de Kouiuck, Recherches sur les foss. pa.leozoiques de la Nouvelle Galles du Suu., 

p.196. 
1889. P. scabriculua, Tsohernyschew, Mero. Com. Geol. St. Peterebourg, Vol. III, No. 4, p. 371, Taf. VI, 

fig. 12. 

This species is probably represented by two specimens. One of them is a ven· 
tral valve, whereas the second, smaller one represents a dorsal valve. Neither of 
them is sufficiently well preserved to permit identification. 

l'he ventral valve (fig. 8) is medium sized, and in its dimensions and general 
shape agrees pretty well with Davidson's type-specimen of P. scabrioulua var, 
quincuncialis, Phill., from Yorkshire (Pl. XLII, fig. 6). Much wider than long, 
tolerably inflated, provided with a hinge-line, which is inferior in length to the 
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r,reatest width of the shell, and with a broad, but not deep1y excavated" mesial sinus. 
The auriculated expansions are small and pointed. 

Although this specimen is much crushed and its surface weathered, its orna
mentation is still partially visible. It consists of numerous, radiating ribs, swelling 
out at short intervals into elongated, protracted tubercles, which exhibit an indis
tinctly quincuncial arrangement. Both the longitudinal ribs and the numerous 
tubercles covering them appear to be rather more delicate than in the majority 
of the British and Russian types of P. soabriculUB, but in this respect agree well 
with the ornamentation exhibited by Davidson's specimens from Kashmir. 

'!'races of concentric wrinkles are very indistinctly marked. 
The dorsal valve (fig. 9) is also much wider than long, slightly concave, 

provided with a short binge-line and with a low median elevation, corresponding 
to the sinus in the opposite valve. Its surface is covered by numerous, elongated, 
radiating grooves, which, like the tubercles in the ventral valve, are arranged 
in a sort of irregular quincunx. This radial ornamentation is crossed by a concentric 
sculpture, which is most distinctly marked in the apical region and on the wings. 

The measurements of the larger specimen (fig. 8) are as follow:-

Length of the ventral valve in B straight 1ine. 
,, ,, ,, Blong the curve 

Length of the hin~e-line 
Breadth of the ventral valve 
Thickness ,, ,, 

" 

37 mm. 
COB. 60 ,, 

CCB. 36 ,, 

• 46 " 

19 " 

The measurements of my second specimen (fig. 9) are as follow:-
Length of the dorsal val"fe 22·5 mm • 
Breadth ,, ,, ,, • 34 " 
Length of the hii;g;e-line • • 22 " 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark lime· 
stone with mica, Barus, Kashmir Valley; Coll. Lydekker; 2. The specimens r-eferred 
to this species by Prof. Davidson were found at Barus and Khoonmoo. 

Remarks.-On the whole the determination of the present specimens as 
P1·oductus scabriculus cannot be far wrong and accords with the description of. 
Prof. Davidson's specimen. P. scabriculusis a widespread species, which ranges from 
lower carboniferous into permo-carboniferous strata, but seems to be most com
mon in beds of middle and upper carboniferous age. In Europe it has been 
found in the mountain-limestone of Great Britain and Belgium and in the lower 
carboniferous ·N oetscher Schichten of Bleiberg in Carinthia. In Russia it was found 
in the different stages of the carboniferous system and in the Artinskian strat.a 
of the Ural. L. de Koninck mentions the species from the carboniferous beds of 
New South WaJes, but without giving any figure. Among the fossils c,0llected by 
Drascbe near the N ordfjord of Spitz bergen and described by 'l'oula, there is a 
specimen of Produatus which has been .identified as P. cf. scabriculu.'I (Permo
Carbon-Fossilien von der Westkueste von Spitzbergen, Neues Jahrb. f. Mineral., 
1876, p. 252, Taf. VIII, fig. 6). This identification seems to me extremely doubt
ful, judging by the figure, which represents a Produotus distinguished by the 
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presence of very coarse, irregular and mostly dichotomous ribs, and by the rarity 
of tubercles. 

Some American shells, as Productus asperus, M'Chesney (Description of liew 
species of fossils from the palreozoic rocks of the Western States, 1868, p. 34, Pl. I, 
fig. 7), P. Tl7ilbe1·anus, M'Chesney (ibidem, p. 36, Pl. I, fig. f-.), P. Rogersii, 
Norwood and Pratten (Joum. Acad. of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol. III, 
1854, p. 9, Pl. I, fig. 3), P. symmetricus, Meek (Final Report of the U. S. Geol. 
Surv. of Nebraska, p.167, .Pl. V, fig. 6), P. Nebrascensis, Owen (ibid., p. Hi5, Pl. II, 
fig. 2; Pl. IV, fig. 6; Pl. V, fig. 11), have been classed among the synonyms of the 
13ritish species by L. de Koninck and looked upon as local varieties only. J .. eaving 
the question undecided whether these forms should be regarded as distinct 
species, which I consider preferable, or merely as variations of P, scabriculus, 
still the fact remains that the typical P. scabriculus is certainly absent in the 
coal-measures of North-America. The specimen from Pecos Village described 
and figured by Marcou (Geology of N. America, Zurich, 1858, p. 47, Pl. V, fig. i::) 

is certainly different from Martin's species. 'fhe same remark applies to P. scabri
culus, Abich (Geologische Forschungen in den Kaukasischen Landern, I, Theil, 
Eine Bergkalk Fauna aus der Araxes-Enge bei Djoulfa, p. 33, Taf. V, fig. 3), 
which this author himself has excluded from the synonyms of the true P. scabri
culus in his additional remarks and which has been made the prototype of 
another species, P . .Abichi, by W aagen. 

6. PRODUCTUS CF. SPINULOSUS, Sowerby. Pl. II, :fig. 12. 
1814. Productu1 apinulosua, Sowerby, Mineral Conch., Pl. LXVIII, figs. 5, 6. 
1836. P. gr~nuloaa, Phillipe, Geology of Yorkshire, Pl. VII, fig. 14. 
1843. P. Ca11crini, L. de Koninck, (non de Verneuil), De8oription des animau.x foes. du terrain carbonifere 

de Belgique, Pl. IX, fig. 3. 
1843. P. papillatu1, L. de Koninok, ibidem, Pl. X, fig. 6, p. 201. 
1847. P. granulosus, L. de Koninck, Monographie des genres Productus et Chonete1, p. 135, Pl. XVI, 

fig, 7. 

1862. P. 1pinulosus, Davidson, Monogr. British Carb. Brachiopoda, p. 175, Pl. XXXIV, figs. 18-21. 
1866. P. spinulosus, P David1on, Quart. Joum. G~ol. Soo., London, Vol. XXII, Pl. II, fig. 15. 
1888. P. granulosus, Krotow, Geologische Forechungen am Westliohen Ural-Abhange in den Gebieten von 

Tscherdyn und Ssolika;:nssk, Mem. Com. Geol. St. Petersbourg, Vol. VI, p. 408, Taf. I, figs.14, 16. 
1889. P. spinulosus, T&cbemysohew, M~m. Com. U.eol. St. P~tersbourg, Vol. III, No. 4, p. 281. 

Among the carboniferous fossils obtained by Captain Godwin-Austen at Barus 
there is a single ventral valve, bearing much resemblance to this species. It is 
however too imperfectly preserved to permit of a decided identification. 

The shell is small, transversely semicircular and regularly curved in both 
directions. Hinge-line shorter than the greatest width of the shell. The beak is 
not very involute and scarcely overhangs the hinge-margin. Ears very small.,, 
There is no indication of a distinct sinus, only a flat depression in the middle part 
of the front. 

The ornamentation is indifferently preserved and can only be made out in 
the vicinity of the lateral and frontal margins • It .seems to consist exclusively 
of 'small but numerous, subregular tubercles, without any regular quincunciai 
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arrangement, as in the variety, to which the term "granuloaus" was originally 
applied. 

Neither longitudinal ribs nor concentric strire can be made out, but the 
specimen is too much weathered to state this with any degree of certainty. 

In general shape and sculpture the specimen seems to agree better with P. 
spinulosus than with any other form of this genus. It also strongly resembles 
P. opuntia, Waagen (Salt Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., Ser. XIII, Vol. I, Prod. Limest. 
Foss., p. 707, Pl. LXXIX, figs. I, 2) from the Cephalopoda (Jabi) beds of the 
upper division of the Productus Limestone, but I should not like to identify it 
with this species, which, according to Waagen's description, is always provided 
with a very strongly elevated median and apical part of the ventral valve. In 
this character, however, my specimen does not agree with the Indian shell. Pro
ductus Wallacianus, Derby (Bull. of the Cornell University, Ithaca, 1874, Vol. I, 
No. 2, p. 57, Pl. III, figs. 46-48, Pl. VI, fig. 5) from the coal-measures of Itaituba 
may also be compared with our specimen. ri.1aking into consideration Derby's 
statement that P. W allacianus chiefly differs from P. spinulosus by the absence of 
concentric wrinkles on the ears, this Brazilian species may perhaps be very closely 
related to our Productus from Kashmir, but the figures given by Derby are too bad 
to allow of a closer comparison. 

The measurements of my specimen are as follow:-

Length of the shell in a straight line • 
,, ,, ,, ,, along the curve 

Greatest breadth of the shell 
Length of the hinge-line • 
ThicknePs of the ventral valve 
Distance of the Rpex from the frontal margin • 

, 12·5 mm, 

18 " 
16 " 
13 ., 
5 " 

12 " 

The proportion between the last dimension and the entire length of the shell 
most clearly shows the difference between this specimen and Waagen's P. opuntia, 
in which the apical region is always highly elevated above the proper beak. The 
measurements of my specimen agree almost exactly with tho.se of Sowerby's 
type-specimen of P. spinulosus, as figured in Davidson's monograph (Pl. XXXIV, 
fig. 18). 

Locality and geological position; numbe1· of specimens examined.-Coarse 
grey, semi-crystalline limestone, BarU!~, Kashmir Valley; Coll. Godwin-Austen; 1. 
Two specimens referred with some doubt to P. spinulosus by Davidson were 
obtained from Khoonmoo. 

Rernarks.-Productus spinulosus bas been quoted from the mountain lime
stone of Great Britain and Belgium by Davidson and L. de Koninck, from the upper
carboniferous rocks of the Ural Mountains by Krotow and from the Artinskian 
stage by Tschernyschew. The specimens considered as identical with P. spinulo
Bus by Abich (Geologische Forschungen in den Kaukasischen Laendern, I. Theil, 
Eine Bergkalk Fauna aus der Araxes-Enge bei Djulfa, p. 51, Taf. V, fig. 9, 
Taf. IX, fig. 22) have been referred to P. horridus by Val. von Moeller. 
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v. SECTION : FIMBRIATI. 

7. PRODUCTUS ·ABICHI, Waagen. Pl. I, fig. 8. 
1883. Productus Humboldti, Lydekker, Geology of the Kashmir and Chamba territodes, Memoii-s Geo!. Surv. 

of India, Vol. XXII, Pl. II, fig. 3. 
1884. P . .Abichi, We.airen, Salt Range Fossils, Palreont. lndica, Ser. Xllf, Vol. I, Prod. Limest. Foss., 

p. 697, Pl. LXXlV, figs. 1-17. 
For a complete list of synonyms I refer the reader to my memoir on the permo·carboniferous fauna of Chiti

cbun No. I, (Pt. III of this vol.). 

Of this beautifully sculptured Productus an excellently preserved ventral valve 
has been figured by Lydekker and considered identical with P. Bumboldti, 
d'Orbigny. But its coarse sculpture and its less numerous, elongated tubercles 
which are mostly arranged in a rather regular quincunx, distinguish the present 
specimen from the true P. Humboldti. In general shape this specimen bears 
much resemblance to my type specimen of Prod. Abichi from the permo-carboni
ferous limestone of Chitichun No. I. (Pt. III of this volume, Pl. III, fig. 8), 
especially as regards the attenuated character of its apical region. It is however 
less inflated and provided with a very shallow median sinus only. In this respect 
it agrees best with the example figured by Waagen on Pl. LXXIX, fig. 4, of his 
monograph. The hinge-line is considerably shorter than the greatest breadth of the 
shell. 

The ornamentation is exactly the same as in Waagen's type-specimen 
from the upper Productus limestone. 'l'he coarse, elongated, quincuncially 
arranged tubercles are crossed by concentric, delicate lines of growth. A narrow 
zone of roundish pustules is restricted to the immediate vicinity of the lateral 
and front margins only. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow :-

Length of the shell in a straight line 
,, ,, ,, ,, along the curve 

Greatest breadth of the shell 
Thickness of the ventral valve 
Length of the binge-line 

23·5 mm. 
33 ,, 
28•5 ,, 

8 
" 

20 " 

The small size of this specimen makes its distinction from the closely allied 
P. gangeticus, Diener (Pt. IV of this volume, Pl. I, figs. 1-3, Pl. II, :fig. 3), 
one of the leading species of the permian Productus shales of Painkhanda, an 
easy matter. 

Locality and geological position; number of specirnens examined.-Black lime
stone, summit of ridge N .E. of Prongam Tral, Kashmir; Coll. Lydekker; 1. 

Bemarks.-Productus Abichi is one of the most characteristic fossils of permo
carboniferous and permian rocks in Armenia, India and Timar. It has as yet 
never been found in beds of an older than permo-carboniferous age. At the local
ity, where it bas been obtained by Lydekker, it is associated with Marginifera 
himalayensis, Diener, Strophomena analoga, Phill., and Chonetes grandicosta, 
Waagen, 

The specimen from Khoonmoo, which has been referred to P. Humboldti 
F 
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by Davidson (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., Vol. XXII, 18£6, p. 43, Pl. II, fig. 14), doe§ 
not permit an exact determination, on account of its fragmentary condition. But 
it seems at all events to be specifically different from P. Abichi. 

8. PRoDUCTUS PUSTULosus, Phillips. Pl. I, fig. 13. 
1836. Productus pustulosa, Phillips, Geology of Yorkshire, Vol. II, p. 216, Pl. VII, fig. 15. 
1836. P. ovalis, Phillips, ibidem, p. 216, PI. VIII, fig. 14. 
1843. P. punctatus, L. de Koninck (non Martin), Description des animaux foss. du terrain carbon. de 

Eeigique, p. 196, PI. IX, fig. 6, Pl. XII, bis fig. 3. 
1847. P. pustulosus, L. d~ Koninck, l\Jonographie des genres Productus et Chonetes, p. 118, Pl. XII, fig. 4, 

Pl. XIII, fig. l, Pl. XVI, figs. 8-9. 

1862. P. pustulosus, Davidson, :l\loncgr. British Carb. Brachiopoda, p.168, Pl. XLI, figs.1-6, Pl. XLII, 
figs. 1-4. 

1863. P. pustuloaua, Roemer, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Geo). Ges. p. 591, Taf. XVI, fig. 3. 
1870. P. pustulosus, Roemer, Geo]c1gie von Oberschlesien, p. SJO, Taf. VIII, fig. 1. 

1873. P.pustulosus, L. de Koninck, l\Jonographie des fossiles carboniferes de Bleiberg en Carinthie, p. 29. 
The reference to PI. I, fig. 21 is erroneous, no figure of this species being actually given in 
L. de Koninck's mem0 1r. 

1883. J?. puatulosus var. pall£ata, Kayser, Obercarbonische Fauna von Loping, Richthofen's "China," 
Vol. IV, p. 186, Taf .XXVII, figs. 9-13. 

1888. P. cf. pustulosus (?), Krotow, Geologi~che Forschungen am Westlichen UraI-AbhaPge, ete., Mem. 
Com. GeoI. St. PetersLourg, Vol. VI, p. 406. 

1895. P. pustulosus, Tornquist, Das fos~ilfuhrende Untercarbon am ostlichen Rossberg•Massiv in de 
Siidvogesen, A.bhai::dl. Geo[. Spec. Karte von Elsass·Lothringen, Bd. V, Heft 4, p. 72, Taf. 
XIV, fig. 3. 

1896. P. pustulosus, Julien, Le terrain carbonifere niarin de la France Centrale, p. 67, Pl. VII, figs. 1-3 
PI. IX, fig. 1, PI. X, fig. 2, Pl. XII, fig. 7, PI. XIII, figs. 3, 4. ' 

A very well preserved cast of a dorsal valve exhibits the characteristic shape 
and sculpture of this Productus, which, in its typical forms at least, may be easily 
distinguished from congeneric species ~y its peculiar ornamentation. 

The shell is rotundate-square, nearly as long as wide, very flatly concave in 
the apical and visceral portions, but is distinctly geniculated, where the trail com
mences, exactly as in the Chinese variety, described as "palliata " by Kayser. 
It is divided by a broad but rather shallow median elevation which originates at 
some distance from the apex. The hinge line is a little shorter than the greatest 
width of the shell. 11he ears are broad and perfectly flat. 

The surface of the cast is covered with numerous, toler&bly regular, concentric 
wrinkles, crossing the radial ornamentation, which consists of coarse elongated 
pustules, distinctly arranged in quincunx. '11he immediate vicinity of the very apex 
is covered with closely packed granulations At a distance of 2 mm. from the apex 
the concentric wrinkles make their first appearance and gradually increase in 
strength towards the shell-margin. 

The specimen does not seem to me distinguishable from thA var. palliata of 
P. puatulosus, as it has been describfld by Kayser. It can scarcely be mistaken 
fol' a species of the group of P. Humboldti, d'Orb., on account of its much 
coarser ornamentation. From P. punctatus, Martin, it distinctly differs by the 
character and distribution of its tubercles. It is distinguished from P. Buchianus, 
de Kon., by its much larger size, from Prod. Leuchtenbergensis, de Kon., by the 
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concave shape of the dorsal valve, from P. fimbriatus, Sow., by the larger .number 
of its concentric wrinkles. 

Measurements of the specimen :-

Length of the dorsal valve • 
l:lreadth ,, ,, 

" Depth ,, ,, ,, ,, 
Leugtb of the hinge line 

• 34 mm. 

37 " 
7·5" 

30 .. 

Locality and geolo,qical position; number of specimens examined.-Ooarse 
grained, dark limestone, with a reddish weathered surface, containing remains of 
Penestellce; Barus, Kashmir Valley; Coll. Godwin-Austen; 1. 

Remarks.-Productus pi1stulosus is known from beds of lower carboniferous 
age in England, Ireland, Belgium, Centrai France, Alsatia, Silesia, Carinthia and 
Central Russia (?). A variety of this species has been described from Loping by 
Kayser, It differs from the typical form by the presence of a broad, distinctly 
marked off, geniculate trail. It is this upper carboniferous variety with which the 
type specimen from Kashmir ought to be identified. 

The specimen from New Mexico considered as identical with P. pustulosus by 
Marcou (Geology of N. America, p. 48, Pl. VII, fig. 1), is distinguished from this 
species by the presence of a finely tuberculated zone in the vicinity of the anterior 
and lateral shell-margins. 

P. pustulos•'8 var. minutus, Abich (J. ~. p. 37, Taf. V, fig. 10) from the per
mian rocks of Djulfa bas been referred to Strophalosia horrescens by Val. Yon 
Moeller .. 

9. PRODUCTUS PUNCTA.TUS, Martin. Pl. II, fig. 11. 

1809. Anomites pwnctatus, Martin, Petrificata Derbieosia, p. 8, Pl. XXXVII, fig. 6 (figs. 7, 8 exclusis). 
1811. Trigonia rugosa, Parkiuson, Organic Remains, etc., Vol. Ill, p. 177, Pl. XII, fig. 11. 
1822. Anomites thecarius, Schlotheim, Nachtr::ege zur Versteinerungskunde, Vol. I, p. 63, Pl. XIV, fig. 1. 
1823. Productus punctatus, Sowerby, Min. Co11cb., Vol. IV, p. 22, Pl. 323. 
1836. Producta punctata, Phillips, Geology of Yorkshire, Vol. II, p. 215; Pl. VIII, fig. lu. 
18::17. Leptaena sulcata, Fischer von Waldheim, Oryctographie du Gouvernemeut de Moscow, p. 143, Pl. 23, 

fig. 2 (non Sowerby). 

1841. Proluctus punctatus, L. v. Buch, Abhandlgu. koenigl. Akademie d, Wiss. Berlin I. Th. p. 34, Taf. II• 
figs. 10, 11. 

1843. P. punctatus, £,, de Koniuck, Description des animau:i: foss. du terrain carbon. de Belgique, p. 196, 
Pl. VIII, fig. 4; Pl. X, fig. 2. 

1845. P. punctat•tS, E. d~ Verneuil, Geologie de la Russie d'Europe, Vol. II. Paleontologie, p. 276, Pl. 
XVI, fig. 11. 

1847. P. pu1ictutus, L. de Koninck, Mouographie des genres Productus et Olionetes, p. 125, .Pl. XII, 
fig. 2. 

1854. P. punrtatus, Shumard in R. Marcy's Exploration of the Rrrl. River of Louisiana, p. 188, Pl. I, fig, 
5; Pl. II, fig. 1. 

1858. P. punctatus (?),Marcon, Geology of North America, p. 48, Pl. VI, fig. 2. 

1860. P. tuliulaspinu.•, M'Chesney, Description of new species ef fossils from the paLeozoio rooks of the 
Western States, p. 37. Illustrations oftbe same: 186iJ, Pl. I, figs. 10, 11. 

1862. P. punctatus, Davidson, Monogr. 'Bi-itish carboniferous Brachiopoda, p. 172, Pl. XLIV, figs. 9·16.. 
1870. P. punctatu11, Roemer, Geologie vou Oberschlesien, p. 60, Pl, VII, fig. 2. 

F 2 
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1872. P. punctatus, :Meek, Fine.I Report of the U.S. Get.logical Snrv. of Nebraska, p. 169, Pl. II. fig. 6 
Pl. IV, fig. 5. 

1873. P. punctatus, L. de Koninck, Monographie des fossiles carboniferes de Bleiberg, p. 30, Pl. I, fig. 19. 
1873. P. punctatus, Meek and Worthen, Geological Surv. of Illinois, Vol. V, p. 569, Pl. 25, fig. 13. 
1875. P. punctatus (?), Toula, Eine Kohlenkalk-Fauna von den Barents Jnseln. Sitzgber. Kais. Akad d. 

Wies. Wien. math. nat. Cl. Bd. LXXI, I. Abth. p. 25. 

1876. P. punctatus (?), L. de Koninck, Recherches sur les foss. pal0ozoique& de la. Nouvelle Ge.llea du 
t<ud, p. 193, Pl. X, fig. 2. 

1877. P. punctatus, White, Report upon the U. S. Geogr. Surveys W. of tLe one hundredth Meridian, 
Vol. IV, Palreoutology, p. 114, Pl. VII, fig. 2. 

1888. P. punctatu8, Krotow, i\I em. Com. Geol. St. Petersbourg, Vol. VI, p. 4n6. 

J 889. P. punctat111, T1clicrnysohPw, M em. Com. Geo!. St. Petersbourg, Vol. Ill, No. 4, p. 373. 
l 890. P. punctatus, Nikitin, ibid. Vol. V, No. 5, p. 58. 

1892. P. punctatus, Schellwien, Die Fauna des Karnisohen Fusulinenkalks, Palreoutographica, Bd. 39, p. 
25, Taf. V, fig. 1. 

1896. P. punctatus, Julien, Le terrain caTbonifere marin de la France Centrale, p. 69, Pl. VII, fig. 9; Pl. 
XI, figs. 3, 4; Pl. XII, fig. 8 ; Pl. XIV, figs. 4, 5. 

This beautiful and easily recognised species which in Western Europe is most 
frequently associated with Productus pustulosus is represented in the Geological 
Survey's Himalayan collection from Kashmir by two ventral valves, which, although 
partly injured by weathering, are sufficiently well preserved to warrant a certain 
identification. 

My specimens are somewhat broader than long, moderately arched and provided 
with a distinct medial sinus, originating a short distance from the very apex 
nnd extending to the front. The binge· line is shorter than the greatest width of the 
shell. The auriculate expansions are barely defined from the swell of the umbo. 

The most characteristic feature of tbis species is its peculiar sculpture. I am 
entirely unable to detect any differences in tbe ornamentation of my specimens and 
Davidson's or L. de Koninck's type-specimens. My two specimens clearly exhibit 
the numerous concentric and regular bands, separated from each other by smoother 
interstices and thickly set with very numerous and delicate spines. The concentric 
ridges increase in size from the apex towards the front, but in my second speci
men, which attains 38 mm. in length, they become again smaller in the vicinity of 
the margins. 

The measurements of the figured specimen, which can only be given approxi
mately, are as follow:-

Length of the ventral valve in a straight line 
,, ,, ., ,, ,, along the curve 

Breadth of the '\"entral ve.lve 
Thickness,, ,, ,, 

" Length of the hinge-line 

27 mm. 

37 " 
30 " 
6•5" 

27 " 

Locality and geological position; number· of specimens examined.·-Dark blue 
shale with limestone partings, containing numerous Fenestellce and indeterminable 
casts of Strophalosice, Barus, Kashmir Valley ; 2. 

Remarks.-Produatus punctatus is a very characteristic species, which ranges 
through the entire carboniferous system into permo-carboniferous strata. In Europe 
it has been described from the mountain-limestone of Great Britain, Belgium. 
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Central Fmnee and Silesia, from the N oetscher Schichten of :Bleiberg in Carinthia 
of lower carbon\ferous age, from the upper carboniferous Fusulina limestone of the 
Kr<me (Carniau Alps), from the Moscovian, Gshelian and Artinskian stage of 
Russia. In North America it likewise ranges through all the strata of the carbo
nifernus period, from the sub-carboniferous beds of Iowa, Illinois and Missouri into 
the uppe1· carboniferous coal measures of Nebraska. 

A dorsal valve figured by L. de Koninck from the carboniferous rocks of New 
South Wales has been attributed to P. punatatu.<J by this learned author. But 
judging from the figure the specimen is too incomplete to allow a safe identifica· 
ti on. 

VI. SECTION : CAPE RATI. 

10. PRODUCTUS ACULEATUS, Martin. Pl. I, figs. 6, 7. 

1809. Anomiles aculeatus, Martin, Pet.rificata Derb. p. 8, Pl. XXXVII, figs. 9, 10. 
1814. Productus aculeatus, Sowerby, "1iner. Conch. Vol. I, p. 156, Pl. LXVIII, fig. 4. 
1836. Producta laxispina, Phillips, Geology of Yorkshire, Pl. VIII, fig. 13. 
1836. P. spinulosa, Phillips (non Sowerby), ibidem, Vol. II, Pl. VII, fig. 14. 
1843. P. gryphoides, L. de Koninck (ex parte) Description des animaux foss. du terrain carbonif. de Belgique, 

p. 182, Pl. IX, fig. 1, Pl. XU, fig. 12. 
1847. P. aculeatus, L. de Koninck; Monograpbie des genres Productus et Ohonete1, p. 144, Pl. XVI, fig. 6. 
1861. P. aculeatus, Davidson, Monogr. British Carb. Brachiopeda, p. 166, Pl. XXXIII, figs. 16-20. 
1867. P. aculeatus, Verchere, Kashmir, the Western Himalaya. and the Afghan Mts. Journ. Asiatic Soe. of 

Beng~l, Vol. XXXV, Pt. 2, pp. 203, 213. 
IS73. P. aruleatus, L. de Koninck, Monographie des fossiles carboniferes de Bleiberg en Carinthie, p. 35, 

Pl. I, fig. 20. 
1875. P. aculeatus, 'foula, Eine Kohlenkalk Fauna von den Barents-ln~eln, Sitzungsber. Kais. Akad. 

d. Wiss. Wien, math. nat. Cl. Bd. LXXI, I Abth. p. 26, Taf. II, fig. 10. 

1883. P. aculeatus, K«yser, Obercarbouische Fauna von Lopiag, Richthofea's China, Bd. IV., p. 185, Taf. 
XXVI, figs. 1-5. 

1888. P. aculeatus, Krotow, Mem. Com. Geol. St. Petersbourg, Vol. VI, p. 409, Taf. I. figs. 16, 17. 
1892. P. aculeotus, Schellwien, l>ie Fauna des Karnischen Fusulinenkalks, Palreontographica, Ild. 39, 

p. 25, Taf. III, figs. 10, 11. 

Among the few fossils of undoubtedly anthracolitbic age which have been 
collected. in the Kashmir valley by Dr. Verchere, a small species of Productus is most 
numerously represented, which agrees very well with P. aculeatus, Martin. 

All my specimens are of moderate dimensions, nearly as broad as long, or of 
slightly elongated outline. The greatest width of the shell is nearly always situated 
nearer to the front margin than to the beak, thus imparting to my forms a 
somewhat trapezoid shape. 'l'he ventral valve is very strongly convex and provided 
with high, steeply curved, lateral parts. The hinge-line is considerably shorter than 
the greatest width of the shell and is overlaid by the attenuated, strongly involute 
apex. 'l1he ears are very small and not distinctly defined. No trace of a median 
sinus is developed in any of my specimens. 

In the majority of my forms the sculpture consists of irregularly scattered 
tubercles, which in the anterior portion of the valve are occasionally transformed 
into longitudinal ribs. These radiating ribs are however never as numerous and 

f 
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regular as in the Chinese variety described by Kayser, or in the specimen figured" 
by Davidson on Pl. XXIII, fig. 19, of bis monograph of the British carboniferous 

Brachiopoda. 
Besides this peculiar sculpture a much more delicate concentric ornamentation 

is exhibited in the less weathered specimens. 
No dorsal valve of this species is known to me. The measurements of one of 

my type specimens (fig. 7) are as follow :-. 
Length of the ventral valve in a straight line 

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, along the curve 

Breadth,, ,, " 
,, 

Thickness ,, ,, ,, 
Leugth of the binge-line 

15 mm. 

20 " 
13 .. 

8 " 
7 " 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens exarndned.-Ooarse, dark 
grey limestone, Kashmir; Coll. Verchere; 8. 

Remarks.-Pl'oductus aculwtus is a very variable species, under which many 
shapes differing considerably from Martin's type specimen have been united by 
various authors. My forms seem to hold an intermediate position between 
Martin's type, which almost entirely agrees with Toula's specimen from Hoefer 
Island, and the Chinese variety described by Kayser. The Carinthian variety 
figured by Schellwien is characterised by yet stronger ribs in the frontal portion 
of the ventral valve. The specimen from New South ·wales, considered as iden· 
tical with .P. aculeatus by L. de Koninck (Recherches sur les foss. paleozoiques 
de la Nouvelle Galles du Sud. p. 204, PI. XI, fig. 6.) seems to differ considerably 
fromMartin's species by its uncommonly broad and strongly developed concentric 
laminre. 

Productus aculeatus is a characteristic species of the carboniferous period, being 
known from the mountain limestone of Belgium, Great Britain and Bleiberg in 
Carinthia, and from the upper carboniferous beds of the Carnian Alps, of Russia, 
Hoefer Island and China. 

VII. SECTION : IRR EG ULARES. 

11. PRODUCTUS MONGOLICus, Diener. Pl, VI, figs. 7, 8. 

1883. Productus ef. Cora, Kayser, ObercarbonisDhe Fauna von Loping, Richthofen's China., Bd. IV, p. 184, 
Taf. XXVII, fig. 5. 

1898. P. mongolicu&, Diener, Himalayan Fossil~, Palreont. Indica., ser. XV, Vol. I, Pt. 3. The permocar• 
bonifernus fauna of Chiticbnn No. l, Pl. IV, fige. 8-10. 

Two specimens from the anthracolithic rocks of Kashmir are referable to this 
characteristic and easily recognised species. One of them is a tolerably well pre
served ventral valve, which, although somewhat deformed by crushing, exhibits all 
the leading features peculiar to the present species. It is of an elongately triangular 
shape, provided with an acuminated, involute apex, and, as far as I am able to 
judge, with very small, strongly depressed wings. The ornamentation is of exactly 
the same pattern as in my type specimens from the permo-carboniferous lime
stone-crag of Chiticliun No. 1. 
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I think this specimen may be safely identified with P. mongoliaus, not with 
the closely allied P. compressus, Waagen (Salt Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., ser. XIII, 
Vol. I, Prod. Limest. Foss,, p. 710, Pl. LXXXI, figs. 1, 2) on account of its more 
strongly developed, concentric sculpture, which equally affects the median and 
lateral portions of the valve and on ::iccount of its lateral margins not being concealed 
below the strongly compressed lateral parts of the shell, as is the case with the Salt 
Rant;:e species, according to Waagen's description. 

,.. Th.e measurements are approximately as follow:-:-

Length of the shell in a str.aight line 

,, ,, ,, ,, along the curve . 

Jlreadth of the shell 

Thickness of the ventral vah-e 

36 mm. 
41 ,, 

, cca. 28 ,, 

8 " 

My second specimen is the cast of a large ventral valve, with a few fragments 
of the dorsal valve adhering to it. 'l'he distance between the two valves must have 
been very small, especially in the apical region. '1.1his specimen only differs from 
the previously described one by its larger size and greater flatness. I think there 
can be little doubt as to its identity with the present species. 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark, mica
ceous shales with limestone partings, containing numerous remains of Bryozoa, 
Barus, Kashmir valley; Coll. Godwin-Austen; 2. 

Rema1·ks.-.P1•oductus mongoliaus has been described from the upper carboni
ferous beds of Loping in China by Kayser, and from the permo-carboniferous limestone 
of Chitichun No. 1 in Tibet by myself. 

Subgenus: MARGINIFERA, Waagen. 

1884. Marginifera, Waagen, Salt Range Fossils, Palreontologia. Indica, ser. XIII, Vol. I, Prod. Limest. Foss., 
p. 713. 

For a discussion of the subgeneric value of this group of Prod•Jcti, vide my 
monograph of the Chitichun fossils (Pt. 3 of this volume, pp. 30 to 32). 

1. MARGINIFERA HIMALAYENsrs, nov. sp. PL II, figs. 1-7; Pl. VI, figs. I, 2. 

1865. P. semireticulatua, Stoliczka, Geological sections aoross the Himalayan Mountains from 

Wangt u bridge on the River Sutlej to Sungdo on the Indus, Mem. Geo!. Surv. of India, Vol. V, Pt. 
I, p. 29. 

1865. P. longispinus, Stoliczka, ibidem, p. 29. 

1883. P. semireticulatus, Lydekker. The Geology of the Kashmir and Chamba. Territories, Mem. Geol. 
Survey of India, Vol. XXII, Pl. II, fig. 2. 

1895. Marginifera cf. t9pica, Diener, fagebnisse einer Geologiscben Expedition in den Central Himalaya 

von Johar, Hund~s uud Painkhanda, l>enkschr. Kais. Akad, d. WiBB. math. oat. Cl. Ed. LXII, 
p. 595. 

1898. M. kimalayensis, Diener. The permocarb. fauna of Chitiohun No. 1, Pal. Ind. 1er. XV, Himalayan 
Foss., Vol I, Pt. 3, p. 35. 

This is the most common species of Stoliczka's '' Kuling Shales'' in Spiti and is 
met with in corresponding beds in Kashmir. The majority of specimens contained 
in the Geological Survey's Himalayan collection have been mistaken for Productua 
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semireticulatus by Stoliczka and Lydekker. With this species the present form has 
however scarcely anything in common but an external similarity in the sculpture 
of the dorsal valve. Its internal characters, on t.he contrary, prove it to be a typi
cal representative of Waagen's subgenus Marginifera and to be most closely allied 
to M. typica, from which indeed it is distinguished by very subordinate characters 
only. 

The present species varies considerably in its general shape and outlines. It 
is, as a rule, transversely oval or even transversely rectangular, but specimens of a 
subquadrate outline are also occasionally met with, and a few t:Xceptional forms 
even exhibit an elongately oval shape. 

The ventral valve is al ways very strongly inflated. Its visceral pal't is distinctly 
prominent above the binge-line. It is either regularly curved in the longitudi
nal direction throughout its entire length from the apex to the front margin, or its 
apical region appears to be more or less :flattened. In some specimens even 
a blunt geniculation sets in where the visceral and anterior portions of the 
valve unite. Close to the apex, almost at its point, a mesial sinus takes its 
origin and extends down to the front line. It is of variable width and depth, but 

· is always distinctly developed. In some of my specimens it is extraordinarily deep 
and narrow, exactly of the same character as in the type specimen of Productus 
gratiosus, figured on Pl. III, fig. 7, of my monograph on tbe Chitichun brachiopoda 
(Pt. 3 of this volume). As a rule the mesial sinus is most deeply impressed in the 
visceral portion of the valve, but becomes more shallow towards the front. 
The beak is not much bent over, pointed, but not passing far within the hinge
line. The latter is straight and marks the greatest breadth of the shell. 'l'he 
wings are rather large and prominent, pointed at their extremities, some\\' hat 
triangular and strongly arched. 'l'hey are defined by a sinuosity or furrow from 
each lateral margin. 'J'he lateral portions of the ventral valve are bent down in a 
very steep curve towards the wings. The lateral margins are rounded anteriorly 
from the sinuosity or furrow in advance of each wing, to the front, which is 
distinctly, though, as a rule, but slightly sinuous in the middle. 

If the shell has been entirely preserved, the ornamentation consists of very 
numerous longitudinal strim or costre. '!'he majority of the ribs remain quite 
regular for their entire length. Occasionally, however, two or three are united 
into a coarser one. The strire or costre are parallel and do not exhibit any tend
ency to converge towards the centre line of the mesial sinus, as it is the case in the 
typical form of Marginifera typica. In the apical region the delicate, radial 
plication is crossed by an equally delicate concentric sculpture, imparting to this 
portion of tlrn shell an indistinctly rc:Jticulate appearance. The concentric strire 
are always less numerous and separated by larg8r intervals than the radiating ones. 
Traces of spines are almost entirely absent. 

Generally on so mew hat worn-out examples the concentric strire are so nearly 
obsolete that the radial plication only is exhibited. Specimens of this kind 
strongly remind of the figure of Productus longi.Ypinus var. setosus, given by Krotow 
m his memoir on the geological structure of the districts of Tscherdyn and 
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Ssolikamsk (Mem. Com. Geol. de la Russie, Vol. VI, St. Petersbourg, 1888, Taf. I, 
figs. 12, 13). In specimens which are still more weathered the SUl'face, at a first 
glance, presents the appearance of being er.tirely smooth. :But even these speei
mens, like the one figured by Lydekker, almost always show the remains of either 
the concentric or radiating strire on the more protected parts. 

A small number of specimens which have been collected in the Kuling shales 
near Muth in Spiti by Dr. Ferdinand Stoliczka are distinguished by a slightly 
stronger ornamentation of their ventral valves than the rest of my forms. In 
these specimens (Pl. VI, figs. 1, 2), which clearly show the peculiar internal charac· 
ters of the subgenus Marginifera, both the concentric and radiating plfoatiocs are 
rather strongly developed. In the specimen, figured on Pl. VI, fig. 1, moreover, the 
radiating costre standing next to the mesial sinus show a slight tendency to converge 
towards the latter. Regarding the small importance of these characters of 
difference, I do not think that these specimens ought to be considered as more than 
variations of the present species. 

The dorsal valve is deeply concave and follows very closely the curve of the 
opposite one, thus leaving but very little room for the animal within. 'l'he visceral 
and anterior portions are very often separated by a stron~ geniculation. A broad, 
strongly elevated mesial ridge, corresponding to the sinus in the ventral valve, 
extends from the beak towards the front. The wings are flattened, but not distinctly 
marked off from the remainder of the valve. The sculpture is much more prominent 
than in the ventral valve. Both the apical and visceral portions are strongly reti· 
culated, imparting to the casts of this valve an external similarity to small 
forms of Productus semireticulatus. In the trail this reticulated ornamentation 
is replaced by a delicate radial plication. The sculpture of the wings is more 
delicate than in the remainder of this valve. tTraces of spines have but seldom 
been noticed. 

The shelly substance of both valves is rather thin. 
The measurements of one of my largest and most complete specimens (Pl. II, 

fig. 1) are as follow:-

Length of the shell in a straight line . 22·5 mm. 

" 
,, ,, 

" along the curve 40 
" 

" ,, " dorsal valve 19 
" Entire breadth of the shell 43 
" Thickness of the ventral valve 14 " Distance of the two valves from each other • 7 " Breadth of the shell without the wings 30 ,, 

The characteristic feature of the subgenus Marginifera, viz., the prominent 
shelly ridge within the wings of the ventral valve, is clearly seen in Lydekker's 
type specimen of this species from Kashmir (Pl. II, fig. 5). The wing having been 
broken off on one side of this specimen, the peculiar crenulated ridge, as described 
and figured by Waagen, is exhibited. This internal ridge has also been noticed in 
several forms from the Kuling shales of Spiti collected by Dr. Stoliczka. In a 
large number of my specimens, moreover, the trail of the ventral valve is marked 

G 
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off from the remainder of the shell by a distinct band or furrow, which corresponds 
to the internal ridges along the margins of the dorsal valve. 

Of other internal characters of this species nothing is known to me. 
Localit.1/ and geological position; number of specimens examined.-The 

Kuling shales of Spiti are very rich in specimens belonging to this species. 
Among the Geological Survey's Himalayan collection from Spiti the following 
localities are represented :-Kuling, Coll. Stoliczka, 35; Coll. Griesbach, 14; Khar, 
Coll. Stoliczka, 4 ; Coll. Griesbach, 18 ; M nth, Coll. Stoliczka, 8 ; Lilang, Coll. 
Stoliczka, 8. Six specimens have been collected by Dr. Gerard, but the exact 
locality from which they have been obtained is not known. 

In Kashmir our species has been collected by Lydekker in shales with lime
stone partings of the same lithological character as the Kuling shales of Spiti. The 
specimens, 16 in number, were found on the western summit of a ridge N.E. of 
Prongam Tral, associated with P . .Ll..bichi, Waag., Strophomena analoga, Phil., and 
Chonetes grandicosta, Waagen. 

It is not improbable that Dr. Verchere (1. c. p. 213) had this species in view 
when describing his specimens of Productus longispinus from Kashmir as differing 
from Davidson's types by "their well-defined, enrolled and horn-like ears." 

Reinarks.-The present species is very closely allied to Marginifera typiaa, 
Waagen (Salt Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., ser. XIII., Vol. I, Prod. Limest. Foss., p. 
717, Pl. LXXVI, figs. 4-7, Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 1), and it was only after much 
consideration that I did not feel justified in identifying them altogether. If one 
bad to deal with ventral valves only, it should, in some cases at least, be difficult to 
distinguish between them. This remark chiefly applies to the variety from Muth, 
which, by its coarser sculpture, approaches very closely the typical form of the 
Salt-Range species. The almost entire absence of spines, however, is a remarkable 
feature in all my specimens of M. himalayensis. 

The most striking pr0of of the distinctness of the two species rests on the 
character of the dorsal valve which is much more strongly reticulated and provided 
with a very prominent median fold in M. himalayensis. Nor are the two 
remarkable rows of grooves present in the latter species, which in M. t31pica extend 
inside along the ridges, separating the wings from the remainder of the shell. 

A closer comparison of the present species with other forms of the subgenus 
Marginifm·a seems hardly necessary, as the distinguishing characters are almost the 
same as have been indicated by Waagen as separating M. typica from the rest of 
congeneric species. 

Genus : STROPHALOSIA, King. 

The genus Strophalosia is not at all rare in the anthracolithic system of the 
Western Himalayas, but nearly all the specimens which I have examined are 
too fragmentary for specific determination. 

'l'he only Himalayan representative flf this genus, the characters of which a re 
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tolerably well known, is Strophalosia Gerardi, King (A monograph of the permian 
fossils of England, London, 1850, p. 96, Pl. XlX. figs. 6, 7). The forms on 
which this species has been founded by Prof. King were picked up by Dr. Gerard 
on the crest of a pass, Jrnding from Ladakh into Bisahir, at a height of 17,000 feet· 
This species, "\Yhich is not represented among my fossil material, has been corr:pared 
by Waagen to Strophalosia plicosa from the lower Productus limestone of the Salt· 
Range and has been identified recently with an Australian shell from the :Bowen 
river coalfield in Queensland by R. Etheridge, jun. (Geology and Palreontology of 
Queensland and New Guinea, London, 1892, p. 260, Pl. XIII, fig. 18, Pl. XIV, 
fig. 18; Pl. XL, figs. 7, H). Whether the two dorsal valves from the. Zewan beds 
of Kashmir, described and figured by Dr. Verchere as Sfrophalosia (?) arachnoidea 
(Journ. Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, Vol. XXXV, Pt. 2, p. 213, Pl. IV, fig. la, lb), 
really belong to this genus, is at least very doubtful. 

Among the specimens of Stroplu~losia, contained in the Geological Survey's 
Himalayan collection, two species can be distinguished. One of them appears to 
be related to St. costata, Waagen, the other to St. tenuispina, Waagen. 

1, STROPHALOSIA SP. IND. AFF. ST. COSTATA, Waagen. Pl. I, figs. 15, 16. 

Besides a considerable number of very poorly preserved fragments, two incom• 
plete ventral valves with partly presgrved shell are referable to a species, which to 
mfl seems rather closely allied to St. costata, Waageu (Salt-Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., 
ser. XIII, Vol. I. Prod. Limest. Foss., p. 655; Pl. LXIII, figs. 7, 8; Pl. LXIV, 
fig. 1) from the lower Productus limestone (Amb beds) of the Salt· U.ange. 

Both specimens are of transversely oval outline, but so much crushed as to 
appear strongly asymmetrical. The apex is too badly preserved to show the 
presence of point of attachment. Nor bas it been possible to state the presence 
of an area with full certainty. A mes!al sinus is but slightly indicated. 

The most characteristic feature of these two ventral valves is their ornamenta
tion. It consists of tolerably sharp, elevated, radiating ribs, which are not quite 
regular for their entire length and increase in number towards the front either by 
bifurcation or by intercalation of new costre. At irregular intervals the ribs are 
strougly nodose and ornamented with spines. These spines are most numerous in 
the vicinity of the lateral margins near both extremities of the hinge·line. This 
coarse radiating sculpture is crossed by a very delicate concentric ornamentation. 

The measurements of the smaller specimen (fig. 15) are approximately as 
follow:-

Lengtb of the sh ell 
Breadth ,, ,, ,, • 
Leugth of the hinge-line 

21 mm. 

22 " 
15 " 

Locality and gealo9ical pusition; number of specimens examined.-Dark blue, 
shaly limestone, with Penestella, N. of Eishmakam, Kashmir Valley; Coll. 
Lydekker; 2 . 

.Rema1·ks.-Among the Indian representatives of this genus the present 
G2 
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species bas probablY its nearest ally in Strophalosia costata, Waagen. It is, how• 
ever, distinguished from the latter by its considerably larger dimensions, by the 
absence of a strongly developed mesial sinus und by its more numerous spines. 

2. STROPHALOSIA CF. (?) TENUISPINA, Waagen. Pl. I, fig. 17. 
1887. Strophalosia tenuiapina, Waagen, Salt-Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., ser. XIII, Vol. I. Productns Lime• 

stone Foss., p. 654, Pl. LXIV, figs. 2-7. 

A single incomplete ventral valve of a Strophalosia so closely resembles this 
species from the lower Productus limestone of the Salt-Range that I can scarcely 
he far wrong in referring it to the latter a!' its nearest ally. 

Its general outline is almost circular. The ventral valve, which alone is 
accessible to observation, is but moderately inflated, as in Waagen's type 
specimen, figured on Pl. LXIV, fig. 2 of his monograph and is very regularly 
curved in either direction. The apex being broken off, one of the most important 
characters for the identification of a Strophalosia is unfortunately missing. 

'l'he ornamentation is nearly the same as in the specimen figured by Waagen 
on Pl. LXIV, fig. 6 of his monograph. It consists of a comparatively small 
number of very thin, elongated spines, which are directed forward, firmly appressed 
to the surface of the valve, and arranged into approximately concentric rows. A 
few imbricating, concentric strire of growth may be noticed besides this radiating 
sculpture. 

I have not succeeded in cleaning the dorsal valve from the adhering 
matrix, 

Exact measurements of this species cannot be given, as the materials at hand 
are too fragmentary. The figure will give, I hope, a sufficiently c]ear idea of its 
features. 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens e:camined.-Shaly, 
micaceous limestone with Productus semireticulatus, Barus, Kashmir Valley ; Coll. 
Godwin-Austen; 1. 

Remarks.-As this specimen is too imperfect to warrant a decided identi
fication, its direct reference to Strophalosia tenuispina may have elements 
of doubt, but, on the other hand, I cannot satisfactorily compare it to any other 
among the congeneric species. Had it not been for the moderate inflation of the 
ventral valve and for the less numerous and more delicate spines, S. plicata, 
Waagen, might have put in a claim for a closer comparison. 

In the Salt-Range Strophalosia tenuispina is restricted to the Chonetes-bed of 
the lower Productus limestone at Amb. 'l'b.e Barus beds of Kashmir with P. 
semiretieulatus seem to hold a similar geological position. 

Subfamily: CHONETIN.A!:, Waagen. 

Genus: CHONETES, Fischer v. Waldh. 

In the Himalayan collections of the Geological Survey from Kashmir and 
Spiti the genus Chonetes is represented by altogether four species. .Among the 
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subdivisions or sections of this genus established by L. de Koninck and partly 
emendated by Waag en, they can be grouped in the following manner:-

I. SECTION : STRIAT.1E. 

1. Chonetea ef. Lissarensis, Diener. 
2, Ckonetea J.uateniana, Davidson. 

II. SECTION: GRANDICOSTAT.1E. 

3. Chonetea g1'andz'coata, Waagen. 

4. Clto1ietes Ba1'usiensis, Davidson. 

One of these species, Ohonetes if. Lissarensis, from the Kuling shales of Spiti, 
is probably identical with one of the most common leading fossils of the permian 
Product us shales of Johar, described by myself in the fourth part of this volume. 
Ohonetes grandt'oosta had been previously discovered in the upper Productus
limestone by Waagen. The two remaining species are peculiar to the anthracolithic 
system of Kashmir. One of them, Oh. Barusiensis, had been originally classed 
among the genus Spilrifer by Davidson. In placing it in the genus Ohonetes I 
am following Waagen's opinion. 

Besides Ol1onetes .Austeniana and Ok. Barusiensis two more species of this 
genus have been described by Davidson in his memoir on the carboniferous fossils, 
collected by Captain Godwin-Austen in Kashmir. These are Ok. laJvis, Davidson 
(Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XXII, 186f', p. 44, Pl. II, fig. 17) and Oh. 
Hardrensi.Y var. Tibetensis, Davidson (ibid, p. 36, Pl. I, fig. 7). The latter denomi
nation ought to be changed into "Kashmeriensis," according to Lydekker, because 
the specimens in question were obtained from Kashmir, not from Skardu in Little 
Tibet, as it had been first erroneously supposed. 

Okonetes lcevis is a small and rather indifferent species, with a nearly 
smooth surface. Waagen has compared it to Oh. Llmbiensis, Waag., Ch. rotundata, 
Toula, and Oh. planumbona, Meek and Worthen. He even suggested its 
probable identity with Oh. rotundata from Reefer Island. I think, however, that 
all these forms are specifically different from Oh. laJvis. Oh. rotundata, Toula (Eine 
Kohlenkalk Fauna von den Barents-Inseln, Sitzungsber Kais . .Akad. d. Wiss. 
Wien, 1875, math. nat. Cl. Bd. LXXI., p. 28, Taf. II. fig. 12, non 11) is much 
more strongly convex and not flattened towards the ears, which according to David
son's description, is a prominent feature in the Himalayan form. Oh. A.mbiensis 
Waagen (Salt-Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., ser. XIII., Vol. I. Prod., Limest. Foss., 
p. 618, Pl. L VIII, figs.1-6) is also more strongly inflated and provided with a shorter 
hinge-line and with a prominent apex. From Ok. planumbona, Meek and Worthen 
(Geol. Surv. of Illinois, Vol. II. Palreont. p. 253, Pl. 18, fig. I), Oh. laJvis differs by 
similar characters. 

The second species, Okonetes Hardrensis var. Kashmeriensis, belongs to a group 
of the carboniferous descendants of the devonian Oh. Hardrensis, Phill., of which 
Oh. Lagueasiana, L. de Kon., is the prototype. 
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I. SECTION·: STRIAT1E. 

1. CHONETES CF. LISSARENSIS, Diener. Pl. VI, fig. 3. 

1897. Ohonetes Lissarensis, Dimer, Himalayan Fossil~, Pal. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. I, Pt. 4. The fauna. of the 
perruian Pruductus shales of Johar and P11inkhlinda, Pl. II, figs. 4, 6, p. 

Among the fossils collected by Stoliczka in the Kuling shales of Spiti 
there is a single ventral valve of a Chonetes, which seemed to me indis
tinguishable from Ch. Lissarensis, one of the most typical species of the permian 
Productus shales of Johar. 

Its outline is transversely trapezoidal, with rounded-off margins. It is 
very gently curved in the longitudinal direction. The binge-line corresponds to 
the greatest width of the shell. The lateral parts are distinctly flattened and form 
slight triangular wings. The apex is very slightly developed and pointed. No 
spines have been noticed on the margins, which are limiting the area above. 
The mesial sinus is cut out very sharply and bordered by steep margiml walls. It 
is, however, neither deep nor wide) and disappears almost completely in the 
vicinity of the front. A narrow, sharp, median fold l'isEs from the bottom of the 
sinus and is distinctly develcped almost throughout its entire length. It is exactly 
of the same cliaracter as the majority of the specimens from the Productus shales 
of the Lissar Valley in Johar. 

The specimen is a cast only. Its central portion is ornamented with very 
numerous and delicate strire, covered with numerous pun.eta. In the marginal 
region the ornamentation is partly obscured by weathering, but in some places, 
especially in the vicinity of the wings, the presence of deep grooves is distinctly 
seen, which are directed towards the shell margin. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow :-

Entire length of the shell 
,, breadth ,, ,, along the hinge-line • 

Thickness of the ventral va.ke 
.Apical angle, without the wings 

9 mm. 
17 
2 

cca.. 120° 

.. 
" 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens examined.-Kuling 
shales, associated with Marginifera Bimalayensis, Kuling, Spiti; Coll. Stoliczka; l • 

.Rema1·lcs.-This specimen can hardly b~ otherwise determined, I think, than 
as Ch. Lissarensis. If I do not venture on a direct identification, it is because 
the example is not complete and differences might perhaps be noticed, if the 
dorsal valve were preserved. A closer comparison with other forms of this group, 
Ch. Vishnu, Salter, Ok. lobata, Schellwien, Oh. mesoloba, Norw. and Pratt., seems 
hardly necessary. 

Chonetes Lissarensis is a very common shell in the permian Productus shales 
of the Lissar Valley in Johar. Its presence in the Kuling shales of Spiti would 
therefore be of no slight importance, with regard to a determination of their exact 
stratigraphical position. The K uling shales of Spiti, or, more exactly, their lower 
portion, which contains a palreozoic fauna and is overlaid by the triassic Otoce1·a11 
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stage, have been correlated. with the Prod.uctus shales of Johar and Painkbanda. 
by Griesbach. The presence of Ok. Lissarensis in these beds would be strongly 
in favour of this view. 

2. CHONE'l'ES .AusTENIANA, Davidson. Pl. II, :fig. 13. 

1806. Chonetes .Aiiste11iana, Davidson, Qua.rt. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XXIT, p. 4t, Pl. II, fig. 18. 
1884. Ch. Austeniana, Wa.agen, Salt-Range Fossils, Palreont. lndica., ser. XIII., Vol. 1, Prod. Limest. Foss.• 

P· 633. 

This species was introduced by Davidson from a single ventral valve, collected 
by Captain Godwin-Austen in the anthracolithic rocks of Kashmir. My materials 
for its description are unfortunately in no way more complete. 

The only specimen, available for desm·iption, is a ventral valve of a transversely 
oval outline. It is moderately inflated and very regularly curved both in the 
longitudinal and in the transverse directions. There are no auricular expan
sions, although the lateral parts are slightly flattened near the extremities 
of the hinge-line, which corresponds to the greatest width of the shell. 'l'he apex 
is barely at all prominent, pointed, but not or only very little involute. At its 
very extremity a narrow, concave, median sinus originates and extends to the 
front, increasing gradually but very slowly in width and depth. On the lateral 
portion of the valve two obscure, rounded depressions of very small dimensions 
may be traced on each side of the mesial sinus. These depressions are more 
conspicuous than the broad, barely elevated folds, into which the lateral portions 
are divided by the former. Otherwise the surface is almost smooth. But this 
feature, I think, is only due to the weathering of the cast, because in some places 
a large number of rounded punctures is indistinctly visible, which are arranged 
into radiating strire. 

Neither the dorsal valve nor the internal characters of this species are known. 
The measurements of my type specimen are as follow:-

Entire length of the shell , 

" 
breadth ,, ,, 

,, thickness ,, ,, 
Apical angle cf the ventral valva without the wings 

12·5 mm. 

16 " 
2·5 " 

120° 

Locality and geological position; nwmber of specimens examined.-Coarse, 
grey limestone, made up almost entirely of undeterminable fragments of brachio
poda, Zewan beds, Barus, Kashmir Valley ; Coll. Godwin-Austen; 1. 

Remarks.-The present species has been classed by Waagen among the 
section of g1·andiaostatm, and I must state my reasons for not concurring in 
this view with that learned author. In its general characters Ok. Austeniana 
approaches more nearly the "striat:ie ''than any form of the'' gmndicostatce," being 
characterised by a delicate, radiating striation, which is made up of a large number 
of 1·egularly arranged punctures, where9,s the traces of larger plications are rather 
obscure and restricted to the vicinity of the margins only. In this respect Oh . 
.4.usteniana cannot advantageously be compared to Oh. semiovalis, Waagen (1. c. 
P· 632, Pl. LXI, :fig. 5) as has been suggested by Waagen. The latter species 
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undoubtedly belongs to the section of grandicostatce, being distinguished by the 
presence of strong and moderately high, radiating ribs. I therefore should not 
think it advisable to unite Ch. semiovalis and Ch. Austeniana in the same group of 
forms. 

Among the "striatae" Chonetes Austeniana may be considered as the proto
type of a proper group, distinguished from the rest of congeneric i-pecies by the 
presence of a few, low depressions, affecting the lateral portions in the vicinity of 
the shell.margin. 

II. SECTION: GRANDICOSTA'r~. 

3. CHONETES GRANDICOSTA, Waagen. Pl. II, fig. 14. 

1884.. Ohonetes grandicosta, Waagen, Salt Range Fossils, Palamt. Ind., ser. XIII, Vol. I, Prod. Limest. Foss., 
p. 638, Pl. LXI, figs. 6, 7. 

The materials of this species in the Himalayan collection are very small, but 
the specimen is so characteristic that I think the determination can be made with 
sufficient accuracy. 

The specimen serving for description is slightly inferior in size to Waagen's 
types, but perfectly agrees with them in all its characters. It is easily distin
guished from all the rest of congeneric forms by its strongly inflated ventral valve, 
its deep mesial sinus, and its well developed, radiating folds. 

The ventral valve, which alone is accessible to observation, is a little wider 
than long, strongly but rather regularly convex. The hinge-line corresponds to the 
greatest width of the shell. The apex is slightly prominent, pointed and incurved, 
thus concealing the area almost entirely. In the specimen at my disposal the 
largest portion of the area is covered up by the rocky matrix. 

Transversely the valve appears impressed in the middle by the presence of a 
very deep and broad, mesial sinus, which originates in the apex and is limited on 
both sides by prominent, rounded folds. These folds descend rather abruptly 
towards the flattened, pointed wings, from which they are marked off very sharply. 

The entire valve is covered by a radiating sculpture, which is most prominent 
on the two elevated folds. The sinus is ornamented in its bottom by delicate, longi
tudinal strire only, whereas on the elevated folds regular costre make their appear· 
ance, the highest among them forming the very crest of each fold. The wings are 
apparently devoid of a radial sculpture, but are ornamented with imbricating, 
transverse strire of growth. This transverse sculpture is but very faintly indicated 
in the remaining portions of the valve. 

Neither the dorsal valve nor the internal characters of this species are known 
to me. 

The measurements of the present specimen are as follow :-

Entire leo gth of the shell . • • . 
,, breadth ,, ,, ,, along the hinge-line • 

8 mm. 
9 " 

,, thickness ,, ,, ,, 4 ,, 
Apioal angle of thG ventral valve, without the wings cca.. 80° 

LofJalit11 and geologwal position; number of spedmens e.xamined.-Micaceous, 
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dark shales, with Productus Abichi and Marginifera himaloyensis, western summit 
of a ridge N.E. of Prongam 'fral, Kashmir ; Coll. Lydekker ; I. 

Remarks.-The only differences between this form and Waagen's ty}Je·spe· 
cimens of Chonetes grandicosta are the somewhat more longitudinal sliape and the 
smaller size of the former. In these characters it approaches more nearly Ch. aequi· 
costa, Waagen (1. c. p. 639, Pl. LX, :fig. 7), from which it differs however by its 
ornamentation and by its deeply impressed mesial sinus. The two above-mentioned 
points of difference are certainly too insignificant to forbid its identification with 
Ch. vra.ndicosta. 

In the Productus limestone of the Salt Range the present species is restricted 
to the Cephalopoda beds of Ja bi. 

4. CHONETES BARUSIENsrs, Davidson. Pl. VI, fig. 4. 

1866. Spirifei· Barusiensis, Davidson, Quart. Journ. Geo!. Soc., London, Vol. XXIJ, p. 42, Pl. II, fig. 7. 
1884. Chonetes Barusiensis, Waagen, Salt Ilange Foss., Pal. Ind.' ser. XIII, Vol. I. Prod. Limest. Foes., 

p. 618. 

Professor Davidson had only a single ventral valve of this species at his 
disposal, for which he introduced the present denomination. Nor are my materials 
in any way more complete. Thus our knowledge of the species necessarily must yet 
remain rather imperfect. 

Davidson himself states bis description of this shell, which he provisionally 
classed among the genus Spirifer, to be very incomplete. Waagen was the first to· 
discover the close resemblance of Spirife1· Barusiensis to the largely costate species 
of OMnetes from the Productus limestone of the Salt Range, and he consequently 
deemed it preferable to consider it as a ventral valve of a Chonetes. I fully agree 
with this opinion of that learned author. 

Ohonetes Barusiensis is of very small size and is easily distinguished from the 
rest of largely costate Chonetes by its transversely trapezoidal outline, being twice as 
broad as it is long. The greatest width of the shell c0rresponds to the hinge-line. 
The ventral valve is but very little inflated and equally curved in the longitudinal 
direction. A broad, rounded sinus originates in the very apex and extends to the 
front, increasing gradually in width and depth. The wings are large, flattened and 
pointed. 'The apex is not prominent. There are three folds within the mesial sinus 
and five on each of the two elevated parts of the valve on both sides of the sinus. 
The costre within the sinus are less strongly developed than those on the elevated 
parts of the shell. The wings are devoid of any ornamentation. 

Neither the dorsal valve nor the internal characters of this species are known 
to me. 

The measurements of my type specimen are as follow :-
Entire length of the ventral valve , 

" 
breadth ,, ., 

" " ,, thickness ,, ,, ,, ,, 

Apical angle of the ventral valve, without the wings 

4 mm. 
8 ., 

CCII 1 ,, 
• cca. 100° 

IAJcality and geological position ; numbe1· of specimens examined.-Dark shales, 
H 
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weathering in greenish and reddish colours, with Protoretepora, Barus, Kashmir 
Valley ; Coll. Godwin-Austen ; 1. 

Remarks.-Chonetes squamulifera, Waagen(l. c. p. 634, Pl. LX, figs. 1to4) from 
the middle and upper Productus limestone of the Salt Range has been considered 
as the nearest ally to the present species by Waagen. The two forms are, however, 
readily distinguished by the smailer size and greater width of the Himalayan shell, 
by its flatness, its larger wings and its distinctly impressed sinus, which is limited 
off more sharply from the elevated parts of the ventral valve. 

On account of its great flatness and of its large, pointed wings Ch. deplanata, 
Waagen, might put in a claim for a closer comparison. 

Family : LYTTONIID.Jl, Zittel, 

Sub-family: LYTTONIIN~, Waagen. 

Genus: LYTTONIA, Waagen. 

LYTTONIA. sp. ind. Pl. II, figs. 15, 16 . 

.Among the fossil materials, collected in the anthracolithic rocks of Kashmir 
by Lydekker, there are several fragmentary casts of a Lyttonia, which is probably 
very closely related to L. nobilis, Waagen, or to L. tenuis, Waagen, but does, unfor
tunately, not allow a specific determination, on account of the fragmentary charac. 
ter of the forms available for observation. 

The smaller of the two figured casts, corresponding to the cardinal portion of a 
ventral valve, exhibits thepeculiar triangular outline, which is common to all the 
species of this genus. The shelly substance has been en~irely destroyed, but its 
characteristic, distinctly porous structure has been partly preserved on the cast. Both 
the strongly developed median septum and the numerous lateral septa are marked 
by deep furrows, which are corresponding to them in the casts. 'l'he surface of the 
latter is partly covered py the branches of Protoretepora. 

The specimen, figured on Pl. II, fig. 16, seems to have attained very consider
able dimensions, its width at the anterior border measuring about 60 mm. 

Tl1e present species is perhaps identical with one of the congeneric forms from 
the Productus limestone of the Salt Range described by Waagen. With Lyttoni,a 
Richthofeni, Kayser (Obercarbonische }fauna von Loping, Hichthofen's "China, •, 
IV. Bd., p. 161, Taf. XXI, figs. 9-11) it cannot be identified, because the median 
septum, which is very distinctly deTeloped in my easts, seems to be entirely absent 
in the Chinese shell. 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens e:camined.-Dark shales 
wit.h limestone partings, made up almost entirely of Bryozoa, especially of Pro
toretepora, Marble Pass, Kashmir; Coll. Lydekker; 4. 

Remarks.-Lydekker (Records Geol. Surv. of India, 1884, VoJ. XVII, p. 37) 
was the first to draw attention to the occurrence of Lyttonia in the anthracolithic 
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deposits of the Kashmir Valley. The presence of this genus is of considerable im· 
portance for a safe correlation of these beds, as it has hitherto never been discovered 
in older than upper ca.rboniferous strata. 

Family: STROPHOMENIIJ1E1 King. 

Sub-family: STROPHOMENINJE, Waagen. 

Genus: STROPHOMEN A, Blainville. 

1. STROPHOHENA ANALOGA, Phillips. Pl. II, fig. 17. 
1836. Producta analoga, Phillips, Geology of Yol'kshiro, Vol. II, p 215, Pl. II, fig. 10. 

1840. Lepto:na dioturta, Sowerby, Miner. Conch., Vol. VII, Pl. 615, fig. 2. 

1843. Leptama depressa, L. de Koninck, Description des animanx fossiles qui se trouvent dans le terrain 
oarbonifere de Belgique, p. 215, Pl. XII, fig. 3. 

1844. Leptagonia multirugata, M'Coy, Synopsis of the ohlU'acters of the oarb. foss. of Ireland, p. 118, Pl• 
XVIII, fig. 12. 

1861. Stropkomena rkomboidalis va;r. analoga, Davidson, Monog1" British Cal'b. Brachiopoda, p. 119, Pl. 
XXVIII, figs. -13. 

1863. St'l'ophomena ,analoga, Davidson, On the lower carboniferons bmchiopoda of Nova Scotia, Quart. 
Journ. Geo!. Soc., London, Vol. XIX, p. 173, Pl. IX, fig. 18, 

1867. Str. analoga, Vercher!'!, Kashmir, the Western Himalaya and the Afgan Mte. Journ, Asiat. Soc, of 
Benl(al, Vol. 35, Pl. 2, p. 212, Pl. II, fig. 4. 

1872. St. rkomboidalis var. analoqa, Etheridge, Quart. Journ. Geo]. Soc,, Vol. XXVIII, pp. 331 and 333, 
Pl. XV, figs. 3 and P 6, Pl XVI, fig. 7, Pl. XVIII, fig. 1. 

1875. St. depressa, Toula, Eine Kohlenkalk Fauna von den Barents Jnslen 8itzgeber. Kais Akad. d. Wise. 
Wien, LXXI, Bd. math. nat. Cl. I, Abth p. 22 Taf. II, fig. 8. 

1876. St,.opkomena analoga, L. de Koninck, Nouvelles Reeherches sur les fossiles paleozoiques de la Nouvelle 
Galles du Sud, p. 208, Pl. IX, fig. 3, Pl. XI, fig. 7. 

1872. St. rkomboidalis var. analoga, R. Etheridge jun, in Jack and Etheridge, Geology and Palreontology 
of Queensland and New Guinea, p. 245, Pl. XII, figs. 8, 9, Pl. LX, fig. 6. 

1896. St. analoga, Julien, Le terrain carbonifere marin de la France Centrale p. 84, Pl. III, figs. 8, 9. 

This species which by the majority of palreontologists has only been admitted as 
a variety of the silurian. Strophomena rhomboidalis, Wablenberg, is represented 
among the fossils collected by Lydekker, in the anthracolithic rocks of Kashmir, by 
a tolerably well preserved, though incomplete, ventral valve. Exactly at the place 
where we ought to expect the sudden geniculation in the convexity of the shell, 
the latter has been broken off in my specimen. 

The ventral valve is of a subtrapizoidal outline, considerably wider than long, 
moderately curved in both directions, and provided with large, slightly depressPd 
auricular expansions, which join the lateral borders in a very regular curve. The 
hinge-line corresponds to the greatest width of the shell. The apical region strong
ly reminds one of a Productus, but exhibits the -trace of the characteristic perfora
tion in the vicinity of the beak, peculiar to the genus Stropkomena. 

The geniculated portion of the valve having been broken off entirely, the sur
face of my specimen shows the reticulate ornamentation only, restricted to the 
posterior portion of complete forms. The longitudinal strire are very numer
ous and somewhat irregular. The concentric wrinkles are more strongly marked. 

H 2 
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Among them those wrinkles, which are situated in the vicinity of the apex, meet 
the cardinal border at right angles or are even slightly converging towards the 
beak, whilst those, which are situated on the visceral portion of the valve follow 
the marginal curves in their direction and are consequently turned outwardly to
wards the cardinal angles. 

My specimen is too incomplete to allow exact measurements to be given. 
Locality and geological position; number of specimens examined.-Shales with 

limestone partings containing Productus Abichi, Ohonetes grandicosta and Margi
nift11·a himalayensis, western summit of a ridge North·Ea1st Prongam Tral, Kash
mir ; Coll. Lydekker ; 1. 

Rema1·ks.-'I'his species belongs to a series of forms, which ranging from silu
rian into permo-carboniferous deposits, are changing so slightly in their shape and 
sculpture that the majority of palmontologists are inclined to consider them as 
variations of a single species only. L. de Koninck (Recherches sur les foss. pal. 
de la Nouvelle Galles du Sud, p. ::!10), however, does not share in this view, but be
lieves the carboniferous St. analoga t.o diffe1· by a few though very subordinate con
stant characters from its silurian and devonian allies, 

St. analoga, in L. de Koninck's circumscription of this species, is a form of a 
tolerably large geographical and geological distribution. It is known from the 
lower carboniferous deposits of western Europe and of Nova Scotia, from the upper 
carboniferous rocks of Queensland and of New South-Wales, and from the permo
carboniferous limestone of Barents' Island (North-West Nowaja Semla). With the 
specimens which have been collected from the last mentioned locality by Reefer 
and described by Toula, Lydekker's example from Kashmir resembles most closely 
by the comparatively strong convexity of its ventral valve. 

A very large form of a Strophomena has been figured by Dr. Verchere. 
But the author does not state whether it was obtained from the Zewan beds c.f 
Kashmir or from the Productus limestone of the Salt Range. 

Sub-family: OB.THOTHETINLE, Waagen. 

Genus : DERBYIA, W aagen. 

DERBYIA CF. SENILrs, Phillips. Pl. VI, figs. 5, 6. 
1866. Spirifer senilis, Philiips, Gfology of Yorkshire, Vol. II, Pl. IX, 6g. 6. 
1861. Streptorh!Jnchus crenistria va1" aenilis, Davidson, Monograph British carboniferous Brachiopoda, p. 

124, Pl. XXVII, 6gA. 2, 3, 4. Pl. XXX, figs. 13, 14 (caeteris e:xclusis). 
1866. StreptorhJJnchus crenistria, Davidson, Quart. Journ. Gaol. Soc., London, Vol. XXII, p. 42, Pl. II, 

fig.10. 
1880. Streptorynrlius crenistria var. senilis (P) Roemer Ueber eine Kohlenkalk-fauna von der Westkueste 

von Sumatra, Palreontographica, 27 lld., p. 6. 
1880. Orthothetes crenistria var. senilis, Etheridge jun., Proceed. Royal Pvs. Soc. of Edinburgh, p, 282, 

Pl. VII, figs. 12-15. 
1883. Orthothetes crenistria 11ar. senilis, Keyser, Obercubonische Fauna von Loping, Riohthofen's "China," 

IV, Bd., p. 178, Pl. XXIII, figs. 1-7. 

l8!'l4. Derb!Jia senilis, Waagen, Salt Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., ser. XIII, Vol. I, Prod. Limest. Foss., p. 693. 
1892. Derbyii; senilis, Etheridge jun., Jack and Etheridge, Geology and Palreontology of Queensland and 

New Guint>a, p. 246, Pl. 12, 6gs. 1-6. 
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It is with great reserve only that I refer some of the numerous fragments from 
the carboniferous rocks of Kashmir which have been identified with Orthothetes cre
nisfria by Davidson to the present species. As has been stated by Professor Waagen 
himself, a distinction of the different species which he introduced in his genus 
Derbyia is extremely difficult "as the forms a1·e very variable and seemed to be linked 
toO'ether by more or less numerous transitional shapes." A specific distinction there· 

b • 

fore becomes impossible, if one has to do with fragmentary specimens. 
Among my materials of Derbyia, accepting Waagen's separation of this genus and 

Orthothetes, there is only one single, fairly complete dorsal valve. It is on account 
of its strong similarity to the British and Ohinese types of Derbyia senili.~ that I 
refer a few fragments of ventral valves to the same genus, although no trace of 
the characters, which led Waagen to a generic distinction between Streptorhynchus, 
Derbyia and Orthotlietes, has been preserved in any of my specimens. 

'l'he dorsal valve, which alone, among all the rest of fragments provisionally 
referred to this species, is fairly complete, appears to me to have a stronger affinity 
with Derbyia senilis, than with any of the species described from the Productus 
Limestone of the Salt Range by Waagen, or from the upper carboniferous limestone 
of the Krone by Schellwien. It agrees almost perfectly with the British specimen 
figured by Davidson on Pl. XX VII, fig. 3 of his monograph. It is moderately 
convex, but the regularity of the curve is slightly deformed by pressure. No dis
tinct median furrow has been noticed. The hinge·line is considerably ~horter than 
the greatest width of the shell. In this respect the preEent specimen is also most 
closely allied to the British form from Bolland and to the Chinese types from 
Lolling, described by Kayser, but distinctly differs from all the Salt Range species 
of the group of IJ. aenilis. Etheridge's type specimens of IJ. senilis from Queens· 
land are likewise provided with a short hinge-line and therefore agree best with 
the Himalayan and Chinese types. 

Towards both ends of the hinge-line the valve is somewhat flattened. Thus two 
small flattened wings are formed on each side. The frontal line seems to be nearly 
straight, not depressed in the middle. 

The surface of this valve is ornamented with numerous radiatin()' strire of un-o 

equal strength. These strim, the edges of which appear locally crenelated by the 
intersection of concentric wrinkles, are somewhat irregular, often flexuous and 
dichotomising. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow :-

Length of the dorsal valve 
l'·readth ,, " ,, 
Thickness ,, ,, ., 

Length of the hinge-line 

• ln·5 mm. 

• 26 .. 

• 4 " 
• 14 .. 

Whereas this specimen may be referred to IJerbyia senilis with great pro
bability, although I am not convinced of its identity with the latter species, the 
appurtenance of several other fragments to the genus IJerbyia is much more 
doubtful. One of the more complete, which has been :figured on Pl. VI, fig. 6 of this 
memoir, exhibits the peculiar semiconic shape of the valve and the step-Jike 
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interruptions in the sculpture " produced by two or three very large and irregular 
concentric undulations," which are among the leading features of .D. senilis. These 
are however the only cl~ims my fragment can put in for a comparison with the 
present species. 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens e:camined.-Micaceous 
shales with Spirifer Musakheylensis and numerous Bryoeoa, Barus ; Coll. Godwin. 
Austen; 4. 

Bemarks.-The large list of synonyms given for Streptorhynchus crenistria 
by L. de Koninck cannot be accepted for the present species, if the latter is taken 
in the narrow circumscription, which has been proposed by Waagen. Following 
the interpretation of that learned author, none of the American or Spitzbergen 
forms of the genus can be united with IJerbyia senilis. 

The true n. senilis has hitherto only been described from the mountain lime
stone of Western Europe and from the upper carboniferous deposits of China, 
Australia and (?) Sumatra. Its presence in the permian rocks of Timor is as yet 
very doubtful. 

Sub-order: HELICOPEGMATA, Waagen. 

Family: NUCiiEOSPIRIJJ.LE, Davidson. 

Sub.family: RETZIINAJ, Waagen. 

Sub-genus : EUMETRIA, Hall. 

1. EuMETRIA CF. GRANDICOSTA, Davidson. Pl. VI, fig. 10. 

1862. Retzia radial is var. grandicosta, Dl>Vidson, Quart. J ourn. G eol. Soc., London, Vol. XVIII, p. 28, PL I, 

fig. 5. 
1863. Retzia radialis, Phill., var. grandicosta, Davidson, in L. de Koninck, Memoire enr lee foesiles paleo. 

zoiques, rece uillis dans l'Inde, p. 33, Pl. IX, fig. 5. 

1867. R"zia radialis var. grandicosta, Verchere, Kashmir, the Western Himalaya end the Afghan Mts· 
Jonrn. Asiat. Soc, of Bengal, XX XVI, Pt. 2, No. 3, p. 211. 

1882. R. grandicosta, Kayser, Obercarbonische Fauna von. Loping, Richthofen's "China," IV Bd., p. 176. 

1884. Eumetria grandicosta, Waagen, Salt Range Foss., Pal. Ind., ser. XIII, Vol. I. Productus Limest· 

Foss., p. 491, Pl. XXXIV, figs. 6·12. 
1890. Retzia grandicolta, Nikitin, Mem. Ccmite Geol. St. Petersbourg, Vol. V, No. 5, p. 68, Tef. III, figs. 

9.11. 
1892. Retzia grandicosta, Rothpletz, Die Perm-Trias und Juraforroation auf Timer und Rotti. Palreon· 

tographic11, 99 Bd., p. 83, Taf. X, fig. 11. 

Two incomplete forms of a small brachiopod with a punctate shell struc
ture and with radiating costre have been obtained from the carboniferous rocks 
near Eishmakam by R. Lydekker. I think there can be but little doubt that the 
species is a representative of the genus Retzia or of its sub-genus Eumetria. It is 
not impossible that we are dealing here indeed with the widely distributed 
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Eumetria grandicosta, but the state of preservation of my specimens does not war· 
rant a certain identification. 

The more complete one of my two forms is a little longer than large, and 
provided with moderately alld evenly convex valves. The beak of the ventral 
valve has unfortunately been broken off. Neither a sinus nor a median fold is 
developed in any of the two valves. Each valve bears about eight or ten prominent 
costre, which are distinctly rounded on their tops. 1.'heir exact number cannot be 
made out, because the lateral portions of the shell are partly covered by the tough, 
adhering matrix:, which I have not been able to remove. 

In my second specimen consisting of a dorsal valve, nine ribs are counted. 
The median rib does not surpass the others in strength. 

The shell is punotate. 
The measurements of the figured specimen are, approximately, as follow:-

Length of the shell . 
,, ,, ,, dorsal valve • 

Breadth of the shell , 

Thickness of the two valves 

coa. 7 mm, 
6 " 
5•5 " 

• 2·5 " 

The reference of this shell to Eumetria grandicosta is provisional only, although 
it seems to exhibit a stronger resemblance to this species than to the rest of 
congeneric forms. From E. ulotrix, de Koninck, or from E. indica, Waagen, it 
differs by the greater number and by the less prominent character of its costre. In 
l.letzia radialis, Phill., the number of ribs is, as a rule, larger, and in typical 
shapes at least a median sinus or corresponding fold is developed. ·with RetzirJ 
pseudocardium, Nikitin, a closer comparison is scarcely necessary. From Retzia 
Mormonii, Marcou, (Geology of North America, Pl. VI, fig. 11), it is distinguished 
by its less globose shell. 

A similar remark applies to Retzia compressa, Meek (Palreontology of California, 
Vol. I, p. 14, Pl. II, fig. 7), which is, however, very closely allied to my Kashmir 
specimens and specially agrees with them perfectly well in size and number of ribs. 
It is therefore not impossible that a larger number of better preserved types of the 
present species might prove the latter to be rather a variety of l.letzia compressc~ 
than of Eumett'ifJ grandicosta. 

Locality and geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark lime
stone, crowded with young individuals of indeterminable braohiopods, Eishmakam, 
Kashmir Valley ; Coll. Lydekker ; 2. 

l.lemark1.-In the Salt Range Eumetria grandicosta is equally distributed 
throughout the entire thickness of the Productus limestone, with the only exception 
of the Chidru beds. It has been, moreover, described from the Gshelian stage of the 
carboniferous system in Central Russia by Nikitin and from the permian rocks of 
Timor by RothpJetz. 

Ret~ia compressa is quoted from the anthracolithic rocks of California by Meek 
and from the upper carboniferous Fusulina limestone of Loping in China by 
Kayser. 
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Family: ATHYRIIJ~, Phillips. 

Sub-family: ATHYRIN.LE, Waagen, 

Genus: ATRYRIS, M'Coy. 

(SPIRIGERA, d'Orbigny.) 

The family .Athyridce is represented among the brachiopoda from the anthra· 
eolithic rocks of Kashmir and Spiti by the genus Athyris only. 

The sub-genus Spirigerella, Waagen, which is so largely represented in the Salt 
Range, is entirely absent from my fossil ruaterials from the North-Western Hima
layas. I must lay a special stress on this fact because Waagen himself supposed 
Davidson's and Verchere's .Athyris subtilita from Kashmir to be identical with 
Spirigerella Derbyi, an identification in which this learned author has however 
been mistaken. 

Among the representatives of the genus Athyria in the Geological Survey's Hi
malayan collection from Kashmir and Spiti the three following species can be distin. 
guished :-

1. Athyris Gerardi, nov. sp. 
2. A. cf. e:cpansa, Phillips. 
3. A, aubtilita, Hall. 

The first is restricted to the Kuling shales of Spiti, the two others have been 
obtained from the upper carboniferous beds of Kashmir. 

Besides these three species Athyris cf. B.oyssii, Lev., and A. Budhista have 
been quoted from the Zewan beds of Kashmir by Dr. Verchere. 

I. ATBYRIS GERARDI, nov. sp. Pl. VI, figs. 12, 13, 14. 

1897 . .Athyris Royssii, Diener, e:r: parte, Himalayan Fossils, Pal1Pontologia Indies, ser. XV, Vol. I, Pt. 4. 
The fe.una of the permian Product us shales of Johar sud Painkhanda, Pl. V, fig. 5 (non 7). 

In my monograph of the brachiopoda obtained by Griesbach from the permian 
Productus shales of Johar and Painkhanda, I identified the present shell with 
Athyris Royssii, Leveille, the materials then at my command not being sufficient to 
enable me to introduce a new species. A number of better preserved forms 
11aving subsequently turned up from Dr. Gerard's collections from the Kuling 
shales of Spiti, I was able to assure myself that they differ from A. Royssii by 
some constant features. The differences, which might be established between 
them, are of a similar character to those which induced Count A. de Keyserling 
(Wissenschaftliche Beobachtungen auf einer Reise in das Petschoraland, St. Peters
burg, 1846, p. 237) to separate A. Royssiana from A. Royssii. 

As leading features of this species the following ought to be considered. The 
shell attains a larger size than in any of the hitherto described forms of Atkyris. 
The ventral valve is almost perfectly flat and the differenc3 in the inflation of the 
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two valves is much more remarkable than in A. . .Royssii or in A . .Royssiana. With 
the latter species the presRnt one agrees in the presence of an uncommonly large 
apical angle, which in full-grown individuals attains about 150°, and in the small 
size of the beak, which barely overhangs the hinge-margin. A remarkable differ
ence between the Himalayan and the Russian species exists, however, in the shape 
of the nresial sinus. In A. . .Royssiana the sinus is rather strongly developed and 
shaped into a highly prominent tongue, which is bordered by parallel margins. In 
A. Gerardi the sinus is but slightly impressed, in adolescent types of 15 mm. in 
length barely if at all perceptible, and in full grown individuals is always bor· 
dered by distinctly converging margins. 

The only two specimens, which I have been able to secure from the Productus 
shales of Kiunglung near the Niti Pass, were in a rather imperfect state of preserva• 
tion. I consequently failed in making out their characters of distinction with 
sufficient certainty so as to feel justified in separating them from .A.thy1'is .Royssii (in 
a wider interpretation of this latter sp,ecies than has been admitted by L. de Kon
inck). The specimen, figured on Pl. V, Fig. 7 of my above-quoted memoir, ought, 
however, to remain with A.. Royssii. Its sub-pentagonal outline, the small size of 
its apical angle (100° only), and the presence of a well developed sinus are in favour 
of an identification with the latter species, I :first thought this type to be linked 
to the true A.. Gerardi by intermediate shapes, but this view I :find no more tenable 
since numerous young forms of .4.. Gerardi from the Kuling Shales of Spiti have 
come to my knowledge, which, although approaching in their outline and in the 
size of the apical angle the specimen from Kiunglung are constantly differing 
from the latter by the greater flatness of their ventral valves and by the absence of 
any distinctly marked sinus. I consequently deemed it preferable to leave this 
specimen with Athyris .Royssii. 

'l'he specimen from the Productus i;;hales of the Chor Hoti, figu11ed by Salter in 
the Palreontology of Niti (p. 53, Pl. V, :fig. 13) ought, according to my huruble opi
nion, likewise to be identified with A • .Royssii rather than with the present species. 

The measurements of a tolerably well preserved ventral valve are approxi· 
mately as follow:-

Entire length of the shell 
,. bre.i.dth ,. ,, ., 

Thickness of the ventral valve 
Apical a.ngle of ,, ,, " 

40mm. 

52 " 
3·5" 

• 145° 

My largest specimen attains an approximate length of 45 mm., corresponding to 
a width of 60 mm. 

Locality an,d Geological position; nurnber qf specimens examined.-Sandstone 
partings in the Kuling shales N. W. of Po, Spiti; Coll. Gerard; 7, 

.Rernarks.-Athyrie Gerardi must be added to the numerous elements peculiar 
to the fauna of the Prodnctus shales, the large number of which imparts to the 
latter its characteristic aspect. The sandstone partings, in which this species occurs 
in the Kuling shales of Spiti, do not differ lithologically from the layers in which 
it bas been found imbedded in Painkhanda, associated with Spi'l'ifer Moosakkeylen· 
1i~, Sp. Nitiensis and Pruductus gangeficus. 

I 
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2. A•rHYRIS CF. EXl'ANSA, Phillips. Pl. VI, fig. 11. 

1836. Spirigera expansa, Phillipe, Geology ofYoTkshire, Vol. U, p. 220, Pl. X, fig. lB. 
1R40. Atrypa expansa, Sowerby, Miners.I Conchology, Pl. DCXVII, fig. 1. 
1840. Atrypa fimbriata, Sowerby (non Phillipe), ibidem, fig. 4. 
1857. Atliyris expa'Tlsa, Davidson, Monograph British carbon. Brachiopoda, p. 82, Pl. XVI, figs. 14, 16·18, 

Pl. XV II, figs. 1·5. 
1888. Athyris e:rpansa, Krotow, Mem comite g~ol. St. P~tersbourg, Vol. VI, p. 421. 

A single, rather poorly preserved specimen may be provisionally referred to 
this species. It is very transversely elliptical, nearly twice as broad as Ion~. The 
ventral valve, which alone is accessibfo to observation, is very evenly convex, but 
not strongly inflated. No trace of a me1Jial sinus has been noticed. '!'he ornamen· 
tation of the shell consists of numerous, concentric lines of growth, which are occa· 
sionally intersected by an indistinct radiating sculpture. 

The present specimen appears by its general shape and outline to be most 
closely allied to .Athyris expansa. From .A. Bubexpansa, Waagen, it is distinguished 
by the absence of any mesial sinus and of fringed lateral expansions. 

The measurements of this specimen are approximately as follow :-

Entire length of the ventral valve , 22 mm. 

" 
breadth 

" " .. • 40 " 
" 

thickness ,, 
" .. 6 .. 

Apical angle of the ventral valve . . · cca . 140° 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark, mica
ceous shales N. of Khummu, near Pampur; Coll. Lydekker; 1. 

Remarks.-.Athyris expansa, Pbill., has been quoted from the mountain lime
stone of England and Ireland by Davidson, and from the lower portion of the 
carboniferous limestone of 'l'scherdyn (Russia) by Krotow. 

3. A'l'RYRis SUBTIJ.ITA, Hall. Pl. VII, figs. 1·3. 

1842. Spirifer Royssii, d'Orbigny, Voyage dans l'Amerique M6ridionale, T. III, 4 bme ptie, Paleoatolo~6'3, 

p. 76, PI. III, figs. 17-19. 
1852. Terebratula subtilita, Hall, in Howard Sta.nsbury's Report of an e:rploration of the valley of the Great 

Salt Lake of Utah, Philadelphia, p. 409, Pl. IV, figs. 1, 2. 
J 855. Terebratula subtilita, Schiel, Pacilio Hailroad Report, Vol. II, p. 108, PI. I, fig. 2, 
1856. T. subtilita, Hall, ibidem, Yol. JII, p. 101, Pl. Il, fig. 4. 
1857. Terebratula subtilitu, Davideon, Monograph British Carb. Brachiopoda, p.18, PI. I, figs. 21, 22. 
1857 . .Atlt.'lris subtilita, Davidson, ibidem, p. 86, Pl. XVII, figs. 8·10. 
1858, Terebratula subtilita, Marcou, Geology of North Amerioe, p. 52, Pl. VI, fig. 9. 
1858. Terebratula subtilit a, Ha.II, Report on the Geological Survey of Iowa, Vol. I, _Pt. 2, Palreont,, p. 714. 
1861 • .Athyris subtilita, Salter, Quart. Jonrn. Gaol Soc. London, Vol. XVII, p. 64, Pl. IV, fig. 4. 
1863 . .A. subtilita, Davidson, ibidem, Vol. XIX, p. 170, Pl. IX, figs. 4, 5. 
1866 . .A. subtilita, Davidson, ibidem, Vol. XXII, p. 40, Pl. II, fig. 2. 
1866. A. subtilita, Geinitz, Carbonformation und Dyas in Nebra.ska, p. 40, Taf. III, figs. 7-9. 
1867 • .A. subtilita, Verchere, Kashmir, the Western Himalaya and the Afghan Mts., Joum. Asiat. Soe. of 

Bengal, Calcutta, Vol. XXXVI, Pt. II, No. 3, pp. 203, 210, Pl. II, figs. I, la. 

1869. Spirige,.a (Athvris) subtilita, Toula, Ueber einige Fos•ilien des Kohlenkelkes von BQljvia, Sit~u11g~· 
lier. Kais, Ak~d. d. Wiss. Wi!ln~ m~th. na.t.1 Cl. LI:t. ~d., I. 4btu. l'· 6, fig. 5. 
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1R72. Atkyris suhtilita, Me~k. Final Report of the U.S. Geo!. Surv. of Nebraska, Pt. JI, p. 180, Pl. I 
fig. 12; Pl. V, fig. 9; Pl. VU, fig. 4. 

1874. A. subtilita, Derby (ez p<1rte), on the carboniferous braohiopoda of ltaihiba, Bull. Cornell University, 
Ithaca, Vol. J, No. 2, p. 7. 

l 875. A. subtilita, Tonie., Eine Kohlenkaldauna von den Barents I nseln, Sitzungsber. Kais. Akad. d 
Wis~. Wien, ma.th. na.t. CJ. Bd. LXXI, I. Abth. p. 20. 

1877. A. subtilita. Meek, in Cl. King's Report of the U. S. Geolo~ical Exploration of the 40th pa.ra.llel, 
Vol. IV, Pa.lreontology, p. 83, Pl. VIII, fig. 6. 

1877. Spirigera sublilita, White, in Wheeler's Report upon the U. S. Geological Surv., West of the one 
hundredth Meridian, Vol. IV, Palreontology, p. 141, Pl. X, fig. 6. 

1884. Spirigera subtilita, White, Xlll, Annna.l Reiiort of the Ge<>I. of IndianR, Pt. Ir, p. 136, Pl. XXXV, 
figs. 6·9. 

1EIB7. Atkyris subtilita, L. de Koninck, Faune du oalcaire cnrbonifere de la Belgique, 6 eme ptie, Anna.lee 

du Musee Royal d' hi,t. nat. <le Belgique, Bruxelles, T. XIV, p. 73, Pl. XVIII, fig•. 1·4, 7-10, 

12-28, l'l. XlX. figs. 47-56. 
1897. A. subtilita, .Perrin Smith, Marine Fossils from tl;c coal-measures of Arkansas, Proceed. Amer. 

Philos. Soc., Vol. XXXV, No. 152, p. 31. 

This species, which is one of the most abundant and widespread carboniferous 
braehiopoda, has been quoted from the Barus or Zewan beds of Kashmir by Prof. 
Davidson in 1866 and by Verchere in 1867. The correctness of this identification 
has been doubted by Waagen (Salt Range Foss., Pal. Indica, ser. XIII, Vol. IV, 
Geological Results, p. 165), who united the Himalayan species with Spirigerella 
])erbyi, Waag. This latter view has not, however, been confirmed by my subsequent 
examination of a considerable number of types, collected by Godwin-Austen, 
Verchere and Lydekker in the carboniferous strata of the Kashmir Valley. In none 
of these specimens is the beak of the ventral valve firmly appressed to the apex of 
the dorsal one, but always distinctly exhibits the moderately large foramen truncating 
its ex.tremity. In the list of synonyms of Spirigerella Derbyi, given in my memoir 
on the permian Productus shales of Johar and Painkhail'ia (Pt. IV of the pre~ent 
volume), these Kashmir shells have been quoted on the authority of Waag-en. This 
view I find, however, no morn tenable. 

My specimens agree almost perfectly with some of the best figures which have 
been published up to the present of the American types oE Athyris subtitita by 
Geinitz and Meek, and of the European ones by L. de Koninck. 

The ovoid shell hi, as a rule, longer tlian wide, its greatest width being situated 
a little in advance of the middle. The ventral valve is somewhat tapering at the 
beak, which is prominent, distinctly incurved and always pierced by a moderately 
large foramen. In the majority of my Kashmir specimens the two valves are almost 
equally convex, but not very strnngly inffated. As has been noticed by L. de 
Koninck in some Belgian types of .A.thyris subtilita, the inflation occasionally 
becomes so strong that they can barely at all be distinguished from .A.. globutaris, 
Phill. Among my Himalayan specimens a similar shape never occurs. None of 
them is decidedly gibbous, not even in adult age. A mesial sinus is nearly always 
present, but indicated only by a low median impres~ion, which originates in the 
visceral region of the shell and corresponds to an elevated convex curve in the 
front margin. A distinct tongue-shaped process, corresponding to this frontal wave, 
so conspicuous ia Spi,rigerella JJei·byi, Waagen, especially in the va1·. acutepticata. 
is but. rarely developed. 

I 2 
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On the dorsal side of tbe ventral valve, latera11y from the beak, a narrow 
false area extend~ to the end of the hinge-line. It is marked off from the remainder 
of the shell by indistinct ridges. 

The dorsal valve is not quite equally curved in the transverse direction but 
is of a somewhat roof-shaped appearance, sloping from a broadly rounded median, 
crest in moderately convex planes towards the lateral margins. The beak is 
strongly incurved under that of the opposite valve. 

The surface is nearly smooth or covered with irregular, concentric strire of 
growth only. In the majority of my specimens, however, the shell substance has 
been too strongly injured by weathering to allow anything of the minor details 
of its ornamentation being noticed. 

The measurements of a fairly complete specimen (fig. 1) are as follow :-
Entire length of the shell 

Lenrth of the dorsal valve 
Entire breadth of the •hell 

25'5 mm. 

23'5 " 
24 

Thickness of both valves . 15 ,, 
Apical angle of the •entra.l valve 81° 

,, ,, ,, dorsal ,, 96° 

Of the internal structure nothing is to be made out in any of my specimens. 
Locality and Geological position; number of specimens exam.ined.-Coarse, 

grey limestone, n~th of Khummuu, near Pampur, Kashmir Valley; Coll. Lydekker, 
9; Coll, Godwin- usten, 5; Zawoor, Kashmir Valley, Zewan beds, Verchere. 

Remarks -A hyris subtilita is a very common and widespread species, 
ranging throughout the entire carboniferous system into permo-carboniferous and 
perhaps even into ~till higher permian deposits. It has been quoted from the 
United States of North America, from Nova Scotia, Bolivia, .Brazil, Western 
Europe and Barents Island by various authors. 

Meek advocates the identity of .Athyris subtilita, Hall, with a shell from 
the upper coal-measures of Illinois, which had been described as 'IerPbratula m·gmtea 
by Shepard in 1838. The figure given by that author in the American Journal of 
Science (Vol. XXXIV, fig. 8) does not however agree with adult forms of 
A. subtilita. 1Shepard's original type not having been found up to present, its claims 
of priority to the name bf that species are as yet very uncertain, Meek's question, 
whether the present shell ought not to be called A. Peruviana, because A. d'Orbigny 
figured it in 1847 under the name of Terebratula Peruviana, must also be 
answered in the nrgative. 'I.1he name Terebratula Peruviana has been given 
erroneously in the Plate of d'Orbigny's monograph, whilst in the text it is applied 
to a very different species from devonian rocks (Voyage dans l'Amerique Meridio
nale, T. III, Paleont. p. 36, Pl. II, figs. 22·25). 

Spiri_qe1·0 protea var. subtilila, Abich (Geologische Foruschungen in den 
Kaukasischen Laendern, I, Th. Eine :Bergkalkfauna aus der Araxesenge bei Djulfa, 
p. 59, Taf. VIII, figs. 10, 11) has nothing to do with the true Atkyris aubtilita, 
as bas been remarked by Val. von Moeller and by Rothpletz. 

A species which is probably very closely allied to the present one has been 
de scribed ancl figured as A.thyris 13uddhista by Dr. Verchere (I. c. p. 210, Pl. II, 
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figs. 2, 2a, ~b). This species, which has been collected in the Zewan beds of 
Kashmir, seems to differ from ~. subtilita by its strongly attenuated apical region 
and by the presence of a sharp median fold in the dorsal valve. No specimen 
resembling Dr. Verchere's illustration has come to my notice. Provided this 
illustration be correct, Athy1•is Buddhista should be considered as an independent 
species. 

Family: SPJRJ PERJD.dt, d'Orbigny. 

Subfamily: SUESSIIN...E, Waagen. 

Genus: SPIRIFERINA, d'Orbigny. 

1. SPIRIFERINA CF. KENTUCKENSIS, Shumard. Pl. v, figs. 11, 12. 
1852. Spi1·ifer octoplicatus, Hall, in Howard Stansbury's Report on the Exploration of the Valley of the 

Great Salt Lake in Utah, p. 409, Pl. XI, fig. 4. 
lE55. Spirifer Kentuckensia, Shumard, Geological Survey of Missouri, p. 203. 
1856. 8pirifer Kentuckensis, Hall, Pacific Railroad Report, Vol. III, p. 103, Pl. II, figs. 10, 11. 
11:166. Spirifer laminosus, Genitz (non M'Coy), Carbonformalion und Dyas in Nebraska, p. 45, Taf. IJ, 

fig. 19. 
1867. Spirifera octoplicata var. transversa, Verchere, Kashmir, the Western Himalaya and the Afghan 

Mts., Journ. Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, Calcutta, Vol. XXXVI, Pl. 2, p. 210, PI. I, figs. 2, 2a, 2b. 
1872. Spiriferina Kentuckensis, Meek, Palreontology of Eastern Nebraska in Final Rep. upon the U.S. 

Geol. Surv. of Nebraska, p. 185, Pl. VJ, fig. 3, l'l. VII I, fig. 11. 

1877. Sp. Kentuckensis, White, in Wheeler's Report npon U. S. Geological Surveys W. of the one hun
dredth Meridian, Vol. IV. Palreontology, p. 138, Pl. X, fig. 4. 

Numerous casts and external impressions of dorsal valves of a strongly trans
verse Spiriferina have been collected in the Zewan beds of Kashmir both by Capt. 
Godwin-Austen and by Dr. Verchere. Curiously enough, dorsal valves only are 
represented among the materials availab]e to me for examination. Some of them 
which are tolerably well preserved, though none is complete, closely resemble 
Spiriferina Kentuckensis from the North American coal-measures. I consequently 
thought it advisable to refer them provisionally to that species, although l do not 
venture on a direct identification, haying regard to the absence of any ventral 
valves among my materials. 

Among four better preserved dorsal valves two are quite as large as the speci· 
men from the coal.measures of Nebraska, figured by Meek on Pl. VI, fig. 3 of his 
above-quoted memoir. 'l'hey are very strongly transverse, of a sub-fusiform shape, 
terminating in slender attenuated ears. The hinge-line corresponds to the greatest 
width of the shell. On each side of the mesial fold from three to five simple pro-. 
minent ribs are distributed. All the ribs are slightly rounded on their crests and 
separated from each other by deep V shaped valleys, which are sharply rounded at 
the bottom. The first plications on each side of the mesial fold are but slightly 
inferior in size to the latter. 

The surface is ornamented with very numerous promi~ent and closely
crowded lines of growth. This concentric sculpture is so strong as to hide almost 
completely the granulated structure of the shell substance. · 
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Of the ventral valve the impression of the beak and area only are preserved 
in one of my specimens (Pl. V, fig. 12). In this specimen the greatest width of the 
dorsal V3lve is 24 mm., corresponding to a length of 11 mm., and to a length of the 
entire shell of 13 mm. 

Locality and Geologiaal position; number of specimens examined.-Zewan beds, 
Kashmir Valley; shales and micaceous limestones with numerous Bryozoa, Spirifi!r 
Musakkeylensis, Derbyia cf. senili1J, etc.; Coll. Godwin-Austen, 4; Coll. Verchf\re, 2 . 

.Remarks.-Among all the hitherto described species of Sµirife1·ina there is 
only the present one to which my specimens from Kashmir may be advantageously 
compared. The sub~fusiform shape and the strong concentric ornamentation clearly 
distinguish them from Spiriferina m·istata, Schloth., and Sp. octoplicata, Sow. They 
likewise differ by their sub-fusiform shape and long hinge-line from Sp. insaulpfo., 
Phill., and Sp. ornata, Waag., with which they have the distinct concentric orna
mentation in common. The only European species, which my Kashmir forms 
resemble more closely, is Sp. peracuta, de Koninck (}'aune du calcaire carbonifere 
de la Belgique, Annales du Musee Royal d' hist nat., 'J'. XIV, 6 eme ptie., p. 101, 
Pl. XXII, figs. 56-61) from the mountain-limestone of Belgium and Ireland. A 
remarkable difference consists, however, in the larger size of the dorsal median fold 
in Sp. peracuta which, according to L. de Koninck's description, is twice as large 
as the neighbouring lateral ribs, whereas it scarcely surpasses them in size in my 
Himalayan shell. 

Spirlferina laminoBa, M'Coy, which has been erroneously identified. with Sp. 
Kentuakensis, by Geinitz, is easily distinguished from the latter by its much larger 
size and the broad area of the ventral valve. 

The shells described and :figured as Spiriferina octoplicata var. transversa 
by Verchere, will probably fall within this species. I am led to this conclusion, 
which might scarcely be drawn from Verchere's exceedingly bad figures, by the 
examination of two specimens collected by that author in the Zewan beds of the 
Kashmir Valley. 

As one of the chief characteristics of 1..'-'pi1"ife1 ina Kentuckensis lies in the shapP 
of the sir.us of the ventral valve, tl!e reference of my specimens, which are dorsal 
valves only, to this American species, must yet remain provisional. 

Spiriferina Kentuckensis is a common species in the carboniferous and permo
carboniferous strata of Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Utah, 
New-Mexico, Arizona and Texas, but does not descend into beds of sub-carboniferous 

Sub-family: DELTHYRIN.AE, Waagen. 

Genus: SPIRIFER, Sowerby. 

The genus Spirifer is rather richly represented in the anthracolithic system 
of Kashmir and Spiti. Not less than ten Rpecies are counted among the materials 
examined by Prof. Uav idson and myself, a.lthough one-half of this number only are 
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sufficiently complete to allow of a satisfactory diagnosis of their specific characters 
being given. 

These species may be grouped most conveniently in the following manner :-

I. GROUP OP SPIRIFER FASCIGllR, Keyser!, 

1. Spirifer Mu sa/clieylensis, Davidson. 
i. Sp. sp. ind., off. Musakheylensis. 
3, Sp • .1.1 itiensis, Diener. 

II. GROUP OF SPIRIFER TRIGONA.LIS, MA.RT. 

4. Spirifer cf, Triangularis, Martin. 

III. GROUP OF SPIRIFRR PINGUIS, Sowerby. 
5. Spirifer Fihianus, Davidson. 

IV. GROUP OP SPIRIFER Ru.rn, Salter. 
6. Spirifer Rojak, Salter. 

7, Sp. ap. ind., aff. Rajah,, 

V. GROUP OF SPIRIFER CL.A.BKHI, de Kon. 
8. Spirifer Lydeklceri, nov. sp. 

9. Sp. sp. ind. e:J:. af!. Lydelclceri. 

VI. GROUP OP SPIRIFER ALArus, Schloth. 
10. Spirifer Kashmeriensis, Davidson. 

Of all these species eight are entirely restricted to the anthracolitbic rocks of 
the Himalayas. Among them Spirifer Lydekkeri and its allies are of a special 
interest, on account of their relationship to the Australian Sp. Ola1·kei, whilst Spirifer 
Ba}ah exhibits a close affinity to Arctic types from Spitzbergen Two species only 
occur also in the carboniferous system of Europe; these are Sp. Musa.kheylensis and 
Sp. tria11gnlaris, while a third one, Sp. vihianus, is very closely allied to the 
European Sp. pinguis. 

J. GROUP OF 8PIRIFRR FASCIGER, KEYSERLING. 

1. SPIRIFER. MusAKHEYLENSis, Davidson, Pl. V, figs. 3-7. 
1862. Spirifer Moosakheylensi1, Davidson, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XVIII, p. 28, Pl. II, 6g. 2. 

'J.10 the list of synonyms, given in Part IV of the present volume, the following 
ought to be added :-

1867. Sp. Moosalcheylensis, Vercbere, Journ. Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, Vol. XXXVI, Pl. !, p. :no, Pl. Ill., 
figs. 1, la. 

1890. Sp. Mu1alcAeylensu var. oustralis, Foord, Notes ou the Palreontology of Western Australia, Geol. 

Magazine, New ser, Decade Ill, Vol. VII,p. 14.7, Pl. VII, fig. 2. 

This species is very common, both in the Zewan beds of Kashmir and in the 
Kuling shales of Spiti, but no complete specimen has been noticed among the 
materials available to me for examination, ventral and dorsal valves being nearly 
always met with separately. 
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To the detailed description of the specimens from the Productus shales of 
Johar and Painkhanda I have but little to add. 

In spite of the great variability of the shapes there is not a single one among 
my specimens from the anthracolithic rocks of Kashmir and Spiti which agrees with 
either Spirifer fasciger, Keyser ling, or with Sp. fegulatus, Trautschold. The folds, cor
responding to the fasciculi of ribs, are invariably rounded but never provided with 
acute edges, as in Gruenewaldt's and Tschernyschew's type,specimens of Sp. fasciger. 
The lamellose character of the strire of growth is distinctly develored in the majority 
of my for!Ds, but the peculiar sculpture of Sp. tf gulatus, reminding one of a tiled 
roof, has not been noticed in any of my Indian representatives of this group. 8ome 
of my specimens from the K uling !:'hales of Spiti agree perfectly well with the type 
from the Productus shales of Kuling, figured on Pl. V, fig. 1 of Pt. IV of the pre
sent volume by the unusually flat convexity of their folds. 

The specimens from the K uling shales of Spiti attain very considerable dimen
sions, the largest specimen collected by Dr. Gerard measuring about 60 mm. in 
length and 130 mm. in breadth. 

Of the internal e:baracters of the ventral valve of this species some information 
has been gathered by an examination of the casts figured on Pl. V, :Fjgs. 5 and 7 of 
the present memoir. In the apical region the shell-substance is so extremely 
thickened that the dental plates and the outer walls of the valve are united into 
one solid shelly mass, on which the entire area rests. 'l'he muscular impressions are 
distinctly marked. On each side of them the internal surface of the shell is covered 
with numerous irregular grooves, which on the cast are exhibited as rounded granu
lations. The ornamentation of the cast is very simple, consisting of a few broad 
and flat wavy folds only, while the ribbing of the external shell-surface is completely 
absent. 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens ex-.imined.-Zewan beds, 
Kashmir Valley, Coll. Godwin-Austen, 6, Coll. Lydekker, 1; Kuling Shales, Spiti 
Valley, Coll. Gerard, 3, Coll. Stoliczka; Khar, Coll. Griesbach, 1. 

Remarks.-'l'he specimen from the carboniferous rocks of West Australia, 
described and figured as Spirifer Musokheyle11sis r:ar . .Australis, by }oord, does cer
tainly belong to the present species. Foord, stating the close resemblance of the 
Australian fossil to Davidson's types, notes the only difference between them 
to be that ''the ornaments of the Australian species are perhaps a little coarser 
than those of the Indian one, i.e., the former has slightly larger and consequently 
fewer small ribs (comparing together individuals of the same size) than the latter and 
the imbricating lam:1lre exhibit the same divergence of character. It seems however 
searcely necesrnry to rfg.ud these slight differences as of more than varietal import
nnce, especially if one takes into account the variations in any large assemblage of 
brachiopocl::, as Davidson himself has so often demonstrated in his plates". 

That the Australian variety is included among the variations of the Himalayan 
Sp. Musal:heyfonsis, is clearly evident from an examination of the specimen from 
the Productns shales of Kiunglung, figured on Pl. IV, :Fig. l, of my monograph of 
the fauua of the Productus shales (Pt. IV of the present volume). 
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This' specimen exactly agrees with the Australian type of our species by its coarse 
ribs and lamellre. 1 

2. BPIRIFER CF. NITIENSIS, Diener. Pl. V, fig. 9. 
1897. Spirij'er Nitiensis, Diener, The Permian fauna uf the Productus Shales of Johar and Painkhanda, 

Pal. Indica, eer. XV, Himala.yan Fossils, Vol. I, Pt. 4, Pl. IV, figs. 4, 5. 

The fragment of a ventral valve from the K uling shales of Spiti agrees so per· 
fectly well in its outline and ornamentation with this remarkable species that I 
do not hesitate to refer it to the latter, although its fragmentary condition may for
bid a direct identification. 

This fossil is almost of exactly the same size as my type sp-ecimen from 
Kiunglung (Pl. IV, fig. 5), though perhaps even a little more strongly transverse. 
It is moderately curved in the longitudinal, but quite fiat in the transverse direc
tion. Its tolerably broad, reclining, parallel-sided and vertically-striated area is 
overlooked by the little pointed beak. The ornamentation consists of numerous 
ribs of unequal strength, arranged into fasciculi, each of which is composed of a 
small number of ribs only. On the wings the fascicular arrangement of the ribs 
becomes gradually indistinct. All the ribs are flatly rounded at their crests. 

Locality and Geological position ; number of specimens e.xamined.-Sandstone 
partings in the Kuling shales, with .A.thyris Gerardi, Po, Spiti Valley; Coll. Gerard; 
1, 

Remarks.-Spirifer Nitiensis is a very characteristic species of the permian 
Productus shales of Gurhw:il. I know of no other species of the genus Spirifer 
to which the present fragment could be referred, its peculiar ornamentation com
bined with the strongly fusiform shape distinguishing it from all the rest of con· 
generic for ms. 

3. SPIRIFER SP. IND. AFF. MUSAKHEYLENSIS. Pl. V, fig. 10. 

This interesting species, which in the Geological Survey's Himalayan collection 
from Kashmir is represented unfortunately by a single ventral valve only, seems to 
hold an intermediate position between Spirifer Musakh.eylensis, Davidson, and Sp. 
Joharensis, Diener (Part IV of this volume, Pl. IV, Fig. 3) from the permian Pro .. 
duotus shales of Johar, but is more closely allied to the former. 

It chiefly differs from Davidson's species by its stronger folds which are highly 
prominent and composed of a small number of secondary ribs only. There are not 
more than three ribs present in each of the fasciculi in the vicinity of the sinus. 
Among them the median primary rib is a little stronger than the rest. The sinus 
not having been preserved in my fragment, I have not been able to state the pre· 

1 P. 8.-After having sent this paper to Calcutta for the press I had an opportunity of studying the beautiful col· 
lectioll! of the Comite geologique de la Hussie at St. Petersburgh. Prof, Tschernyschew, to whom I am indebted fo1· 
many valuable information regarding the carboniferous fs.u11re of the Ural Mts., was kind enough to show me 11 large 
number of specimens of Spirifer fasiciger, Keyser!. By their examination I have been convinced of the insufficiency 
ef the characters on which I thought a specific distinction of Sp. Musakheylensis and Sp.fasciger might be based ; 
OO!l3P,1oently I no longer object to Prof. Tschernyschew's view as to the ideutity of the two species. For thb v11r. 
tegulata, Trautschold, a varietal rank ougut, however, to be retained, 

x. 
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sence of a mesial fold, as it is developed in Sp. Joharen~s. The radial ornamenta• 
tion is crossed by raised strire of growth as in Sp .. Musakheylensis. 

The present specimen is too fragmentary to allow of any exact measurements 
being taken. 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark, shaly, 
micaceous limestones with Spirifer J1usakheylensis, Produatus cf. undatus and 
numerous Bryozoa, Barus, Kashmir Valley; Coll. Godwin-Austen; 1. 

Remarks.-A species, which the present specimen most closely resembles, 
has been figured and described by Toula (Permo-Carbon-Fossilien von der West· 
kuestevon Spitzbergen, Neues Jahrb. f. Mineralogie, 1875, p. 240, Taf. VII, Fig. 3) 
as a variety of Sp. cmneratus, Morton. The Spitz bergen specimen from Axel Island 
for the loan of which I am indebted to Dr. Fuchs, Director of the Imperial 
:Museum of Natural History in Vienna, is likewise distinguished from Sp. camerafos 
and from Sp. Musaklieylensis by its strong folds, composed of a small number of 
secondary ribs only, as has been correctly remarked by Toula. N evertbeless I 
do not think that t.he Himalayan and Spitzbergen. forms should be united in 
the same species, since the ribs composing the fasciculi are equally strong in 
the latter but different in size among one another in the former specimen. 

The fragment, figured as Spirifer sp. ind. by Gruenewaldt (Beitraege zur 
Kenntniss der sedimentreren Gebirgsformationen etc. Mem. Acad. imper. des sciences 
de St. Petersbourg, VII, ser. T. II, 1860, p. 99, Pl. V, fig. 4) might perhaps fall 
within the relationship of this species or of Spirifer Joharensis. 

II. GROUP OF SPIRIFER TRIGON ALIS, Mart. 

4. SPIRIFER CF. TRIANGULARIS, ~Iartin. Fl. V, fig. 5. 

1809. Concliiliolitkes Anornites tria11,r1ularis, Martin, Petri£. Derb., p. 10, Pl. XXXVI, fig. 2. 

1827. Spirifer triangularis, Sowerby, .Miner. Conch. Great B .. it., Vol. VI, p. 120, Pl. 562, figs. 5, 6. 
1836. Spirifer triangularis, Phillips, Geology of Yorkshire, Vol. II, p. 217, Pl. IX, fig. 12. 
184.0. Sp. triangularis, L. v. Buch, l\Iem. Soc. Geol. de France, T. IV, p. 182, Pl. VIII, fig. 5. 
1843. Sp. triangularis, L. de Koninck, Descr. des animaux foes. du terrain carbonif. de la Belgique, 

p. 234, Pl. XV, fig. 1. 
184.4. Spfrijera otior~ynclia, M'Coy, Synopsis of the oharacters of the carbon. limestone foss. of Ireland, 

p. 133, Pl. XXI, fig. 2. 

1854 .. Sp. triangulads, Semenow, Zeitschr. Deutsohe Geol. Ges. Bd. VI, p. 330. 

1854. Spirifera otiorkyncka, M'Coy, Descr. of British Palreozoic, Foss. in the Cambridge Museum, p. 418, 
Pl. III, fig. 27. 

1857. Sp. triangulai·is, Davidson, Monogr. British Ce.rb. Brachiopoda, pp. 27 and 233, Pl. V, figs. 16·24, 

Pl. L, figs. 10-17. 
1887, Sp. triangularis, L. de Koninck, Fa.une du Cale. carbonifere de le. Belgique, Annales du l\Jusee Royal, 

d'hist. nat. de Belgique, T. XIV, 6 eme ptie., p. 124, Pl. XXIX, figs. 7-15. 

1888. Sp. triangularis, K .. ~tow, Mem. Com. Geol, de la Russie, St. Petersbourg, Vol. VI, p. 418. 

The existence of this as a Himalayan species depends upon a fragmentary 
dorsal valve, ccllected by Lydekker in a quartzitic sandstone near Eishmakam 
(Kashmir Valley). In shape it is very like some of the types figured by Davidson 
and L. de Koninck, but slightly surpasses them in size. It is about twice as broad 
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as long, although exact measurements cannot be given, both the wings and the 
frontal portion of the mesial fold having been broken off. The most prominent 
character in the present valve is its strongly elevated, sharp, mesial fold, which 
"assumes the shape of a single, produced and acutely angular, cuneiform ridge or 
rib." Along the lateral slope of this central ridge two very low secondary folds are 
distinctly indicated, such as have been figured by L. de Koninck in his type 
specimen from Vise (Pl. 29, fig. 7), or in Martin's original form, reproduced on 
Pl. V, Fig. 16 of Davidson's mo:uograph. 

On either side of the mesial fold from six to seven single, obtusely rounded 
ribs ornament the lateral portions of the valve. They gradually diminish in 
strength towards the wings. Those situated near the extremities of the latter are 
but very faintly marked. 

My specimen having been partly injured by weathering, the delicate 
concentric ornamentation, which is peculiar to well preserved forms of Spz1·ifer 
triangularis is but indistinctly marked. Nevertheless in a few spots it is sufficiently 
well indicated to allow its presence to be stated with full certainty. 

Locality and Geological position ; number of specimens examined.-Quartzitic 
sandstone of a rusty brown colour, near Eishmakam, Kashmir Valley; Coll. Lydek· 
ker; 1. 

.Ri:marks,-The present specimen, although very incomplete, so closely agrees 
with Spirifer triangularis in its general shape and sculpture, especially in the pre· 
sence of a prominent, cuneiform, mesial ridge, that I cannot refer it to any other 
species of the group of Sp. trigonalis. It will at any rate tend to show the existence 
of this remarkable group in the anthracolithic rocks of the Kashmir Valley. 

Spirifer triangularis has been quoted from the mountain-limestone of Great 
Britain, Ireland, Beligum and Silesia by various authors, and from the upper car· 
boniferous strata of Central Russia by V. von Moeller and by Krotow. 

III. GROUP OF SPIRIFER PINGUIS, Sowerby. 

5. SPIRIFER VIHIANUS, Davidson. 
1866. 8pirifera Vikiana, Davidson, Quart. Journ. Geo!. Soc., London, Vol. XXII, p. 41, Pl. II, fig. 4. 
1891. Sp. Vikiana, Wa.agen, Salt Range Fossils, Pal. Ind., ser. XIII, Vol. IV, Geological Results, p. 166. 

This beautiful species is, unfortunately, not represented in the Himalayan col· 
lection entrusted to me for examination, but the figure and description given by 
Prof. Davidson are so excellent that from them a very good idea of its character 
can be formed. 

Davidson himself compared his new species to Spirifer pinguis, Sow., from which 
he found it to differ by its constant, well marked, median rib in the sinus of the vent
ral valve. The resemblance of Sp. '/Tihianus to this common British form is indeed 
a very close one. especially to such shapes of Spirif er pinguis as are characterised 
by the presence of a strongly marked1 longitudinal groove in the mesial fold of 
the dorsal valve. 

K 2 
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In the face of such features, W aagen's opinion "that Spirifer Vihianus appar· 
ently belongs to the same group of forms as Spirifer duodecimcostatus, M'Coy, and 
appears to differ from that form solely by its greater number of ribs," has hardly 
ever been admissible. It is certainly no more tenable, since M'Coy's Australian 
species has been proved to belong to the genus Spiriferina by Etheridge, jun. 
(Geology and Palreontology of Queensland and New Guinea, London, 1892, p. 234)· 

A species, which needs a closer comparison to Sp. 17ihianus, has been described 
a:::id figured as Sp. Parryanus by Toula (Permo-carbon-Fossilien von der W estkueste 
von Spitzbergen, Neues, Jahrb. f. :Miner.1875, p. 256, Taf. VII, fig. 8) from Hinlopen 
Straits in Spitzbergen. ·The name of this Spitzbergen shell must, however, be 
changed, since the priority of the denomination of Sp. Parryan1ts is claimed by a 
species from the devonian rocks of Iowa, described in 1858 by J. Hall (Report on 
Geological Survey of Iowa, Vol. I, Pt. 2, Palreontology, p. 509, Pt. IV, fig. 8). 
This species, for which I venture to propose the name of Sp. Loveni, seems to hold 
an intermediate position between Sp. l7ihianus and the group of Sp. Rajah, Salter. 
"With the former it agrees in the presence of a deep longitudinal groove in the mesial 
fold of the dorsal valve, with the latter in the tendency to develop secondary ribs, 
originating from the massive primary costre. But in Sp. Loveni this tendency 
atfects the two ribs bordering the mesial sinus and fold only, whereas in the two 
following costre it is restricted to the immediate vicinity of the front margin. 
Whether the dorsal valve, marked erroneously as Fig. 7 instead of 8d on Pl. VII of 
'foula's memoir, actually belongs to the same species as the three ventral valves 
which by the kindness of Director Fuchs I have been able to examine, is yet doubt· 
f11l, though highly probable. The reconstruction of the wings (not preserved) by the 
draughtsman is entirely misleading. 

The specimens described by Davidson were obtained from the anthracolithic 
rocks of Barus in the Kashmir Valley. 

IV. GRbUP OF SPIRIFER RAJAH, Salter. 

6. SPIRIFER RAJAH, Salter, Pl. IV., Figs. 1-7, Pl. V., Fig. 1. 
1865. Spirifer Rajalz, Salter, Palreontology of Niti, etc., pp. 69 and 111. 
1865. Sp. Keilhavii, Stoliczka, Geological Sections across the Himalaya Mts. from Wangtu bridge on the 

river Sutlej to Sungdo on the Indus, eto., Mem. Geol. Surv. of India, Vol. V, Pt. I, p. 27. 
1866. Sp. Rajah, Davidson, Quart. Journ. Geo!. Soo., London, Vol. XXII, p. 40, Pl. II, fig. 3. 
1867. Sp. Verckerei, de Verneuil, in Verchere: Kashmir, the Western Himalaya and the Afghan .Mts., Joum. 

Asia.tic Soc. of Bengal, Calcutta, Vol. 36, p. 205, PI. I, figs. 1, la. 
1867. Sp. Rajah, Verchere, ibidem, p. 210. 

'l'his elegant species, one of the most remarkable among the brachiopoda of the 
anthracolithic system in the Himalayas, is very variable in shape, dimensions and 
relative proportions. The shell is, as a rule, longitudinally oval, or square-shaped, 
sometimes sub-circular, as wide as long, very rarely even broader than long. The 
hinge-line is always shorter than the greatest width of the shell. The cardinal 
angles, which are but exceptionaJly preserved, are acutely rounded. 
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The ventral valve is considerably deeper than the opposite one, and strongly 
vaulted in the either direction. The beak is strongly incurved and prominent, 
in full-grown specimens (Pl. IV, Fig, 5) approaching very nearly the apex of the 
dorsal valve. The area is moderately broad, distinct, concave and divided in the 
middle by a proportionately large, triangular fissure of equal height and width. It 
exhibits in well-preserved specimens an indistinct horizontal striation. A deep 
mesial sinus extends from the extremity of the beak to the front. It is in general 
broadly rounded, but in a very small number of specimens, however, acutely so, at 
its bottom, and is invariably ornamented by a narrow, median, thread-like rib. 

The sculpture is rather variable. The surface of this valve is ornamented with 
from twelve to twenty broadly rounded rihs, which become gradually indistinct in 
the vicinity of the cardinal angles, whilst those bordering the mesial sinus are the 
largest and most prominent. Each of these flat broadly-vaulted primary ribs is 
ornamented by a variable number of lower, secondary costre. In some forms, 
as in Davidson's type specimen or in the types figured on Pl. IV, Figs. 1 and 7 of 
this memoir, these secondary costre are of equal strength and equidistant throughout 
their entire length. In the majority of my specimens, however, one or two of the 
rncondary costre are again sub-divided into smaller ones of irregular strength and 
distance. The specimen figured on Pl. IV, Fig. 4, is a good instance of this shape. 
The manifold transitions between these two extreme shapes prove their specific 
identity; an opinion, which I han founded on the minute examination of more 
than fifty individuals. 

If the shelly substance haa been partly injured by weathering, the secondary 
costre gradualiy disappear, the flat primary ribs remaining solely. On such 
weathered specimens Spirif er Vercherei has been founded, which must conse
quently be erased from the number of independent species. Among the forms 
collected by Dr. Verchere and contained in the Geological Survey's Himalayan 
collections, there are several which agree pretty well with the illustrations of Sp. 
'f7 ercherei given by that author, but are certainly nothing else but strongly
weathered individuals of Sp. Rajah. 

The dorsal valve is less strongly convex than the ventral one. It is almost 
equally curved in the longitudiual direction on its lateral parts and along the 
median fold. A narrow but distinctly developed hinge-area is noticed below the 
tolerably prominent apex. The mesial fold is considerably elevated and shaped 
into a single, acutely rounded crest. At some distance from the apex smaller 
lateral ribs are produced on either side, which in larger specimens become again 
sub-divided before reaching the front line. The lateral parts are likewise ornamented 
by rounded folds, ·simple at their origin, but soon producing on either side a 
smaller lateral rib, which is either single or dichotomous but always inferior in 
strength to the main rib. The intercostal depressions are regularly rounded. 

In weathered specimens, in which the details of the sculpture are lost, the 
ornamentation consists of simple coarse radiating ribs only, as in the type :figured 
as Sp. Vercherei by Verchere (l. c. Fig. la). 
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In perfectly preserved individuals the surface is marked on both valves with 
very delicate longitudinal strire. The radiating sculpture is crossed by indistinct 
marks of growth of greater or lesser strength at irregular distances. 

The internal characters of the ventral valve are well exhibited in several of my 
specimens. The hinge-teeth are supported by two large diverging dental plates, 
forming the walls of the triangular fissure and extending into the interior of the 
valve for some distance. Between them a large portion of the free space at the 
bottom of the shell is occupied by the muscular impressions. On each side of the 
muscular impressions the interior of the shell is covered by numerous coarse 
granulations. 

The measurements of a pretty large specimen (Pl. IV, fig. 5.) are as follow :-

Entire length of the shell 
Length of the dorsal valve 
Greatest breadth of the shell 
Length of the hinge-line 
Thickness of both valves 
Apical angle of the ventral valve 

" 
,. ,, ,, dorsal ,, 

65 mm. 
51 .. 

, CCII, 63 ,. 

50 " 
43 " 
88° 
125° 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens examined.-Kuling 
shales of Spiti, associated with Marginifera Himalayensis, Kuling, Coll. Gerard, 12, 
Coll. Stoliczka, 10, Coll. Griesbach, 3; Muth, Coll. Stoliczka, 2; Lilang, Coll. Stoliczka, 
6; Spiti Valley (exact locality not known), Coll. Gerard, 9. All the forms from 
Kashmir, contained in the Geological Survey's Himalayan collection, are loose 
specimens. The majority, 21, have been obtained from Barus by Capt. Godwin
.Austen. The exact locality, where the specimens collected by Dr. Verchere (6) and 
by Lydekker (9), were picked up, bas not been given on the accompanying labels. 
It cannot therefore be made out with certainty whether the species actually occurs 
in the Zewan beds, or is restricted to the beds with Productus .Abichi and 
Marginife1•a Himalayensis, corresponding to the Kuling shales of Spiti, although 
the section, published by Capt. Godwin-Austen on p. 33 of his memoir on the 
carboniferous rocks of the Kashmir Valley (Quart. Journ., Geol. Soc., London, 
Vol. XXII.) is strongly in favour of the former view. 

Remarks.-Spirifer Rajah belongs to a very remarkable group of this genus, 
which is distinguished by the presence of coarse fasciculate ribs, and seems to 
exhibit a distant similarity to Sp. integricosta, Phill., among the mountain limestone 
forms of Western Europe. This group is represented by Sp. Tasmaniensis, Morris, 
in Australia, by Sp. inte1·plicatus, Rothpletz, in Timar, by Sp. Tibetanus, Sp. Rajah, 
and a third yet very incompletely known species in the Himalayas, by Sp. Keilhavii, 
v. Buch., Sp. Loveni, Diener (=Sp. Parryanus, Taula) and Sp. Wilczeki, Toula, in 
Spitz bergen. 

Among these species Spirifer Keilhavii, v. Buch (Ueber Spirifer Keilhavii 
iiber dessen Fundort und Verhreltnisszuahnlichen Formen, Abhandlgn. Kcenigl. 
Akad. d. Wissensch. Berlin, 1876, p. 65) seems to be most closely related to the 
present one. In general shape and sculpture they are indeed very similar, although 
points of difference forbidding their identification are not absent. These characters 
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chiefly consists in the absence of a median thread-like rib \n the sinus of Sp. 
Keilhctvii, and in the shape of the mesial fold of the dorsal valve. The latter is 
divided in the middle by a broad and shallow longitudinal depression or groove, 
whereas it is shaped into a sharply-rounded crest in Sp. Bajah. 

Another species, which closely approaches the present one, is Spirifer Tz'belctnus, 
Diener (Pt. III, of this volume, Pl. VI, Figs. 1-7,) from the permo-carboniferous 
limestone crag of Chitichun No. I, in Hundes. It is, however, readily distinguished 
from Sp. Rajah by its short hinge-line and area, which is much more triangular and 
broader in proportion to its width. In its ornamentation Sp. Tibetanus chiefly 
resembles such shapes of Sp. Rajah as are characterised by the irregular 
strength of their secondary ribs (PL IV, Fig. 4), but the dichotomous character of 
the dorsal median fold in the Tibetan species has not been noticed in the present 
form. 

Spi'l'ifer Loveni (=Sp. Parryanus, Toula, Neues, Jabrb. f, Min. 1875, p. 256, 
Taf. VII, fig. 8) seems to hold an intermediate position between Sp. Rajah and 
Sp. P ihianus, as has been explained more fully in the description of the latter 
species. 

The similarity to Spi1·ifer Wilczeki, Toula (Kohlenkalk-Fossilien von der 
Suedspitze von Spitz bergen, Sitzgsber, Kais. Akad. d. Wiss, Wien., LXVIII. :Bd. 
p. 271, Taf. I, .fig. 3), Sp. Tasmaniensis, Morris (in Strzelecki's Physical Description 
of New South Wales and Vandiemensland, p. 280, Pl. XV, figs. 3, 4) and Sp. 
interplicatus, Rothpletz (Die Perm-Trias-und Jura Form. auf Timor und Rotti, 
Palreontographica, ~9, Bd. 1892, p. 78, Taf. IX, fig. 6) is a more distant one. 
Among these species Spi1·ifer Tasmaniensis, as figured by Morris, L. von Buch and 
L. de Koninck, is certainly least closely related to Sp, Rajah, from which it 
differs by its strongly-transverse shape, the less prominent and differently 
sculptured dorsal median fold and by the longitudinal ornamentation of the sinus. 

A species, which might also be compared to the group of forms as the proto
type of which Spirifer Rajah ought to be considered, has been described and 
figured as Sp. Waageni, Tscbernyschew (Mem. Comite Geol. S. Petersbourg, Vol. 
III, No. 4, p. 268, Taf. V, fig. 2), but the fasciculate arrangement of the secondary 
ribs seems to be less distinctly developed in this Artinskian form. 

It is rather remarkable that no representative of this group has as yet been 
met with in the Productus limestone of the Salt Range, whereas both Sp. Rajah 
and Sp. tibetanus are among the most common and characteristic types of bracbio
poda in the anthracolithic rocks of the Himalayas. 

No representative of this group has even been found in deposits of a lower car
boniferous age. 

7. SPIRIFER sp. ind. ex aff. SP. RAJAH, Pl. IV, Fig. 8. 

A species which seems to be very closely allied to the preceding one, is repre~ 
~ented among Dr. Gerard's collections from the Kuling shales of Spiti, although 
11D.fortunately, by an isolated dorsal valve only. This valve, which has been slightly 
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deformed by crushipg, is somewhat square-shaped, wider than long, and provided 
with slightly-produced, attenuated wings, terminating in acutely rounded angles. 
The mesial fold is not strongly elevated above the general convexity of the valve, 
but nevertheless considerably surpasses in strength all the rest of the radiating ribs. 
The latter are of the same character as in weathered specimens of Sp. Rajah. The 
majority of them are single, but occasionally traces of the original secondary 
bifurcating costro are still to be noticed. Concentric imbricating marks of growth 
are strongly developed. 

The chief difference between this species and Sp. Rajah consists in the shape of 
the median fold. It is composed of a single rib at its origin, and continues so for 
some distance, when it becomes dichotomous. The two ribs, into which the original 
fold is thus splitting up, gradually increase in size towards the front, and are separ
ated by a deep longitudinal valley, which is much more deeply excavated than the 
corresponding depression in Sp. Keilhavii, v. Buch. 

The measurements of this valve are as follow :-
Entire length of the dorsal valve 

,, breadth ,, ,, ,, 
Apical angle ,, ,. ,, 

35mm. 

52 " 
oca.. 115° 

Locality I and Geological position; numbe1• of specimens examined.-Kuling 
shales near Muth, Spiti; Coll. Gerard; 1. 

Remarks.-If we set aside Spfrijer Rajah and Sp. Keilhavii, there is a species 
from the anthracolithic rocks of Spitzbergen described by Toula (Kohlenkalk
Fossilien von der Suedspize von Spitz bergen, Sitzgsber. Kais. Akad. d. Wissensch 
Wien. Bd. LXVIII, p. 273, Taf. II, figs. 1, 2), to which the present one might be 
more especially compared. This species, of which the partly weathered dorsal valve 
only is known, agrees with my Himalayan specimen in the presence of a strongly 
dichotomous mesial rib, the two branches of which are separated by a deeply 
excavated valley. 

V. GROUP OF SPIRIFER CLARKE!, de Kon. 

8. SPIRIFER LYDEKKERI nov. sp., Pl. III, Figs. 1-i. 

1866. Spirifer sp. ind., Davidson, Qae.rt. J oarn., Geo!. Soc., Vol. XXI I, p. 36, Pl. I, fig. 4. 
1883. Sp. striatus. Lydekker, Mem., Geo!. Surv. of India, Vol. XXII, Pl. II, fig. 4. 

No complete specimen of this intei·esting species has come to my knowledge,. 
but besides a large number of well-preserved dorsal valves one internal cast and two 
decorticated external impressions of ventral valves have been discovered among 
the fossil materials collected by Lydekker. Thus a fairly clear idea of the character
istic features of the species may be formed from a comparison of the different 
specimens. 

'l'be shell is rather variable in its dimensions, though always strongly transverse-, 
more than twice as wide as long, the hinge-line corresponding to the greatest breadth 
of the shell. The lateral margins of each valve rapidly converge towards the ex
tremities of the hinge-line, being thus produced into attenuated little wjngs, termi-
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nating in acute cardinal angles. Both valves are only moderately and almost equally 
convex. 

I shall begin with the description of the dorsal valve which is more completely 
known to me. This valve is but little curved in either direction. Transversely it is 
slightly depressed in the vicinity of the small, attenuated and pointed wings, and is 
divided by a prominent, large, median fold. This median fold is considerably ele· 
vated above the general convexity of the valve, broadly rounded above, and without 
any trace of secondary ribs. On each side of the median fold the lateral parts of the 
valve are ornamented by a variable number of single, straight, radiating ribs, which 
become gradually obsolete in the vicinity of the wings. In the specimen figured 
on Pl. Ill, Fig. 2, about fifteen distinct ribs are counted on each side of the mesial 
ridge. In some forms they occur to the number of twenty. All the ribs are 
very regularly rounded above and separated by narrow rounded furrows which are 
far inferior to them in width. 

If the test is entirely preserved, the surface of the valve is covered all over by 
closely disposed, concentric, undulating laminre. But in the majority of my speci
mens this beautiful sculpture has been greatly injured or completely destroyed by 
weathering. 

In casts devoid of their test, as in the form figured on Pl. III, Fig. 6, or in 
Lydekker's type specimen (Pl. III, Fig. 7) faint concentric marks of growth only are 
occasionally noticed. 

In none of my numerous specimens has the apex: been preserved. It has been 
either broken off or has been destroyed by weathering, thus partly exhibiting some 
of the internal characters of the valve. The Figures 6, 7, 10 will give a better idea 
of them than any particular description. I need only remark their strong similarity 
to the int~rnal features exhibited by Spirifer Lonsdalei, as illustrated by Prof. 
Davidson (in Davidson.Suess, Classification der Brachiopodeo, Wien, 1856, Pl. III, 
fig. 4). The impressions of the adductor muscles are especially well preserved m 
the specimen, Fig. 6a. 

The measurements of two specimens, the ls.rger of which has been collected m 
the dark-blue carboniferous rocks near Eishmakam, are as follow:-

Entire length of the dorsal valve 
,, breadth ,, ,. ., 

,, thickness ,, ,, ,, " 
" 

I. (Fig. 2ci.) II. (.Fig. 6a.) 
• 43 lllllJ,. 31 mm. 

88 " • 75 " 
• 10 " • • 10 " 

The ventral valve of this species is represented among Lydekker's collection 
by an internal cast from Eishmakam, and by two external impressions from the 
Quartz sandstone of the Ladakh valley. 

This valve is provided with a moderately deep, mesial sinus, regularly rounded 
at the bottom and devoid of any longitudinal sculpture. Its lateral borders are 
sharply rounded.. The ornamentation of the lateral parts is of exactly the same 
pattern as in the opposite valve. In the specimen from Eishmakam the test has 
been partly preserved in the vicinity of the front line. It exhibits the concentric 

L 
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lamellose condition, peculiar to complete forms of this species. The plaster
casts of the two external impressions, which have been reproduced in the Figures 5 
and 9 of Pl. III, represent strongly crushed and deformed individuals, but show 
pretty well both the radiating sculpture of the surface and the shape of the rounded 
sinus strongly enlarged frontwards. Neither the apex nor the front line has been 
preserved. The anterior outline, as given in Fig. 5, ought not to be mistaken for the 
actual front of that specimen. 

The cast from Eishmakam exhibits the two strong diverging dental plates 
extending to a distance of more than one-third the entire length of the valve. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow:-
Entire length of 

,, breadth ,, 

Width of the area. 

Apical angle 

the ventral valve , 

,, ,, " 
37 mm. 

, e.ee. 90 ,, 

12 " 
135° 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens examined.-Dark-blue 
shales and limestones with numerous Fenestellid(lJ, N. of Eishmakam, Coll. Lydek
ker, 4; yellowish-grey quartz sandstone, reminding of the devonian Spiriferen-Sand
stein of the Rhenish region in its lithological aspect, Ladakh Valley, Coll. Lydekker, 
12. 

The identity of the specimens from the Barus beds of Eishmakam and from th~ 
quartz sandstones of the Ladakh Valley does not seem to me in any way doubtful. 

.Remarks,--Among the carboniferous Spiriferidce the present species seems to 
be most closely allied to Spirifer Olarkei, L. de Kon. (Recherches sur. Jes fossiles 
Paleozoiques de la Nouvelle Galles du Sud, p. 236, Pl. XIII, fig. 2). The only 
essential di:ff erence between the two forms consists in the presenc~ of small 
attenuated wings in Sp. Lydekkeri, whereas in Sp. Olarkei the lateral margins unite 
with the cardinal border in rounded angles without any proper wings being developed. 
If we set aside this difference, the two species agree very well in their general 
shape, in the presence of a wide, slightly raised, smooth mesial fold in the dorsal 
and of a moderately deep, smooth and rounded sinus in the ventral valve, in the 
character of their radiating sculpture, which is composed of numerous single 
rounded ribs, and in their beautiful laminose concentric ornamentation. 

In the face of such features there can be but little doubt, I think, that our 
Himalayan species belongs to the same group of forms as the Australian Spirijer 
Cla1·kei. 

There is quite a number of carboniferous and devonian species which show a 
more distant similarity to the present one, but there is none among them which 
might justly put in a claim for a closer comparison, 

9. SPIRIFER SP. IND. EX AFF. SP. LYD1t;KKERI, Pl. v, fig. 2. 

This species is perhaps still more closely allied to Spirife1· Clarkei, de Kon., than 
the preceding one, but my materials are too scanty to allow anything to he assert.ed 
more positively. 
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Among the Geological Survey's Himalayan collection the present species is 
represented by a single incomplete dorsal valve only, with parts of the area of the 
ventral val.ve adhering to the rocky matrix. It is less strongly transverse than 
Sp. Lydekkeri .. considerably less than twice as wide as long, without any proper 
wings and, so far as can be made out from the indistinct outline of the shell, 
with rounded cardinal angles. Its sub-elliptical .shape readily distinguishes this 
species from the preceding one, whereas in the ornamentation no difference can be 
noticed. The specimen being devoid of its test, concentric marks of growth are but 
very faintly indicated. 

'11he measurements of this specimen are approximately as follow :-
Entire length of the valve 

" 
" 

breadth ,, ,, ,, 
thickness ,. ,, ., 

28 mm. 
• cca. 40 ,, 

9 " 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens examined.-Yellowish 
grey quartz sandstone, associated with Spirifer Lydekke1·i, Ladakh Valley, Kash
mir ; Coll. Lydekker ; 1. 

VI. GROUP oF SPIRIFER ALATUS, Schloth. 

10. SPIRIFER KASHMl!.RIENSIS, Davidson. 
1866. Spirifera Kaskmeriensis, Davidson, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XXJI, p. 4l, Pl. IJ, fig. 5. 
1883. Spirifer Kaskmeriensis, Waagen, Salt Range Foss., Pal. Ind., ser. Xlll, Vol. I, P1·od. I.imest. Foss., 

p. 521. 
1891. Spirifer Kaahmeriensis, Waagen, ibidem, Vol. IV, Geological Results, p. 166. 

The following is Davidson's description of this species:- " Shell transversely 
fusiform, hinge-line long and straight, the lateral margins becoming gi0adually 
attenuated. Ventral valve ornamented with about twenty simple ribs. The sinus 
deep and divided along the middle by a small, median, slightly projecting rib, which, 
commencing at a short distance from the beak, extends to the front. Length 7, 
width lR lines." 

Of this species a few ventral valves only from the Zewan becls of l3arus and 
Khoonmoo were obtained by Captain Godwin-Austen and entrusted to Mr. Davidson 
for examination. My materials are still more incomplete, consisting of a single 
incomplete ventral valve, which I refer with some hesitation to Sp. Ka11hmerimsis. 
Tlms our knowledge of the characters of this interesting form remains yet very 
limited. 

Davidson compared Spirifer Kashme1'iensis to the devonian Sp. rnacropte1·us, 
Goldf, on account of its very transverse spindle shape, but marked the presence 
of a median rib in the sinus as an easily recognisable point of difference. Waagen 
in 1883 believed the present species to be closely allied to Sp. alatus, but 
afterwards, rejecting his former opinion, placed it in t.be group of Sp. vesperWio, 
Sow., from which he assumed it to differ solely by its more numerous ribs. 

There is a good deal of confusion about Spirifer vespertilio, Etheridge, jun., 
differing entirely from L. de Koninck and Waagen in the synonymy of that 
species. I believe, however, that Mr. Etheridge (Geology and Palreontology of 
Queensland, p. 23) is perfectly right in retaining Sowerb y's original name for 

L 2 
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the strongly transverse form, figured by Morris on Pl. XVII., Figs. 1 and 2, of 
his memoir in Count Strzelecki's "Physical description of New South Wales" 
and in proposing a new denomination, Sp. Stutchburz"i ., for the species, figured by 
Morris on Pl. XVII., Fig. 3, and by L. de. Koninck on PI. XIII., Jngs. 4b, 4c, 
and Pl. XIV., Fig. 3, of his memoir on the palreozoic fossils of New Sout.h Wales. 
vVaagen's shell from the Oonularia-nodules ·of the Salt Range consequently 
ought to be identified with Sp. Stutchbw·ii, not with Sp. vespe1·tilio, if an identifi
cation may be based altogether on so fragmentary materials. 

A third species· of the group of Spirifer vespertilio is indicated by the form 
figured by L. de Koninck on Pl. XIII., Figs. 4, 4a, of his above-quoted 
memoir. This species approaches Sp. Kashme1·iensis by the presence of a mesial 
fold in the sinus, but strongly differs from it by its sharp angular ribs. Neither 
in the true Sp. vespertilio nor in Sp. Stutcliburii a mesial rib is developed in the 
bottom of the sinus. Nor does the shape of the sinus agree in any way with t11at 
exhibited in the Kashmir shell. To me, therefore, the affinity of the latter to the 
Australian group of Sp. vespe1·iilio appears, to say the least, very uncertain. 

The permian Spfrif er al at us, Schloth., appears to me more closely allied to 
the present form than any of the above quoted species. In this respect I perfectly 
agree with the view expressed by Prof. Waagen in 1883, when he stated his specimens 
of Sp. alatus from the Amb beds of the Salt Range Productus limestone to differ 
from Sp. KashrnerienPis by some minor details only. 

Subgenus: SYlUNGOTHYB.Is, Winchell. 

SYRINGOTRYRIS cusPIDA.T.ot, l\Iartin, Pl. IV., Figs. 9, 10. 

1796. Anomites cuspidatus, Martin, Transactions, Linnean Soc., Vol. IV., p. 44. Pl. III., figs. 1-4, 5, 6. 

1809. Conch!Jliolithus Anomites cuspidatus, Martin, Petrificata. Derbiensia, Vol. I., p. 10, Pl. XLVI. 
figs. 3, 4, Pl. XL VII, fig. 5. 

1818. Spirifer cuspidatus, Sowerby, Mineral Conchology, Vol. II., p. 42, Pl. 120, figs.1-3. 
1825. Sp. cuspidatus, Sowerby, ibidem, Vol. V., p. 90, PL 461, fig, 2. 
] 836. 8pirijera cu.<pidata, Phillips, Geology of York-Lire, Vol. II., p. 216, Pl. IX., figs. 1-4. 
]840. Spirifer cuspid1Jtus, L. v. Buch, Mem. Soc. Geol. de France, T. I. V., p. lt-17, Pl. IX., fig. J.S. 
1843. Sp. cu.1·pidatus, L. de Koninck, Descr. dee aniwa.ux fossiles du terrain carbon. de Belgique, p. 243, 

Pl. XIV., fig. 1. 
1857. Spirifera cuspidata,Davidson, Monograph British Carb. Brachiopoda, pp. 44 and 224, Pl. VIII, 

Figs. 9-24, Pl. IX., figs. 1, 2. 
1877. Spirifer cuspidatus? Meek, Report U.S. Exploration of the fortieth parallel, Vol. IV., Palreontology, 

p. 87, Pl. III, figs. 11, lla. 
1884. Sy;·ingothyris cuspi•ata, Walcott, Palreontology of the Eureka District, Monogr. U. S. Geol. Surv., 

Washington, Vol. VIII., p. 219. 

A ventral and a dorsal valve, which, however, do not belong to the same 
individual, from Kuling, in Spiti, are referable to this common mountain limestone 
species. They agree perfectly with typical specimens of Sy1·ingothyri1J cuspidat<l 
from Tournay, which I have been able to procure for comparison. 
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The ventral valve, which is not complete and slightly distorted, exhibits the 
characteristic, transversely pyramidal shape of a medium-sized form of 
S. cuspidata. Its straight hinge-line is terminating in acutely rounded off 
cardinal angles. The arched triangular area is almost vertical, and curved slightly 
forward in the vicinity of the apex. The apical angle is obtuse. The narrow 
triangular fissure is nearly twice as high as broad. Of the flat, concave 
sinus the umbonal portion only bas been preserved in my specimen, since the 
frontal portion of the valve, situated anteriorly to the hinge-line, bas been broken 
off. The sculpture comists of single straight radiating ribs, of which from 
eighteen to twenty are counted on each side of the sinus. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow :-

Length of the hinge line 

Width of the area 

Width} 
. of the triangnlar fissure 

Height 
Apical angle of the ventral valve 

56 mm. 

18 " 
~ 18 " 

{ 9•5 " 
110° 

The specimen represented by the dorsal valve, figured on Pl. IV., Fig. 10, 
bas been considerably larger than the preceding one. This valve is strongly 
transvei·se, moderately and rather regularly convex, with nearly acute cardinal 
angles and a barely prominent apex. The large smooth median fold is but 
little elevated above the general convexity of the shell. It is divided along its 
middle by an indistinct longitudinal depression, extending from the extremity of 
the apex to about one-half the length of the fold. 

There are about twenty-two simple radiating ribs present on each side of 
the mesial fold. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow :-

Entire length of the dorsal valve 
,, breadth ,, 
,, thickness ,, 

Apical angle ,, 

" 
" 
" 

33•5 

72 
12 

cca. 135° 

mm. 

" .. 

Locality and Geological position ; number of specimens examined.-The two 
specimens were obtained near Kuling, in Spiti, by Dr. Stoliczka from a black 
crinoidal limestone, entirely different from any of the rooks which form part of 
the typical Kuling shales of Spiti or of the Productus shales in .Tobar and Pain
khanda. There is some probability of this rock-specimen having been derived 
from the crinoid limestone horizon, which Griesbach has demonstrated to underlie 
the white quartzite of Spiti and which he correlates with the mountain limestone 
of Europe. If this probability could be proved, the presence of Syringothy1·is cuspi
data would be strongly in favour of Griesbach's correlation, as neither in Europe 
nor in America this species has hitherto bMn ever met with in beds of an upper 
carboniferous age. 
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Sub·famiiy: MARTI~IINAE, Waagen. 

Genus: M4RTINIOPSIS, Waagen. 

1883. Martiniopsis, Waagen, Salt Rsnge Fossils, Pal. Ind., ser. xiii, Vol. I., Prod. J,imest. Foes., p. 524. 

MA.RTINIOPSIS (2) sp. ind. AFF. SUBRA.DIA.TA, Sowerby. Pl. VI., Fig. 9. 

[Compare: Spirifera sub1·adiata, Sowel'by, Darwin's Geological Observations on the volcanic islands visited 
by B. M. ship Beagle, Gte., 1814, p. 159.] 

Spirifer aubradiatua, Morris, in Strzelecki's Physical descl'iption of New South Wales and Vandiemensland, 
1845, p. 281, Pl. XV., fig. 5, Pl. XVI., figs. 1-4. . 

Spirifer glaber, Dana, Geology, Wilkes' U. S. Exploring Expedition, etc., 1849, Vol. X., p. 683, Pl. I, 
fig. 6. 

Spirifer glaber, L. de Koninck, Recherches sur les fossiles paMozoiques de la Nouvelle Galles du Sud, 1877, 
Pt. III, p. 227, Pl. XI., figs. 8, 9, Pl. XII., figs. la-c. 

Spi~ifer Daru·ini, L. de Kouinck (non Morris), ibidem, p. 230, l'l. X., fig. lla, b, Pl. XI., fig. 10, lOa 
Pl. XII., fig. 1. ' 

M11rtiniopsis tubradiata, Etheridge jun., in Jack and Etheridge, Geology and Palreontology of Queensland, 
and New Guine11., 1892, p. 238, Pl. XI., fig. 14. 

It is with some hesitation that I introduce this name for a very fragmentary 
and somewhat crushed shell from the Zewan beds of the Kashmir Valley, but among 
the forms with which the present specimen could be compared, Ma'rtiniopsis sub
radiata, Sowerby, seemed to be the most similar one. 

I consider this specimen to be the fragment of a ventral valve, with the inter
nal cast partially exposed in its apical region. The sharp left border of t.he cast 
seems to correspond to the inner wall of a dental plate. The linguatiform impres· 
sions of the cardinal muscles are divided by a large double median septum. 'Ihe 
median septum is more strongly developed than in any of the types of JJiartiniop
sis figured by L. de Koninck. It must, however, be borne in mind that the present 
form if complete, would probably exceed in size even the type specimen of L. de 
Koninck's figure lOa on Pl. XI. of his memoirs on the palreozoic fossils of New 
South Wales. 

:My fragment is too incomplete to allow any exact reconstruction of its original 
outlines, but what can be made out of its general shape is not contradictory to 
an identification as a species of Martiniopsis, allied probably to M. sub1·adiata. 
With this identification the sculpture of the shell surface agrees very well. It con· 
sists of a comparatively small number of strong concentric laminre of growth 
which are crossed by a very faint radial ornamentation. A few obtuse radiating 
costre are, however, more strongly marked. 'l'he shell structure exhibited in the 
vicinity of the front margin only is moderately punctate and fibrous. 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens examined.-Greenish 
shales of the Zewan beds, associated with Proto1·etepo1·a ampla, Lonsd., Kashmir 
Valley ; Coll. Verchere; 1 • 

.RemMks.-It is to be regretted that the present specimen is too poorly pre
served to allow a definite identification. Could I have satisfactorily proved its apper· 
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tenance to the group of M. subradiata, it might very justifiably have been quoted 
among the species indicating an affinity between the faunre of the Himalayan 
Zewan beds and of the carboniferous rocks of Australia. 

Sub-order: A NCJSTROPEGMA.TA, Zittel. 

Family : RHYNCHONELLIJJ..lE, Gray. 

Sub-family: RHYNCHONELLIN.M, Waagen. 

Genus: RHYNCBELLA Fisch. v. Waldh. 

Three species of this genus have been described by Davidson from the collec• 
tions of Captain Godwin-Austen made in the Zewan beds of Kashmir. Only one 
of them was identified with a European form by that learned author, whilst the two 
others were considered to be new. These three species are:-

l. RhynclionelZa pleurodon var. Davreuxiana, de Kon (Rk. triple:c, M'Coy). 
2. ,, Barusiensi-~, Davidson (l. c. p. 421, Pl. II, fig. 8. 1.) 

3. ,, Kashmerie11sis, D.1vidson (l. c, p. 42, Pl. II. fig. 91.) 

The genus seems to be extremely rare in the anthracolithic rocks of Kashmir. 
Only very few specimens were available to Prof. Davidson, who himself stated the 
study of a larger number of specimens to be necessary for arriving at a satisfactory 
conclusion regarding the affinities of his new species to the rest of congeneric forms, 
Unfortunately, however, I am not in a position to add anything to elucidate this 
point. Both in the quartz sandstone with Oonularia tenuistriata and Spi,rif er 
.Lydekkeri from the Ladakh Valley, collected by Lydekker, and in a slab of rock 
from the Ze.wan beds of Barus collected by Major Collet, a small number of B.hyn
chonellidce liave been discovered, but they are so badly preserved that I could not 
even decide whether they actually belong to either Rhynckonella or Camarophoi·in .. 
ln a sericit.ic slate from the Ladakh Valley very badly preserved specimens of 
Rhynchonella have likewise been noticed. 

Sub-family: CAMAROPHORIINJE, Waagen. 

Genus : CAMAROPHORIA, King. 

CAMAROPHORIA CF. PuRDONI, Davidson. Pl. VII., Fig. 4. 

1862. Oam!lrophoria Purdoni, Davidson, Quart. J ourn. Geological Soc., London, Vol. XVIII., p, 30, PI. II, 
fig. 4. 

For a complete list of synonyms I refer to my memoir on the fauna of the 
permo-carboniferous limestone crag of Ohitichun No. I (Pt. 3 of this volume). 

Two specimens from the anthracolithio rocks of Kashmir are referable to this 
species, with which I should have united them without the slightest hesitation 
bad not their fosu:fficient state of preservation prevented me from doing so. 
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In its general shape and outline the more complete specimen of the two agrees 
almost perfectly with moderately inflated forms of Camarophoria Purdoni from 
Chitichun No. I. This specimen, which has served as type for the illustration on 
Pl. VII. of this memoir, having been strongly injured by weathering, the exact 
number of ribs cannot be made out. One of the ribs in the median fold of the 
dorsal valve can be traced to the proximity of the apex. The two lateral portions 
of the shell are distinctly asymmetrical. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow :-
Entire length of the shell 
Length of the dorsal valve 
Entire breadth of the shell 
Breadth of the median fold 

Thickness of both valves 
Apical angle of the ventral val'l'e 

" " 
., ,, dorsal ,, 

31 mm. 

28 " 
32 ,, 

16 " 
16 " 
80° 
g50 

The specimens under consideration are probably identical with O. Pu1·doni, 
but there are several species of this genus which so closely approach the latter form, 
especiaily O. alpina, Schellwien, from the upper carboniferous Fusulina limestone 
of Carinthia, that a direct identification is only possible if completely preserved 
forms were available. 

Locality and Geological position; number· ef specimens examined.-Black, 
micaceous shells, Kashmir, exact locality not known; Coll. Lydekker; 2. 

From the character of the matrix adhering to the loose shells it appears doubt
ful whether they have been obtained from the Zewan beds or from the geologically 
younger shales with P1•oductus Abichi and Marginijera himalayensis correspond
ing in age probably to the Kuling shales of Spiti. 

Sub-order: ANCYLOPEGMATA, Zittel. 

Family: TEREBRATULID.LE, King. 

Sub.family: TEREBRATULlNlE, Waagen. 

Sub-genus: DIELASMA, King. 

DIELASMA HA.STATUM, Sowerby, Pl. VII., Fig. 5. 

1824. Terebi-atula kastata, Sowerby, Mineral Conch. of Great Britain, Vol. V., p. 66, pl. 446, fig. 2, media 
(fig. 2, dextra et cateris exclusis). 

1857. T. 11astata, Davidson, Monograph British carb. Brachiopoda, p. 11, Pl. I., fig. 1 (cateris exclusis). 
1876. T. kastata, Roemer, Lethaea Palreazoica I., Th. atlas, tab. XLlll., fig. l. 

1880. T. sacculus var. hastata, Davidson, Mouogr. British Fo8sil Brachiopoda, supplement, Vol. IV., 
p. 269, Pl. XXX., fig. 17. 

1887. IJielasma liastatum, L. de Koninck, Fauna du Calcaire carbonifere de la I:elgique, p. 9, Pl. III., figs. 
1-26, Pl. IV., figs. 9-22, var. figs. 23-25. 

Among the fossil material collected by Lydekker in the antbracolithic rooks of 
the Kashmir valley, there is one single but perfectly complete specimen of 
Dielasma, which, I think, may be safely identified with IJielasma hastatum, even 
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if this latter species is accepted in the narrow circumscription proposed by L. de 
Koninck. In the genus Dielasma an interpretation of species has been introduced 
by that learned author, as has scarcely been adopted in any other group of 
brachiopoda, their distinction being based on very subordinate details to 
which in other genera of this class barely a varietal importance would have been 
accorded.1 Of some of these species L. de Koninck himself candidly admits it 
to be solely a matter of taste, whether the difference be considered or not as 
sufficient for the distinction of separate species. If, notwithstanding this fact, 
I venture on a direct identification of the present specimen with JJielasma hastatum 
in the narrow circumscription proposed by L. de Koninck, it is on the ground of 
its agreeing entirely with some of the type specimens of that author from the 
mountain limestone of Belgium. 

The shell is of a somewhat pyriform shape, elongated, truncated in the frontal 
region, and provided with a s!ightly arched frontal line. Its largest transverlile 
diameter is situated a little anteriorly to the middle of its entire length. 

The ventral valve is strongly iniated, especially so in the vicinity of the 
beak, gradually tapering towards the front line where a broadly excavated sinus 
is formed. This sinus originates in the middle of the entire length of the valve. 
The beak is thick, regularly curved, and slightly prominent beyond the apex of 
the dorsal valve. It is pierced by a large, longitudinally oval, oblique foramen. 
Its lateral portions are somewhat flattened, indistinct ridges extending down the 
beak on both sides of the foramen and limiting off a very ill-defined false area. 

The dorsal valve is less strongly inflated than the opposite one, regularly 
vaulted in either direction, and provided with a shallow broad sinus, which is 
considerably less deep than the corresponding sinus in the ventral valve. The 
lateral margins of the two valves meet in a very flatly curved line, the convexity 
of which is tu~ned towards the ventral valve. The front line is slightly raised in 
the opposite direction. 

The surface of the shell is nearly smooth, ornamented by a few irregularly 
disposed, concentric strire of growth only, which are restricted to the proximity 
of the front. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow :-

Entire length of the shell 
,, ,, ,, ,, smaller valve 
,, breadth of the shell 

Thickness of the shell 
Apical angle of the ventral valve .. ,, ,, ,, dorsal valve 

• 29 mm. 
• 25 .. 
• 21 

" • 16 
" • oca so• 

. " 90" 

Locality and Geological position; number of apecimen9 examined.-N. of 
Eisbmakam, Kashmir Valley, obtained probably from the Zewan beds; Coll. Ly
dekker; 1. 

1 In strict contrast to this narrow interpretation of species stands L. de Koninck's identification of a Diela1•a 
from Loping, de~eribed by Kayser (Obercarbonische Fauna von Loping, Richthofen, China, IV. Bd., p. 174, T,,f. 
XXIII, fig. 9) with D. normale, L. de Kon. (I. c. p 21, Pl. VI., figs. 49-62). If these two forms a.re to be unitJd 
we may as well aooept speoiea of so monstrous an extension as D. 1acculu1 in the interpretatiou of Davidson. • 

]( 
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llemar'ks.-L. de Koninck insists on this species being restricted to the mount
ani limestone of Belgium and Ireland only, and does not admit its identity with 
permian forms described as varieties of lJielasma hastatum by Davidson and by 
Kirkby. It is, however, impossible to decide whether among the forms from upper 
carboniferous beds, quoted under that name by European and American authors, 
the true IJ. hastatum may be represented or not, as a very different definition of this 
species has been adopted by the majority of palreontologists and by L. de 
Kon in ck. 

Order: IN ARTICULATA, Huxley. 

Family: IJISCINIDLE, Gray. 

Genus: DISOINA, Lamarck. 

DISCINA KASHMERIENSIS, Davidson. 

1866. Discina Kashmeriensis, Davidson, Que.rt. Jonrn., Geo1 Soc., London, Vol. XXII., p. 45, PL JI., 
fig. 19. 

Two specimens of this interesting species were obtained by Captain Godwin
Austen in the Barus beds of Khoonmoo and described by Davidson. Waagen 
considers them to be very closely allied to JJiscinisca Warthi (Salt Range Fossils, 
Palreont. Indica, ser. XIII, Vol. IV., Geological Results, p. 134, Pl. V., figs. 12-15), 
from the Conularia nodules of the lower speckled sandstone in the Eastern Salt 
Range and to differ from the latter species solely by their larger dimensions and 
by their more strongly inflated upper valves. 

No specimens of any Discinidce have been discovered among the fossil material 
from Kashmir and Spiti entrusted to me for examination by the Director of the 
Geological Survey of India. 

The genus Discina is of so scarce an occurrence in Asiatic deposits of an anthraco
lithic age that the presence of this Himalayan species in the carboniferous rocks 
of Kashmir is of some importance. 

Class: BRYOZOA. 

Although this class of fossils is very richly represented in the anthracolithie 
rocks of Kashmir, their examination is rendered exceedingly difficult by their 
unsatisfactory state of preservation. Not only they are, as a rule, found in the 
condition of impressions only, but even in the few C'ases, if the polyzoarium itself 
has been preserved, I have, with one single exception, either not succeeded in 
clearing the poriferous side from the matrix, or have found it so strongly injured 
from weathering that no definite information concerning the nature of the cells 
could be obtained. In the absence of this character I deemed it preferable t.o 
abstain from a specific identification of my specimens and to be rather content 
with comparing them with such species as I thought to be probably their 
nearest allies. In one single case only did I dare to make an exception from this 
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treatment of my materials. This species is Protoretepora ampla, Lonsdale. The 
examination of some excellently preserved impressions from the Zewan beds of 
Kashmir revealed to me the nature and arrangement of the cells, agreeing per· 
fectly with those exliibited in the Australian types of this remarkable form. 

Thus the present monograph does not give an adequate idea of the rich fauna. 
of Bryozoa contained in the anthracolithic system of the North-Western Himalayas. 
No doubt a systematic search of the localities mentioned will bring to light a 
much larger numb~r of species than those here described. 

Order: GYMNOL.lEMATA, Allen. 

Sub-order: CYCLOSTOMATA, Busk. 

Family: FE:NESTELLID.l/J,, King. 

Sub-family: FE~ESTELLIN...E, Waagen. 

Genus : FE NESTELLA, Lonsdale. 

1. FENESTELLA SP. IND. AFF. F. FOSSULA, Lonsdale. Pl. VII., Fig. 8; Pl. VIII., Fig. 4. 

(Compare: Fene:rtella fossula, Lonsdale, in Darwin's Geol. Observations on Volcanic islands, 1844, p. 166, 
and in Count Strzeleoki's Physical Description of New South Wales, etc., 1845, p. 269, T. IX., fig. I.] 

Fenestella,fo:rsula, Etheridge, Quart. Journ., Geo!. Soc., London, Vol. XXVIII., 1872, p. 332, Pl. 25, fig. 1. 
Fenestellafossula, Etheridge jun .. in Jack and Etheridge, Geology and Palmontology of Queensland, etc., 

[p. 217, Pl. IX., figs. 4, 5]. 

A number of specimens of a Fenestella from the Zewan beds of the Kashmir 
valley appear to be very closely allied, if not actually identical with the present 
species. But as the poriferous side is not sufficiently well preserved to allow the 
character and arrangement of the cells to be studied, I dare not venture on a 
direct identification. Since a very narrow circumscription of the single species 
of this genus has been adopted by Stuckenberg in his monograph of the Russian 
carboniferous corals and Bryozoa, a specific determination of Fenestellce is barely 
any more possible if one has not to deal with perfectly preserved specimens. 
Being not in this happy position, I must be satisfied with referring my forms 
to FenestellrJjossula as their probably nearest ally. 

All my specimens are characterised by their very regular structure and by 
their densely retiform appearance, being composed of very delicate and slender dis
sepiments and interstices. The branches are of equal thickness throughout their 
entire extent and are not frequently divided dichotomously. They are not swollen at 
the point of division. They are considerably thinner and bifurcate less frequently 
than inF. plebeia, M'Coy. The interstices form together with the dissepiments rec· 
tangular fenestrules, bordered by nearly straight bars, and provided with ovally 
rounded off corners. Within the space of 5 mm. there can be counted generally 
10 meshes or fenestrules in the direction of the extension of the branches, and 14 in 
the transverse direction, 

J( 2 
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On the non·poriferous side the branches are flatly vaulted. Whether they 
have been ornamented by a longitudinal striation or not I am not able to decide, 
as in none of my numerous forms the surface has been perfectly well preserved. 
Of the poriferous side very little is known to me. Traces of a median keel are occa
sionally noticed in the hollow spaces left in the cast by the impression of the branches. 

The species attains considerably large dimensions, one of my specimens, though 
incomplete, reaching a length of 100 mm. and a width of 90 mm. 

In the specimen, figured on Pl. VII, Fig. 8, the natural colouring of the 
species, a dark Indian red, seems to have been preserved. 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens ezamined.-Numer
ous forms of this species have been collected in the Zewan or Barus beds of the 
Kashmir Valley by Major Collet, of the Ladakh Valley and at Eishmakam by 
Lydekker, near Barus by Captain Godwin-Austen. 

Remarks.-The dense arrangement of the very thin, but rarely dichotomising 
branches is a good character of this species which very closely approaches Fenes
tella jossula, Lonsd., from the carboniferous rocks of New South Wales, Tasmania 
and Queensland. In its general shape it agrees especially weU with the specimen 
from Gympie figured by Etheridge, sen., in Volume XXVIII of the Quarterly 
Journal. 

Waagen united together Fenestella fossula with F. veneris, Fisch., and F. 
jabiensis, Waag.. in a special group of forms, distinguished from the rest of con
generic species by a different aspect of the two faces of the colony, '' on the pori
ferous side the fenestrules appearing more or less rectangular, while on the other side 
they appear oval or nearly circular.'' This peculiarity is however not mentioned by 
Etheridge, jun., in his minute description of Lonsdale's species in the '' Palreontology 
of Queensland and New Guinea" (p. 217). 

2. FENESTELLA SP. AFF. F. INTERNATA, Lonsdale. 

Pl. VII., Fig. 9 ; Pl. VIII, Fig. 3. 

[Compare Fenestella internata, Lonsdale, in Darwin's Geological Observ. on Volcanic Isla.nds, etc., 1844, 
p. 165.] 

F. internata, Lonsdale, in Strzelooki's Physical Description of New South Wales, eto., 1846, p. 269, Pl. IX, 
fig. 2. 

F. internata, Dana., in Wilkes, U. S. Exploring Expedition, Geology, 184.9, p. 710, Pl. X, fig. 13. 
F. internata, Etheridge, jun., in Jack and Etheridge, Geology and Palmontology of Queensland, eto., 1892, 

p. 218, Pl. IX, figs. 6-7.] 

Although among my materials this species is more numerously represented 
than the preceding one, I have seen it only in the condition of impressions in which 
the casts of the fenestrules and the hollow spaces left by the removed dissepiments 
and branches have been preserved. Thus the determination of the species remains 
yet more uncertain, being necessarily based on a general resemblance of my speci
mens to Fenestella internata only. 

The present species exhibits the same densely retiform appearance, the rarely 
dichotomising branches, the regular arrangement of the straight iDterstices and 
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disepiments enclosing rectangularly oval fenestrules as has been noticed in P 
fossula. It chiefly differs from the latter in being of a larger habit. Within the 
space of 5 mm. there can generally be counted 5 to 6 fenestrules in the direction 
of the extension of the branches, and 7 to 8 in the transverse direction. 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens e:camined.-I have 
examined about twelve specimens of this species which were obtained at different 
localities from the Zewan beds of the Kashmir and Ladakh Valley, by Captain 
Godwin-Austen, Major Collet and Lydekker. 

Subfamily: POLYPORIN~, Waagen. 

Genus: PROTORETEPORA, de Koninck. 

PROTORETEPORA A.:MPLA, Lonsdale, Pl. VII, Fig. 10; Pl. VIII, Figs. 1, ~. 

1844. Fenestella ampla, Lonsdale, in Darwin's Geolog. Observ. on Volcanic Islands, eto., p. 163. 
1845. F. ampla, Lonsdale, in Strzelecki's Physical Descr. of New South Wales, eto., p. 268, Pl. IX., figs. 3. 
1849. F. ampla, Dana in Wilke&, U.S. Exploring ExPedition, Geology, p. 10, Pl. XI, figs. 1, la. 
1876. Polypora ampla, Etheridge, jun., Transactions Royal Boo. Victoria., Vol. XII, p. 66, fig. 1. 
1883. Protoretepora ampla, Lydekker, Geology of the Kashmir and Cbambu. territories, eto., Mem. Geol. 

Bnrvey of India, Vol. XXII, Pl. II, fig.1. 
1892. P. ampla, Etheridge, jnn., in Jack and Etheridge, Geology and Palreontology of Qoeensland, etc., p. 

221. 

This is tbe only species of Bryozoa contained in the Geological Survey's colleo· 
tions from Kashmir which is represented by sufficiently well preserved forms to 
warrant a certain identification. Mr. Etheridge, jun., has fully discussed the value 
of the generic name Protoretepora and redefined it. I have also relied on his 
arguments in adopting the present species in a narrower circumscription than 
had been introduced by L. de Koninck. 

My sp~cimens agree perfectly well with the Australian Protoretepora ampla, if 
the latter is accepted in the interpretation proposed by Etheridge, jun., excluding the 
1'ar. Konincki and var. Woodsi. They form very large funnel or cup-shaped colo• 
nies with often strongly contorted or crumpled expansions. The largest among them 
seems to have attained at least 160 mm. in length and 180 mm in width. The cell
bearing face of the polyzoarium is internal. The interstices are tolerably straight 
and bifurcating at moderately long intervals. They are broad, flatly arched and 
expanding previous to bifurcation. The dissepim.ents are only one-half to one-third 
the length of the interstices, from which they are, however, not very distinctly de
fined. The numerous elongate oval fenestrules are arranged radially in regular 
rows, some of which can be traced from the very root to the margins of the colony. 
There are generally four fenestrules within the space of 10 mm. along the 
longitudinal direction. 

On the poriferous face of the colony the interstitial interspaces between the 
fenestrules are occupied by from five to eight rows of circular cell-apertures. The 
diseepiments as well as the interstices are celluliferous 
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The outer surface has been too much injured in my specimens by weathering to 
allow its ornamentation to be studied in detail. 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens examined.-This 
remarkable species is not at all rare in the Zewan beds of the Kashmir Valley. The 
chief localities where it has been collected by Verchere, Captain Godwin,.A us ten and 
Lydekker are the following: Mandakpal, N. W. of Wasterwan, Leitipur, S. E. of 
Srinagar, Pailgam, Barus, Marbal Pass (associated with Lyttonia sp. ind.). 

Remarks.-The identity of the Kashmir specimens with the typical Protorete
pora ampla from the anthracolithic rocks of Tasmania and Queensland has been 
advocated by Lydekker on the authority of Dr. Feistmantel and fully confirmed by 
my examination of his materials. It is of no small geological importance, pointin~ 
as it does, to slight Australian affinities in the carboniferous fauna of Kashmir in a 
more direct way than the rest of similar indications. 

Family: TH.AMNISCID..lE, King. 

Genus: ACANTHOCLADIA, King. 

AcANT:e:ocLADIA sP. IND. Pl. VII, Fig. 7. 

It is with considerable hesitation that I refer a single, incomplete and badly pre· 
served specimen from Loodoo to this genus. 

The arborescent colony consists of a primary branch, from which a few secondary 
branches take their origin, bifurcating at long intervals, but being never connected 
by dissepiments. All the branches are situated in one plane. The majority of them 
are ornamented either on both sides or on one side only with numerous little branch· 
lets, which are narrower than the principal stems, very short, pointed and nearly 
parallel to each other. 

Although the poriferous face is exposed in my specimen, the character and 
arrangement of the cellules cannot be made out with certainty on account of its 
unsatisfactory state of preservation. 

Locality and Geological position; number of specimens e.xamined;-Loodoo 
Vihi Valley, Kashmir, Zewan beds; Coll. Godwin-Austen; 1. 

FA UNISTIC RESULTS. 

Among tl1e faunre of the anthracolithic system in the Himalayas of Kashmir 
and Spiti described in the present memoir, the fauna of the Kuling shales of Spiti 
is the geologically youngest in age. It comprises the following forms, being rather 
poor in species, though rich in individuals:-

I. Marginifera kimala'!lenaia, Diener. 
2. Chonetes cf . .Lissareuis, Diener. 
3. Athyria Gerardi, Diener. 
4, Spirifer Rajah, Salter. 
5. ,, sp. ind. o/f. Raja/,. 

6. 
7. 

,, 
,, 

Musa/raeylen1is, Davids. 
ef. Nitiensi1, Diener. 
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So far as numbers go, Marginifera himalayensis, Diener-a species very olosely 
allied to M. typica, Waagen-and Spirifer Rajah, Salt., play the principal part. 
The class of Lamellibranchiata is represented by a few very pC1orly preserved frag· 
ments only, which do not allow a specific determination. The state of preservation 
of the brachiopoda is also, as a rule, rather indifferent. There is barely one single 
fairly complete form among the numerous specimens collected by l>r. Gerard, 
Stoliczka and Griesbach. 

Griesbach correlated the Kuling sl1ales of Spiti (sensu &tricto) with the 
permian Productus shales of Johar and PainKhanda. The palreontological evidence 
afforded by the examination of the fossil materials handed over to me is certainly not 
adverse to this correlation, which was chiefly based on stratigraphical and lithological 
characters. Out of seven species of brachiopoda composing the fauna of the Kul
ing shales of Spiti, four are probably identical with forms from 'thepermian Produc· 
tus shales of the Central Himalayas. These four species are:-

Chonetes cf. Lissaren1is, Dien . 

.Athyris Gerardi, Dien, 

Spirifer Musakluylensis, Davide. 
,, cf. Nitiensis, Dien. 

Three of these species are restricted exclusively to the Productus shales of the 
Himalayas and do not occur in any other deposits. Among the three remaining 
forms, forming part of the brachiopod-fauna of the Kuling shales of Spiti also, not a 
single one occurs outside the sedimentary belt of the Himalayas. Thus the affinity 
of the present fauna to that of the permian Productus shales is undoubtedly more 
strongly marked than to the faunre of any non-Indian strata of anthracolithic age. 
To this evidence it may be added that .Athyris Gerardi and Spi,rifer cf. Nitiensitt 
have been obtained from sandstone partings intercalated in the black micaceous 
Kuling shales, which lithologically agree so perfectly well with similar intercala
tions of sandstone partings in the Productus shales of Kiunglung that the specimens 
in the collection could not be separated without the labels attached to them. 

An astonishing fact which must not be overlooked is the total absence of the 
two chief leading fossils of the Kuling shales of Spiti, Marginifera himal.ayensis and 
Spirif er Rajah in the Productus shales of J obar and Painkhanda. This fact, it is 
true, strongly diminishes in its importance if we bear in mind that the Jeading 
fossils of the Productus shales themselves are very unequally distributed at different 
localities. Ohonetes Lissarensis, e. g., which is most abundant in the Productus 
shales of Johar, whole rock-specimens being made up of its shells only, is entirely 
absent in Painkhanda. On the other hand, Productus cancriniformis, which is 
very common in the Niti district, has not been found in the Productus shales of 
Johar. 

This rather unequal distribution of species throughout the Himalayan Pro
ductus shales does not however exclude the possibility of another explanation of 
the absence of J1J.arginifera himalayensia and Spirifer Rajah in the eastern 
J>Ortion of the Central Himalayas. To this explanation a passage in Griesbaoh's 
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description of the sequence of anthracolithic rocks in the Niti area (Geology of the 
Central Himalayas, Mem. Geol. Surv. of India, Vol. XXIII, p. 120) gives a clue. 
In his description Griesbach makes reference to the development of a calcareous 
thick-bedded dark.grey sandstone, intermediate between the carboniferous white 
quartzite and the Productus shales of a ravine at the foot of the lSiti pass. This 
dark-grey sandstone he found full of braohiopoda, which he identified with 
Productus semireticulatus. "I have compared "-he further adds-'' both the 
specimens and the matrix with specimens contained in the Geological Survey 
Museum, which had been collected at Kuling by Dr. Stoliczka; both are so close 
in form and lithological character that they might easily have come from the sa.µie 
locality." 

Among the materials handed over to me for examination no fossils from this 
rock group are unfortunately represented. Could the presence of Marginifera 
himalayensis-corrasponding to Griesbach's Productus semireticulatus-in the 
calcareous sandstones from the foot of the Niti Pass satisfactorily be proved, this 
evidence might point to the probability of a correlation of these sandstones with 
part of the Kuling shales of Spiti characterised by the presence of 111.. hima
layensia and Spirifer Rajah. Nor is the possibility excluded that these beds are 
slightly lower in their position within the Kuling shales than the main mass of the 
latter from which the species identical with forms peculiar to the Himalayan 
Productus shales have been derived. I have hinted at this possibility to draw 
the attention of future observers to this question, as it may easily be decided by 
collecting more extensive fossil materials, according to single geological horizons. 
To say more on the poor evidence of a few vague palreontological indications 
only, which are not supported by a thorough knowledge of the actual stratigraphical 
sequence, would far transgress the limits of sound geological reasoning. 

My recent examination of the anthracolithic fossils of Kashmir co11ected by 
Captain Godwin-Austen, Verchere, Major Collet and Lydekker, has led me to 
recognize two fairly well differentiated· faunro among them. The geologically 
younger fauna is represented by a small set of brachiopoda, collected by R. Lydekker 
in a dark micaceous shale with occasional intercalations of sandstone on the summit 
of a ridge north-east of Prongam Tral. The species composing this faunula are 
the following :-

Productus ..tf.biclti, Waagen. 
Marginifera liirnala!Jen1ia, Dien. 
Clone tea 9randicosta, W aagen. 
Strop!tomena anologa, Phill, 

So far as a correlation of horizon may be based on so small a number of fossils, 
all the evidence goes to prove that the rocks from Prongam Tral correspond in age 
to the Kuling shales of Spiti. The few slabs of rock from this locality, contained 
in the Geological Survey's collections, are full of Marginifera kimala'lJenais and 
exactly agree in their lithological character with specimens from the Kuling shales, 
collected by Stoliczka and Griesbach. Each of the three remaining species is re
presented in Lydekker's collection by one single individual only. Among them 
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Stropkomena analoga is an ubiquitous form. of a tolerably wide geographical and 
geological distribution, ranging throughout the entire carboniferous system into 
permian strata. Productus .Abicki and Chonetes grandicosta decidedly point to a 
permian age. Produclus .Abichi is among the most characteristic permian species 
of the Salt Range, of Armenia and Timor. Chonetes graridicosta has as yet not 
been discovered outside the upper Productus limestone of the Salt Range. 

In considering these facts it appeared to me that from a palceontological point of 
view a correlation of t.he shales with Marginifera himalayensis from Prongam Tral 
with the Kuling shales of Spiti will best express our present state of knowledge 
regarding their true stratigraphical position. This view is corroborated by the fact 
that none of the few fossils from this locality is identical with a species from the 
Z:iw!in beds of Barus, Khoonmoo or Eishmakam. Stratigraphical evidence to ascer
hin this correlation of the.Prongam Tral beds with the Kuling shales of Spiti is, 
howljver, unfortunately wanting. In Lydekker's report on the geology of the 
Kashmfr district no reference is made to the position of those beds, which he probably 
failed altogether to distinguish from the rest of anthracolithic rocks. 

Provided the correlation of the Prongam Tral beds in Kashmir and of the Kuling 
sl1ales in Spiti with the Produetus shales of Johar and Painkhanda be correct
a view which, I suppose, will better express the facts hitherto known than any 
{lther-the permian system appears to play an important part in the anthracolitbic 
series of the Himalayas and to represent a distinct horizon of great geographical 
distribution. 

The richest of all the anthracolithic faunre described in the present memoir 
is contained in the Zewan or Barus beds of the Kashmir Valley. This fauna, to 
which attention has first been drawn by the valuable memoirs of Godwin-Austea 
and Davidson, is composed of th~ following species:-

TRILOBlT..E, 

1. F ltiltipsia ap. ind. aff. acmini:fcra, Ph ill. 

LAMELLIBR.ANCBIATA, 

2. Modiola sp. inrl. (?i 
3. Aviculopecten nov. sp. ind. 
4. Pecten nov. ap. ind. 

BRACHIOPODA, 

5. Prorluctus Cora, d'Orb. 
6. 11 undatua, Defr, 
7. 
8. 
9. 

JO. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
H. 

" 
" ,, 
,. 

" 
" 
" 
" 

semireticulatua, Mart. 
ef. longiapinua, Sow. 
cf. scahriculua, Mart. 
ef. apinulosua, Sow. 
puatulosua, PbiH, 
punctatua, Mart. 
aculeatua, Mart. 
mongolilua, Diener. 
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15. StrophaloBia ap. ind., ajf. costata, Waag. 

16. ,, cf. (?) tenui1pina, Waag. 
17. Chonetes lreviB, Davids. 
18. ,, Bardrensia var. Kaahmerienaia, Dav. 
19. ,, Auatenia11a, Davids. 
20. ,, Barusienaia, Davids. 
21. Lyttonia ap. ind. 
22. IJerbyia cf. aenilia, Phill. 
28. Eumetria cf. grandicoata, Davide, (an compreaaa, Meek ?). 
24. A thyria tubtilita, Hall. 
25. ,, Buddhiata, Verchere. 
26. ,, cf. e:cpansa, Phill. 
27. Spiriferina cf. K entuclcensia, Shum. 
28. Spirifer Musaklieylensi-8, Davids. 
29. ,, 1p, ind., a.ff. Muaalclieylenais. 
30. ,, Rajah, Salter. 
81. ,, cf. triangularia, Mart. 
32. Spirif er Lydek!ceri, Diener. 
33. ,, Kashmeriensis, Davids. 
84. ,, Vihianua, David11. 

35. Martiniopaia (?) sp. ind., of!. 1ubradiata, Sow. 
36. Rhynchonella triplex, l\l'Coy. 
3 7. ,, Barusien1i1, Davids. 
38. ,, Kashmerienaz'a, Davids. 

(?) 39. Camarophoria cf. Purdoni, Davids. 

40. l.Jitlasma haatatum, Sow. 
41. IJiscina Kashmerienais, Davids. 

B:&YOZOA. 

42. Fe1'eatellt1 1p., af!. foasula, Lonsdale. 

43. ,, sp., alJ. internata, Lousd. 
44. Protoretepora ampla, Lonsd. 
45. Aeanthocladia sp. ind. 

I have not been able to ascertain if Oamarophoria cf. Pwrdoni ought not to 
have been included rather in the list of fossils from Prongam Tral than in the 
present one. 

'Iha fossils of the Zewan beds are contained in variously coloured shales, sancf. 
stones and limestones, but are as a rule rather indilfereIJ.tly preserved, This fact will 
explain the large number of species marked in the preceding list as" ap. ind." or a& 
" cf." only. 

In this list are contained 45 species altogether, of w.hich,. however, barely 
more than 30 could be identified with toleP&l>le certainty. Among them 
brachiopoda by far predominate, both in number of species and indi vidua1s, 
composing with b7 species five-sixths ~f the entire fauna. Although this ·propor. 
tion may be partly due to the circumstanee that among the Lamellibranchiata and 
Bryozoa available for examination very few specimens anly were found worthy of a 
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specific description, the predominance of brachiopoda. over the other classes of 
organic remains may be considered a well-established fact. 

Judging by its general zoological character, the fauna of the Zewan or Barus 
beds can only be looked upon as of upper carboniferous age. Leaving out such 
forms as are either restricted to the Zewan beds only or specifically undeterminable, 
the remaining species may be divided into two groups. The first group is repre
sented by species which occur both in the mountain-limestone and in deposits of 
an upper carboniferous age. The second group, w bich from a palreontological point 
of view is much more important, is composed of such species as are restricted 
to younger carboniferous strata but are absent in the mountain-limestone of lower 
carboniferous age. These species are :-

Productu& mongolicua, Diener. 
Strophaloaia cf. (?) tenuispina, Waag. 
Chonete1 Barusienais, Dav. 
Lyttonia sp i11d. 
Eumelria cf. grandicosta, Davids. 
Spiriferina cf. Kentuclcensis, Shum, 
Spiri/er Musakhe!Jlenaia, Davids. 

,, Rajah, Salt. 
Camarophoria cf. Purdoni, Davids. 
Protoretepora am1la, Lonsd. 

The frequent occurrence of StrophalosiCl!, the presence of the strange genus 
Lyttonia, of the group of Chonetes grondicostatCE, of Spirifer Musakheylensis and of 
a group of Spi-rifer, distinguished by coarse fasciculate ribs (Sp. Rajah) are 
characters of such high importance that in the face of them a correlation of the 
Zewan beds with the upper carboniferous series of other countries can hardly be 
questioned. To this may yet be added another fact, pointing in the same direction, 
and this is the absence of any species in the whole list which has hitherto only 
been met with in strata of a lower carboniferous age. 

'Ihough the question as to the age of the Zewan beds may thus be settled in a 
general way, it is hardly possible to decide to which particular horizon of the upper 
carboniferous series in the standard stratigraphic scale these beds may correspond. 
In elucidating this point it will be necessary to deal first with the relations which 
exist between the fauna of the Zewan beds and the faunm of anthracolithio deposits 
of other countries. 

A tolerably large percentage of species, at least 16 out of the 45 species, quoted 
in the preceding list, are peculiar to the fauna of the Zewan beds. The majority 
among them are, however, closely allied to carboniferous forms, as has been 
indicated in the special descriptions. Nevertheless one-third of the entire Zewan 
fauna appears to be made up of species which have not been found hitherto 
outside the Kashmir territory. But their importance from a stratigraphic point 
of view is considerably lessened by the fact that one of them only, Spirifer 
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Lydekkeri, is among the chief leading fossils of the Zewan beds. All the rest of 
leading fossils are well known anthracolithic species, viz.:-

Productus semireticulatua, Mart. 
IJerbyia cf. senitis, Phill, 
Atl11;ris aulitilita, Hall. 
8piriferina if. Kentuclcensis, Shum. 
Spirifer M usalcheylensis, Davids. 

,, Rajah, Salt. 
Protoretepora ampla, Lonsd. 

One of the most striking features of the Zewan fauna is their comparatively 
slight affinity to any of the faunre of the Salt Range Productus limestone. 
Five species only are identical, three of which have not been quite safely deter
mined. These species are the following :-

Productua Cora, d'Orb. 
,, semireticulatus, Mart. 
,, cf. tongiapinua, Sow. 

Spirifer Muaalcheylensis, Davids. 
Camarophoria cf. Purdoni, Davids. 

An affinity to the fauna of the Productus limestone of the Salt Range is 
further indicated by a small number of forms, which are very closely allied to Salt 
Range species. Such species are: -

Strophalosia sp. ind., af!. costata, Waag. 
,, cf. (") tenuispina, Waag. 

L11ttonia Bp. ind. 
Bumetria cf. (."') grandicosta, Davids. 
1Jisci1ta KaAhmeriensis, Davids, 

These are rather slight affinities only. Much more close are the relations to 
the carboniferous deposits of Europe. Chiefly the list of Producti from the Zewau 
beds contains a large number of European carboniferous forms. Ten species are 
directly identical, but the number of species probably identical is increased to 
17, if such forms are included as are marked in the above quoted list as ''cf.'' only. 
The species pointing to European affinities are the following:-

Prorl11ctus Cora, d'Orb. 

" 
unclatus, Defrance. 

,, semireticulatua, Mart. 

" 
cf. tongispinus, Sow. 

,, cf. scabriculus, Mart. 

" cf. Bpinulo11us, Sow. 

" 
pustulosus, Phill. 

" 
punctatus, Mart. 

,, aculeatus, Mart. 

IJerb!Jia cf'. aen iZis, Ph ill. 
A thyris subtilita, Hall. 

,, cf. e:cpansa, Phill. 
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Spiriftr cf. t?-iangularis, Mari. 
,, Musalcheylen.1ss, Davids. 

Rhyncho11el/a triplex, M'Coy. 
Camarophorta cf. PunlQni, Davids. 

IJielasrna haatotum, Sow. 
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'This predominance of European carboniferous types is a very remarkable fact. 
It is the more astonishing if we take into consideration that very close relations 
exist between the faun re of Chitichun No. I and of the Salt Range Productus 
limestone, more than one-half of the entire brnchiopod fauna of Chitichun No. I 
being composed of identical species. 

There are similar relations between the faunre of the Zewan beds of Kashmir 
and of Loping in China, as between the former and the faunre of European 
carboniferous deposits. Seven or eight species are probably identical, and the 
number of very closely allied forms is still larger. The fauna of the Zewan beds 
certainly bears a greater similarity to that of Loping than to any of the Salt Range 
faunre, though the latter region is geographically less distant. 

A third element in the faunre of the Zewan beds is constituted by a few forms 
which point to an affinity with the carboniferous fauna of Australia. These Austra
lian affinities are indicated by the following species :-

Spirifer .Lydelclceri, Dien, 

Martiniopais (?) sp. iidl., a.ff. subradiata, Sow. 
P1·oforetepora ampla, Lons<l. 

Penestella sp. i11d., atf. fossula, Lonsd. 

,, sp. ind., aff. internata, Lonsd. 

Among these five species P'rotoretepora ampla only is actually identical with 
all Australian carboniferous type. Spirif er Lydekkeri is very closely allied to Sp. 
Olarkei, de Kon. The determination of the specimen, figured on Pl. VI, Fig. 9, 
of the present memoir, as Martilniopsis, is not beyond all doubt. Tlie two species 
of Fenestell<E may probably have their nearest allies in the carboniferous rocks of 
Australia, but their exact identification is impossible, owing to the unsatisfactory 
state of preservation of my materials available for examination. 

Another Himalayan species identical with an Australian form is Strophalosia 
Gerai·di, King, but the geological age of the beds in which the Himalayan type 
specimen was collected by Dr. Gerard is unfortunately unknown. 

The faunistic affinities between the Zewan beds of Kashmir and the carboni· 
ferous deposits of Australia, as indicated by the above-mentioned fossils, appear 
therefore to be very slight only. They are certainly less strongly marked than 
the Australian affinities of the fauna contained in the Oonularia nodules and in the 
Eu1·ydesma sandstones of the Salt Range. Nevertheless I consider them to be of 
no small geological importance, because similar affinities are entirely absent in the 
Productus limestone. 

A correlation of the Zewan beds with the lower speckled sandstone of the Salt 
Range bas been advocated by Waagen. Although Davidson's description of the 
brachiopoda, collected by Godwin-Austen, was only available to him as a base for 
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correlation, be justly noLced the predominance of European carboniferous types in 
the Kashmir fauna, and correctly inferred that the Zewan beds should be placed 
rather high in the carboniferous series, "that they should either be placed on a 
level with the lower speckled sandstone of the Salt Range, or else they should 
be considered as intermediate in age between the latter beds and the lower Pro
ductus limestone (Amb beds).'n 

The remarkable palreontological separation of the faunm of the Zewan and Amb 
beds is indeed no evidence in favour of a correlation of these two rock-groups. 
So far as the testimony of fossils in the correlation of the faume of two distant 
regions can be relied on to the extent and with the precision which our ability to 
interpret them will permit, the predominance of European and the slight admixture 
of Australian types point to a geological horizon slightly lower in age than the 
Amb beds. A correlation with the lower speckled sandstone is nevertheless yet far 
fr0m being established safely. Only by obtaining new and abundant materials 
alid giving them an exhaustive study could the problem of the relations existing 
between the Kashmir and Salt Range anthracolithic faunre be practically solved. 

The question whether the Zewan beds should be placed on a level with the 
:Moscovbn or Gshelian stages of the carboniferous system in Europe, is likewise 
an open one. Those who try to establish a natural classification of Himalayan 
rocks will probably come to the conclusion that the minor divisions of the car· 
boniferous system, which are thoroughly adapted to the stratigraphic order in 
Eastern Europe, cannot be recognized in the carboniferous series of extra-penin
sular India. I seriously doubt that the sub-divisions of the upper carboniferous 
strata, which are locally distinguishable in the Ural or in Central Russia, are 
satisfactory for purposes of correlation in the Indian province. All attempts to 
establish a correlation of the Zewan beds with any of these sub-divisions on 
biological evidence will prove forced and artificial. 

'11bere is yet one horizon among the anthracolithic series of the North-"'\\. astern 
Himalayas, to which, upon the scanty palreontologicnl data available, an upper 
carboniferous age must probably be attributed. This horizon .is represented by a 
'! uartz-sandstone, collected in the Ladakh Va11ey by Lydekker, and containing 
the following fossils :-

Productus sp. ind, 
Spirif er Lydeklceri, Dien, 
Sp. intl. aff. Lydelclceri. 
Conutaria tenuistriata, M'Coy. 

Neither the stratigraphic position of this sandstrme nor the locality is mentioned 
m Lydekker's memoir. The assemblage of species strongly exhibits an affinity 
to Australian carboniferous types. Especially the presence of Oonularia tenui· 
~triata, occurring also in the boulder group of the Salt Range, points in this 
ciirection. 

A horizon lower in age than all those hitherto mentioned is perhaps indicated 
by the specimen of a crinoidal limestone collected by Stoliczka near Kuling in Spiti, 

1 W. Wa1Jqen, Salt Range Fossila, i. c. Vol. IV, Geologi~I Results, P• 166. 
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This rock specimen yielded two forms of Syri11gothyri1 cuspidata, Mart., a very 
common mountain limestone form in Western Europe. There is some probability 
of the specimen having been derived from the crinoid limestone horizon, which 
Griesbach Las proved to form the base of the carboniferous series in the Central 
Himalayas, and which he correlated with the lower carboniferous beds of the 
European standard. 

This is all I am able to say with regard to the faunistic features of the anthra
colithic series in Kashmir and Spiti. My indications are rather vague, I regret to 
say, and the results of my studies less certain than I could have wished. But it 
must be borne in mind that in many instanoes the exact stratigraphic position of 
the fossils entrusted to me for examination was not known, and that it would 
require a personal study of the anthracolithic deposits in situ and the collection of 
extensive materials, exactly to single geological horizons, to obtain safer results. I 
can only express my earnest hope that the intereating problems connected "ith the 
stratigraphy of the anthracolithic system in the North-Western Himalayas may be 
solved in time by a detailed survey of the Kashmir Valley. If the details of both 
stratigraphy and palreontology in this district are worked out with sufficient 
minuteness, they may not only permit fuller correlations with the anthracolithic 
system in other parts of the world, but may probably lead to the solution of one of 
the most important problems in the natural history of the anthracolitbic epoch, i.e., 
of the relations between the carboniferous deposits of Europe and of Australia. 



PLATE I. 

Figs. l, !. PHILLIPSIA, sp. ind. aff .• SJIJMINIFERA, Phill. 
Two pygidia from the Zewan beds, N. of Eishmakam, Kashmir Valley ; colt 
Lydekker. 

la, 2a natural size ; 161 26 twice enlarged. 

Fig. 3. AVICULOPECTEN, sp. ind. 
Right valve from the Zewan beds of Eishmakam, Kashmir Valley; coll. Lydekker. 

Fig. 4. PECTEN, sp. ind. 
Left valve from the same locality ; coll, Lydekker. 

Fig. 5. MonIOLA (?) sp. ind. 
Right valve from the same locality ; coll. Lydekker. 

Figs. 6, 7. PRODUCTUS ACULEATUS, Martin. 

Fig. 8. 

Zewan beds, Kashmir Valley ; coll. Verchere. 
6a, 7 ventral view 66 lateral view. 

PRODUCTUS ABICHI, w aagen. 
Summit of a ridge N. E. Prongam Tral, Kashmir; coll. Lydekker. 

Sa ventral view, 86 lateral view, 

Figs. 9, 10, PRonucTus UNDATUS, Defrance, 

Fig. 11. 

Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13. 

Two casts of dorsal valves from the Zewan beds, N. of Eishmakam, Kashm fr 
Valley ; coll, Lydekker. 

PRODUCTUS cf. LONGISPINUS, Sow, 
Incomplete ventral valve from the Zewan beds of Barus, Kashmir Valley ; coll. 

Lydekker. 
lla ventral view, llb front view, llc lateral view. 

PRODUCTUS CORA.1 d'Qrb. 
Ventral valve, Zewan beds, Baru~, Kashmir Valley; coll. Lydekker. 

12.a ventral view, 126 apical view, l2c lateral view. 

PRODUCTUS PUSTULOSUS, Phil!. 
Cast of a dorsal valve from the Zewan beds of Barus, Kashmir Valley; coll. 

Godwin-Austen. 
13a dorsal view, 13b lateral view. 

PRODUOTUS SEMIRETlCULA.Tus, Martin. 
Cast of a. dorsal valve from the ZP.wQn beds, N. of Khoonmoo, near Pampur ; coll. 

Lydekker. 
Ha dore::al view, 146 lateral view. 

Figs. 15
1 

16, STROPHALOSIA, sp. ind. aff., S. COSTA.TA, Waagen. 
Two ventral valves from the Zewan beds, N. of Eishmakarn, Kashmir Valley: coll. 

Lydekker, 
l5a, 16 ventral view, 15b lateral view. 

STROPHALOSIA cf. (?) TENUISPINA, Waagea, 
Ventral valve from the Zewan beds of Barus, Kashmir Valley; coll Go dwiu

Austen. 
17a \·entral view, l 7b lateral view. 
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Figs. 1-7. 

PLATE II. 

MAJl.GINIFERA HIMAL!YENSIS1 Diener. 
1, ventral valve, with cast of dorsal valve partly visible, from Kuling, Spiti ; coll. 

Griesbach. ' 
la ventral view, 16 lateral view, le apical view. 

2, 3, ventral valves, from Khar, Spiti ; coll. Griesbach. 
2a, 3a ventral view, 26, 36 front view, 3c apical view. 

4
1 

cast of dorsal valve, from Khar, Spiti ; coll. Griesbach. 
4a dorsal view, 46 apical view. 

5, ventral valve from W. summit of ridge, N. E. Prongam Tral, Kashmir; coll. Lydekker. 
5a ventral view, 5b iateral view, 5c apical view. 

6, cast of a dorsal valve from the same locality; coll. Lydekker. 
6a dorsal view, 6b lateral view, 6c apical view. 

7, tolerably complete specimen, with both valves preserved, from the Kuling shales of 
the Spiti Valley ; coll. Gerard. 
7a ventral view, 7b dorsal view. 

Figs. 8, 9, PaoDUCTUS cf. BCABRICULUS, Martin. 

Fig. 10. 

Fig. ll. 

Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13. 

Fig. H. 

8, ventral valve, 9, dorsal valve, both from the Zewan beds of Barus, Kashmir Valley; 
coll. Lydekker. 

PRoDucrns SEMIRETICULA.Tus, Martin. 
Internal cast of a ventral valve, Zewan beds, N. of Khoonmoo, near Pampur, 

Kashmir ; coll. Lydekker. 

PRODUCTUS PUNCTATUS, Martin. 
Ventral valve from the Zewan beds of Barus, Kashmir. 

PRODUCTUS cf. SPINULOSUS, Sowerby. 
Ventral valve from the Zewan beds of Barus, Kashmir Valley ; coll. God win

Austen. 
12a ventral view, 12b lateral view. 

CHONETES AusTENIANA1 Davidson. 
Ventral valve from the Zewan beds of Barus, Kashmir Valley ; coll, God win

Austen. 
13a ventral view, U.b lateral view, 13c apicai view. 

CHONETES GRANDICOSTA, w aagen. 
Ventral valve, from the summit of ridge, N.E. Prongam Tral, Kashmir; coll. 

Lydekket·. 
l4a ventral view, 14b lateral view, 14c front view, 14d apical view. 

Figs. 15, 16. LYTTONIA sp. ind. 
Two casts from the Zewan beds of the Marbal Pass, Kashmir ; coll. Lydekker. 

Fig. 17. STROPHOMENA ANALOGA.1 Phillips. 
Veotral valve, from .W. summit of ridge, N.E. Prongam Tral, Kashmir; coll. 

Lydekker. 
17a ventral view, 176 lateral view. 
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PLATE III • 

.P'igs. ] -4. SPIRIFER LYDEKX.ERI, Diener. 
From the Zewan beds, N. of Eisbmakare, Kashmir Valley ; coll. Lydekker. 

Figs. 5-11. From a quartz-sandstone of the Ladakh Valley (exact locality unknown) ; coll. 
Lydekker. 

1, 2a, 3 dorsal valves. 
26 cardinal region, slightly enlarged, 

4, internal cast of a ventral valve, with impressions of cardinal teeth. 
4a ventral view, 46 apical view. 

5, 9, plaster-casts of external impressions of two ventral valves. Frontal region not 
preserved. 

6, dorsal valve. 
6a dorsal view, 6b lateral view. 

7, dorsal valve, with cardinal region of ventral valve adhering, Lydekker's type-speci
men (Mem. Geol. Surv. of· India, Vol. XXII, Pl. II, Fig. 41). 

8, 11, plaster-casts of external impressions of two dorsal valves. 

10, dorsal valve with muscular impressions preserved. 
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PLATE IV. 

Figs. l-7. SPIRIFER RAJAH, Salter, 

1, ventral valve, from Barus, Kashmir Valley; coll. Godwin-Austen, 

!, dorsal view of a specimen from the Spiti Valley; coll. Gerard. 

3, internal cast of a ventral valve, from the Spiti Valley; coll. Gerard. 

4, ventral valve, from Kuling, Spiti ; coll, Griesbach. 

5, largest specimen, known to me, from Kuling, Spiti ; coll. Griesbach, 
5a dorsal view, 5b lateral view. 

6, internal side of a ventral valve, from the SpHi Valley.; coll. Stoliczka. 

7, ventral valve, from the Spiti Valley; coll. Gerard. 

Fig. 8. SPIB.IPER sp. ind., ex aff. Sp. Ru.rn. 

Dorsal valve from Muth, Spiti ; coll. Gerard. 

Figs. 9, 10. SYRINGOTHYRIS CUSPIDATA, :Martin. 
Two speeimens from a black, crinoidal limestone, Kuling, Spiti ; ooll. Stoliczka. 

9, ventral valve. 
9a ventral view, 9b lateral view, 9c apical view. 

10, dorsal valve. 
J Oa dorsal view, lPb lateral view. 
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PLATE V. 
Fig. 1. SPIRIPER R.u . .rn, Salter. 

Dorsal view of a specimen from the Spiti Valley ; coll. Gerard. 

Fi~. 2. SPIRIPER sp. ind., ex aff. LYDEKKERI, Diener. 
Dorsal valve from a quartz-sandstone of the Ladakh Valley, Kashmir: coll. 

Lydekker. 

Figs. 3-7. SPIRIFER MusA.XHEYLENSis, Davids. 

Fig. 8, 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. IO. 

3, dorsal valve from Muth, Spiti; coll. Stoliczka. 

4, ventral valve from the Spiti Valley; coll. Gerard. 

6~ ventral valve from Khar, Spiti ; coll. Griesbach. 
61 ventral valve from the Zewan beds, Kashmir Valley ; coll. Godwin-Austen. 

7, internal cast of a ventral valve from the Spiti Valley ; coll. Godwin-Austen. 

SPIRIFER cf. TRU.NGULARis, Martin. 
Fragment of a dorsal valve, from the Zewan beds of Eishmakam, Kashmir; coll. 

Lydekker. 

SPIRIFER cf. NITIENSIS, Diener. 

Fragment of a ventral valve from Po, Spiti ; coll. Gerard. 

SPIRIFER sp. ind., aff. M USAKHEYLENSIS. 
Fl'agment of a ventral valve from the Zewan beds of Kashmir; coll. Godwin· 

Austen. 

Figs. 11, 12. SPIRIFERINA cf, KENTUCKENSIS, Shumard. 

Two external impre~sions of dorsal valves, from the Zewan beds of Kaii>hmir; coll.. 
Verchere. · 

126. Reproduction of a plaster-cast taken from the specimen, fig. Ua, 
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PLATE VI. 

Figs. 1, 2. MARGINIFER.A HIMALAYENsrs, Dien. var. 
Two ventral valves from Muth, Spiti ; ,coll. Stoliczk~. 

Fig. 3. CHONETES L1ssARENs1s, Diener, 
Ventral valve from Kuling, Spiti; coil. Stoliczka. 
3a ventral view, 3h lateral view, 3c apical view. 

Fig. 4. CHoNETES BARUSIENSIS, Davids. 
Ventral valve from the ~ewan beds of Barus; colJ. Godwin-Austen. 
4a natural size, 46 twice enlarged. 

Figs. 5, 6, DE&BYl.A cf. SENILIS, Phill. 
5, plaster-cast of inte~l impressioµ of a dorsal valve, from the Zewan bed.a of Barus; 

coll. Godwin-Austen. 
6, plaster-cast of external impression of a ventral v:tlve, from the s.ame locaJity; colL 

God win-Austen. 

Figs. 7, 8. PRODUCTUS 11rnNGoL1,cus, Diener. 
7, v.entral valve, from the Zewan beds of Barus ; coll, G.odwin-Austen. 
7a ventral view, 7b fateral view. 
8, cast of a ventral valve, with parts of the dorsal valve adhering to it, from tJie same 

locality ; coll. Godwin-Austen. 

Fig. 9. M.ARTINIOPSis (?) sp. ind., aff. Su:saADIATA, Sow. 

:fig. 10. 

~'ig. 11. 

Fragment of a venti·al valve from t~ Zewan beds of Kashmir; coll. Verchere. 

EuMETRIA (RETZIA) cf. (?) GR.ANDICOSTA, Dav. (an COMPRESS.A? Meek). 
Fragmentary specimen from the Zewan beds of Eishmakam, Kashmir; coll. 

Lydekker. 
lOa dorsal view, lOb ventral view, lOc lateral view; all three of natural size. 
lOd ventral view, enlarged. 

~THYRIS cf. EXP.ANS.A, Phill. 
Ventral (?) valve from the Zewon beds, N. of Khoonruoo, near Pampur ; coll. 

Lydekker. 
lla ventral view, llb lateral view. 

figs. 12, H. ATRYRIS GERARDI, Diener. 

fig. 15. 

Three ventral valve~, from sandstone partings in the Kuling shales of Po, Spiti ; coll, 
Gerard. 

12a, 13, l4a ventral view. 
12b, 146 lat.era! view, 

MARGINlFER.A HIMALAYENs1s, Dien. 
Transverse section of the specimen, fig11.red on fl. II, Fig. 1. 
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PLATE VII. 
Fige. 1-3. ATHYRIS SUBTILITA, Hall. 

1''ig. 4. 

Fig. 5, 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8, 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 

Three specimens from the Zewan beds of the Kiishmir Valley; coll. Godwin• 
Austen. 

la, 2a, Sa dorsal view, 16 ventral view, le, 2h, 3h latel'al view, la frontal view. 

CAMAROPHORIA cf. PURDONI, Davids. 
From Kashmir (horizon unknown) ; coll. Lydekker. 
4a dorsal view, 46 ventral view, 4c lateral view. 

DIELASMA. HASTATUM, Sowel'by. 
Complete specimen from the Zewan beds of Eishmakam ; coll. Lydekker. 
5a dorsal view, 66 ventral view, 5c ht.teral view, 5d frontal view. 

CoNULARIA TENUIBTRIATA, M'Coy. 
J<'ragment from a quartz-sandstone of the Ladakh Valley, Kashmir; coll. 

Lydekker. 
6a frontal view, 6/J transverse section, 6c lateral view; all of natural size ; 6d and 6, 

parts of the surface, enlarged. 

ACANTHOCLADIA sp. ind. 
Zewaa. beds, Loodoo, Vihi Valley, Kashmir; coll. Godwin-Au1Sten. 

FENESTELLA. sp. aff. l'OSSULA, Lonsd. 
Colony from the Zewan Lede of Kashmir, coll. Collet, showing the non-poriferous 

face, 
8/J twice enlarged. 

FENESTELLA. sp. a.ff. IllTEll.NATA, Lonsd. 
Colony from l\landakpal, N. W. of Wastarwan; coll. Lydekker. 
Impression of the poriferous face, 

PB.oTORl!TEPORA AMPLA, Lonsdale. 
Impression of t.he poriferous face of a colony from the Zewli.n bed9 of Mandakpa!c, 

N. W. of Westarwan; coll. Lydekker. 
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Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 8. 

}'ig. 4. 

PLATE VIII. 
P110ToRETEPORA AMPLA, Lonsdale. 

A Yery large colony from the Zewan l1eds of Mandakpal, N; W, of Wastattwan, 
Kashmir ; coll. Lydekker, 

lb transverse section of the polyzoarium, 

PaOTOllETEPORA AMPLA, Lonsd. 
Part of the surface of the specimen, figured on Pl. VII, Fig. IO, enlarged. 

FENESTELLA sp. aff. INTEBNATA, Lons<l. 
Impression of the porifnous fare of a rolouy from the Zemiu beds of ihe Kashmir 

Vall1>y ; coll. Collet. 

FENESTl!L[,A sp. ind., aff. FOSSULA, Lonsd. 
External impression of the poriferous face of a colony from the Zewan beds of the 

Kashmir Valley; coll. Collet. 
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